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24" x24" Light Fixture
oot

19-3/8'x 48" Light Fixtures
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Linear air diffusers
supply air uniformlY.

The syster{ s 2}/z' -wide modular
rLnrners install easier than
standard versions. They're also considerably
sfionger, supporting hardware without additional bracing. These pre-slotted runners
accommodati air diffrrsers on all four sides of
the module.
The center black regress conceals openinp
for &ffirsers and power cables.

Liglrting systerns
reduce

.",a\\\\\

You don't purchase separate air diffrsers for
an integrated ceiling. Pre-engineered linear air
diffusers supply air throughout
the system. Consequently, air-distribution level,
flow, and cycle are more uniform, more comfortable.
And less unsiglrtly. lntegrated diffusers ir€ corcealed, so there's no
visual clutter. Plus, you
canplacethemonanY of
the module's four sides and
relocate them later without
problems.

10" x 46" Light Fixture

gl"t*

An integrated ceiling lighting system pleases
the eye in two imPortant ways.
First, it comfortably illuminates areas to
enhance productivity. This is especially cridcal
for spaces conaining video display terminals'
System fi.xtures properly Lght th. horizontal
paper-based task while controlling g[are on the
vertical terminal scr@n.
Second, integrated
ceiling frxtures are aes-

thetically plea^sing to
the eye. They offer a
variety of dramatic
lools. Parabolic louvers.
*W Flat prismatic lenses.
I-arge- or small-cell louvers
in aluminum or Plastic.
A11 ensure higt"qu"litv
lighting at economical
prices. All save you time
, duringthe designing

'il

Integrated ceiling
solve your Problems.
Pre-engineered. Flexible. Easy to install'

Visually cleaner.
An integrated system offers cost-effective,
time-efftcient advantages for mixed openclosed offtce environments. Performance and
aesthetic qualitiq benefft you from the design
sage through installation.
For -oti information on this ceiling alternative, send for the Armstrong integrated ceiling
systerns package. Write Armstrong, D-ept.
5ZNAR, Box 3001, l-ancaster, P A 17 &4'

stage.

And duringhstallation. lntegrated
ftxtures rest on a support frame built into the
grid. This assures quick interfacing and eliminates the problem of ff:rture flanges improperly
designed for narrow gids.
Another installation advantage of integrated
ffxtures is their flexiblity. They canbeposiin the module and be
tioned virnrally
easily relocated later.
Circle 2 on inquirY card
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Letters

Calendar

Regarding the Prince House

[nncono, mid-April 1985, pages 110115], I wonder if your editors would
have been so enthusiastic about
awarding the Record House honor
to this structure had it been located
next door to one of them on their
own "quiet residential street"? I
doubt it.
Tom Giannini, ^tt.l

Houston

A refreshingly beautiful sight to
see, the Prince house bv Bart
Prince. No drywall arcies, no
plastic laminate entablatures and no
upside-down chromed Ionic
columns, just real architecture for a
change. This one project made
leaflng through a year of drivel
worthwhile. Please, show us more
real American architecture. I know
it's out there. Seek it outl
G. Gregory Douey, AIA
Ch a m be rsb u rg, Pen nsy I ua nia

It is seldom that mv emotions are
stirred enough to drite a letter to a

magazine. I must, however, make
my comment on this vear's Record
House awards. A fevi of the houses
I thought were good. Most,
however, reminded me of staEe-set
design. Three I would single out.
1. Round Hill lHerbert S.
Newman, architectl: This house is
truly,exuberant. I enjoy it, but what
ever happened to architectural
refinem-ent? This thine looks like a
stack of pieces piled up.
2- Prince House [Bart Prince,
architectl: This one reallv sets me
off. If it were an amusement park
ride, I would applaud it. If it were
built by an eccentric hermit from
parts_salvaged from a junkyard,

I

would find it amusing and l6t it pass
without comment. Bzt this is a'
work done by a registered architect
and it is being recognized by the
foremost profession.-al magazine. I

It is junkvard artl
Norton House fFrank O.
Gehry, architectl: All of the
am offended.
3.

comments above apply here, too.
uome on, ARCHITECTURAL
REC0RD, let's get back to some real
architecture. Leave the junkyard

art to the Sunday magalines:
C. Thomas Wagamuth

Architect

assist in the complicated permit
process..Our. team, by then enlarged
to lnclude other consultants, was

interviewed by the Packard
Foundation Board in AuEust 19?8
and was selected to do concent
studies.
In September we moved a team
on site and began work-Charles
Davis leading design, Linda Rhodes
acung as,programmlng manager
ano asslstlng ln permlt process.
In March l9?9 the proiect was
shut down because oi ddlavs in
permits. In May Linda Rhddes
informed us that David Packard had
offered her the job as the Packard
Foundation project manager. In
J.anuary 1980 we started again;
drawings and specifications were
prepared in our office and our
consultant's offices in San
Francisco, with Charies Davis in
charge. Linda Rhodes continued to
work very effectively on permits
and proJect management. As work
proceeded, Linda Rhodes
represented the owner on
construction issues and was in
charge of the Monterey Bay
Aquarium in-house exhibitibn staff.
_ I do not wish to down-play Linda
Rhodes's considerable contributions
to the successful completion of the
project, but I do feel il is proper to
make it clear that Esherick liomsev
Dodge and Davis, with Charles
Davis as partner-in-charge, were
the architects for the Mo-nterev Bav

Aquarium.
Joseph Esherick. t t,t

and

UAUB

While your article on the Monterey
Bay Aquarium gives credit to the
designer on one page [nncoRn,
February 1985, pages 114-1231, the
text on another page gives the
impression that the role of Esherick
Homsey Dodge and Davis was

different from what it actuallv was.
The facts are at some variancle with
your piece.
First, the very original idea of the
aquarium as local rather than
exotic, as a Monterev Bav

Aquarium, must go io Juiie
Architectural Record July

we, with Rutherford & Chekene,
decided to form a team and asked
Linda Rhodes, who by then had her
own office, to participate and act as
a consultanf on programming
general architectural work and to

E^sn?.rick Homsey Dod,ge

Lafagette, Indiana

4

Packard, Nancy Packard Burnet,
Robin Burnet, Steve Webster and
Chuck Baxter. We and our
engineers, Rutherford & Chekene,
were familiar with some of the local
and technical problems from our
work on the LbnE Coastal Marine
Laboratory at the University of
California Santa Cruz; Linda
Rhodes had worked on the oroiect.
When the idea of the Monterev Bav
{quarium was developed by tlre
Packards in the summer of 19?8,

1985

San Francisco
Correction

Architectural credit for the
Philadelphia Museum of Art,
mentioned in our article on One
Lo-gan Square (RECoRD, February
1985, pages 142-149\ should include

Horaee Trumbauer,

with C. Clark

Zantzinger and Charles Borie.

nrea:. Vgpn AIIP

Through July 2l
The Cabin, the Temple, the
TraiLer, an exhibition of American
domestic vernacular architecture; at
the Oakland Museum Art Special
Gallery, 10th and Oak Sts.,'
Oakland, Calif.
Through August 25
art + architecture + landscape,
an exhibition of designs from the
Clos Pegase Winery Competition
sponsored by the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art; at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
401 Van Ness Ave., San Francisco.
July 14 through September 8
A rq u i te cto nic a: Yesterday, Today,
Tomomow, an exhibit of riodels, "
photographs and drawings from the
lvllaml archtt€ctural firm: at the
Walker Art Center, Vineland Place,
Minneapolis.

July 24-28
American Societv of Interior
Designers Natioial Conference and
Ilternational Exposition, "Design:
The International Alliance"; at "
Dallas. For information: Edward
_Qipl,4!Iq, 1430 Broadway, New
York, N. Y. 10018 (2rZ/944-gZ2O\.
August 20-24
WORLDESIGN 85/ICSID USA

(International Council of Societies
of Industrial Design), conference
and exhibitions on the theme

"Realities and Aspirations,"
sponsored by the lndustrial
Designers Society of America; at

the Sheraton Washington Hotel,
Washington, D. C. Foi information:
The Design Foundation, Attn.:
W0RLDESIGN 85, 1630

Beverly Rd.,

Suite 303, Mclean, ya.22l0i-8671
(703/556-0919).

Septcmber 18-20
Second International Symposium on

Roofing Technology, sponiored by
the National BurJau oi Standardi,
National Roofing Contractors
Association and Rrlnu
(International Union of TestinE and
Research Laboratories for
Materials and Structures); at U. S.
F_u1e3iu of Srandards, Gaithersburg,
Md. For information: National
Roofing Contractors Association,
Q600 Bryn Mawr Ave., Chicago, Ill.
60631-0700 (312/693-0?00).
September 26-28

Energy Planning for Communities,
an international conference
sponsored by the American
Institute of Architects and the U. S.

Department of Energy, in
cooperation with a number of
professional organizations and
agencies; in St. Paul, Minn. For
information: Energy Programs, AlA,
1?35 New York Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006
Q02/626-7448\.
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TAMKO Asphalt Products, Inc.
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A Proven Leoder in Aspholt Roofing Technology
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Asphoh Products,lnc. Home Office: PO Box 1404, Joplin, MO

64801

Coll or wrile for your free product brochure. Or consuh Sweet's Cotolog File: 7.1/TAM.
l-800-641-4691 In Missouri: 417-624-6U4
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The Honor Awards as grand finaleand other Convention impressions

The 1985 National Convention of the American Institute of Architects was an event that was
likeable if not lively, earnest but not energetic, conversational but not controversial. The theme
discussions-ranging broadly over the client's interests in "ValueArchitecture," the architecf,s
interests, and the public's interests-offered some serious food for thought but no subject that
really stirred up the convention (for details, see Business News, page 37). The speakers were
almost all people who have something to say, and (mostly and happily) people with top design
credits. But even setting up Hugh Newell Jacobsen against Chuck Thomsen of 3D/I (who might
not have been expected to agree about much except how to spell architect) and Stanley Tigerman
against researcher Michael Brill (who might not have been expected to agree about anything),
didn't stir up much controversy. The choice of Tom Wolfe as the opening speaker of the
convention on Sunday afternoon was obviously intended as a conhoversial and conversational
pot-stirrer. He did attract a large audience, but the attendees did not seem to agree on what he
said, and few seemed very miffed at Tom Wolfe being invited to the year's major convention of
architects (which is a little bit like bringing your own swarm of ants to a family picnic).
A big plus at the San Francisco convention was the 50 or so professional development seminars
on a broad range of topics-project management, financial management, fee negotiation, selling
the Federal market, time management, developing your own projects, conducting presentations,
conflict resolution in the construction process, et cetera, et cetera, including, of course, a number
of programs on computer use, still and again a hot topic at any meeting of architects.
Encouragingly, there were a number of seminars directed at associates and interns. Most
entertaining seminar: a report by two young architects in the office of Kaplan/Mclaughlin/Diaz
on "The Architecture Office as an Educational Resource"-a listing of the varied activities that
take place before (Chinese breakfast) and after work that clearly enliven and maintain
excitement in the office-from reports on the firm's pioneering research and postoccupancy
evaluations, to design seminars on various building types, to "fun and games" ranging from
presentations by other architects of their work to debates and round tables on style and
regionalism, to movies, to art exhibits, to concerts (held around the firm's centrally located grand
piano), to intramural sports, to kite-making and sand-castle building'
A couple of times on this page I've grumped about the all-important Honor Awards being
awarded in some random slot on the Convention program-one year on the Sunday afternoon of
the Convention before anyone but the winners (who promptly went home) got there. No
complaints this time. The 1985 Institute Honors, Awards, and Gold Medal were presented on the
last evening (Wednesday), were well staged, were treated by the audience with the respect and
warmth and admiration they deserve. Everyone came-a aery large ballroom at the hotel was
packed-and the stately ceremony therefore served as a one-more-time reminder that what
architecture is really about is good design. It was a grand finale.
One concern-not criticism, but concern. The convention was so tightly scheduled and
controlled that there didn't seem to be time (or if there was I missed it) to talk about the three
subjects that were on everyone's mind. Item 1: I would have liked to learn more about what
everyone seems to feel is a crisis in professional liability insurance-its costs and coverage.
There was a resolution calling for study of the problem (see, again, Newsl-but I think I would
have found or made time to discuss the problem in front of the assembled delegates at the
business sessions. Item 2: Another resolution called for a "study of architectural education." I
would have liked to hear what the "deep concerns" of practitioners and students alike really arc,
and specifically what anyone thinks can really be done about whatever shortcomings are
considered really important. Finally, item 3: I'd have liked very much to hear more about the
Model Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility discussed briefly at the final business
session. Now it may be that much public discussion of such a sensitive issue is premature-but it
is a subject that requires a lot of serious talk in every component across the country before the
San Antonio convention. In my view, the re-establishment of a meaningful Code of Ethics is so
important that I can hardly "wait'til nextyear." W W
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Fire protection sprinklers
have not tzditionally been designed for appearance, so nuny
architects and designers prefer
to use 'concealed' sprinklers
in spite of their inherent drawbacks and high cost. Vfting
now offers an option to concealed sprinklers that is both
atbzctive and extremelv cost
effective.
The newViking Recessed
Sprinkler features a fully adjustable escutcheon,
U.L. listed with
Vfting's new
Micromatic'"
sprinkler.
This combination provides
an attractive, subtle look at a cost
frr below concealed or other recessed sprinklers. The Vking

,

or satin chrome, painted white,
and brasstone. The Micromatic
Sprinkler (the smallest standard American sprinkler
made) may be recessed up
to one-half it'slL/2" height
for a clean appearance.
Viking's new Recessed
Sprinkler adds up to an unbeatable combination of good looks
and low cost that allows architects to get sprinklers out in the
open again.

Recessed
match' painted cover which
guises the fact that an area
properly protected. And, there is
no need for an air gap,

disis
which

ffif;l:ff:ffisiTf:#ffi^

,

viking,,,

Contact your nearest Vfting
Distrbutor, write, or call for
more detailed information on
Vfting's new Recessed SprinHer.

"see us in Sweet's 'E' File"

\\l

q*;d;.ffi
and

allows sprinklers to be fitted
tested prior to ceiling
saving time and eliminating
backs. It is available in

installation,
HASrlNc5 MICH"U.s.A. 4e0s8
cut-

potlsneo
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Campaign launched
to keep tax credits
for historic
properties

Survey on architect
selection revealed

In order to counter tax reform
Dressures that would eliminate,

In order to find out how architects
and other design consultants are
selected by corporations for new

among many other special-interest
incentives passed over the Years,
tax credits included in the Economic

Recovery Act of 1981 for the
rehabilitation of certified historic
properties, the National Trust for
i{isloric Preservation has launched
a campaign to keeP the credits. A
statement by the board of directors
enumerates the Public-interest
benefits that the credits have
oroduced:

i

More than $5.4 billion invested in
more than ?,500 projects receiving
the oedits, not to mention the side
effects of restoration bY examPle
seen in buildings not receiving the
credits.
'The creation of more than 18,500
new rental units.
'Jobs in construction and related
fields for some 180,500 PeoPie.
'More than $5.3 billion in retail
sales and other business activity not
included in the direct worth of
rehabilitation projects listed above.
'Some $4 billion in wages.
'The revitalization of declining
urban areas through a reaiization of
the phvsical resources these older

c0nvention
scheduled

SMPS

With the theme of "A Marketing

oroiects, the corporate architects
committee of the New York
Chapter of the rtr conducted a
survey of some 50 corporations in
the metropolitan area at the
beginningof the year..The chapter
notes that the survey ls bY no
means conclusive in terms of
analyzing.results by project size,
tvpe. and industrv peculiarities, and
tir'at the responses indicated very
stronq personal preferences so that
the re"sults must-be taken in that
lieht. Nonetheless, the results do
bear witness to what maY be
expected by design Professionals
delving into corPorate waters:
'The entitv in a corPoration most
usually responsible ior selection is
not one person, but some
combinaiion of corporate executives
and a senior design Professional.

'The selection Procedures vary
with each project..Only 21. per cent
of resoondents said that the same

Challenge," the 1985 convention of
procedure was emPloYed across the
the Society of Marketing
board.
Professional Services is scheduled
'The results on eligibility criteria
for New Orleans from SePtember
were inconclusive, with 38 Per cent
18 throush 20. The conference
of respondenls saYing that there
organizeis have adoPted as their
comhunities hold.
were no preselection criteria and 14
changeof
challenge
the
'Economic develoPment within the concern
per cent iaying that eligibility is
how new markets, technologies,
context of appreciation of history
limited to rePeat firms.
goals will
and
financing,
Personal
and our heritage.
do
firms
'The most iinportant qlalification
that
ways
niw
create
'The economic efficiencY in this
said to be-geographic location
was
years,
the
previous
in
business. As
means of stimulating Private
per cent of the respondents'
55
bv
around
convention will be organized
investment.
2Z per cent of resPondents
*nit"
workshoPs,
and
of
a
series
Panels
..
"Without these incentives,"
listed size of firm as the most
well
as
change
on
focused
this
vear
according to Nalional Trust
important consideration. The ability
as oiher specifi-c asPects of .
nresidenlJ. Jackson Walter, "the
to'be "on top" of projects was the
marketing Protesslonal deslgn
iconomics of the marketPlace
third-olace runner'
services.
dictate the demolition of manY
survival
include
'The kind of Practice most often
toPics
WorkshoP
historic buildings in order to realize
was listed to be one
selected
lnrcrvlews'
wlnnlng
the hiEhest return on investment. In as a manager,
employing outside engineering
the
skills,
improvinsleadershiP
neutral
not
a
is
this se"nse, rePeal
servic6s b1 z0 Per cent of
"d6llars and sense" of promotion,
act. It is an act that discriminates
respondents, while onlY 10 Per cent
firm's
a
of
studv
a case
asainst older buildings and ignores
g,
said thev wanted a firm with inmarketin
through
transformalion
tfr'e nublic benefits to be derived
house englneers'
in change,
conflicts
the
managing
therefrom."
'The parties doing interior design
presentation strategies, computers
were equallY sPlit between
in marketing, firm Positioning,
consultants-resPonsible to the
marketins fir the small firm, and
architect, those responsible to the
"marketing yourself ." Panels
owner, in-house dePartments in
include changing and emergtng
in-house
markets. the new sources of moneY, architectural offices, and
client's
the
in
departments
client'
and the corporate/developer
oo-eration.
Moderators and Panelists include
'The presentation material of
executives of Haines Lundberg
desisn-ers that influenced selection
Waehler. Humana Inc., Kajima
International, TRw, the First Boston the most was listed as either
written media (such as letters),
Corporation and eT&t.
formal interviews, informal
Aiso scheduled are a Mardi Gras
interviews or negotiation technique
ball, a moonlight cruise with
tour.
bv an equal number of resPondents'
house
a
and
music,
Dixieland
'ihe favored iocation for an
For more information, contact the
interview was said to be in the
SMPS at 801 North Fairfax Street,
client's office, while a slightlY
Alexandria, Ya.22314
smaller group favored some
fi03/549-611?).
combinalion of the client's office,
the design office, and the site.
'The design Personnel that the
client most wants to meet at an
interview were iisted as the
principal, the_ manager, the
designer. and the englneer.
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AIA connnued

Theme Programs explore
ValueArchitecture from the architect's,
the clienfs, and the publiCs viewpoint
,q,m

Theme explorations, theme
discussions and public lectures-ten
sessions in all---cxamined

"ValueArchitecture" from different
points of view. And despite some
jibes at the term (Is it an
admonition? A wistful plea? Akin to
value engineering? Or does it
simply mean architecture of
value?),

it engendered some

provocative discussion.
Author Tom Wolfe saw today's
architecture (and other arts as well)
as influenced by fashion in ideas
and manners. "This idea is resisted,
I find," said the author of From

Bauhaus to Our Hotue. "People in
the arts do not want to be told that
they are subject bo the same rules
and mechanisms of fashion that the
clothing industry is subject to, but
in fact that is true." Carrying the
metaphor a step further, Wolfe
described the profession as being in

"the era of the Big Closet,"

ransacking the past for decorative
trimming. "A camp game is going
on," he said. "The work of today's
architects says, 'I'm not a revivalist;
I'm making witty gestures."'
Wolfe sees no fundamental
change in this posture until young
architects acquire classical drawing
skills "so that they are able to
generate new decoration for our
time, a decoration that means
something to us and means
something to people." For in
Wolfe's view, "architects' next
frontier is going to be somehow
embracing the public. . . . They have
to find something in American life if
they want to make this step. It has
to come from the heart; it cannot be
a game. It cannot be done by a
survey. . . . It can't be sold like
Creamy Whip or some product. It
has to be something in one's heart
that resonates with the life of this
country in the American century."

yourself open to the idea that some
enormously beneficial surprise
could come out of this relationship."
On the other hand, Lucy Crow
Billingsley, president of the Dallas
Market Center Company,
complained that architects often
come to her with standard
presentations. "A new ad agency,
on the other hand, does much
greater analysis of our needs and
how we want to position ourselves."
And Allan Temko, architecture
critic of the San Francisco
Chronicle, pulled no punches: "The
main question that hasn't come up
is the incompetence of architects,especially in evolving technology.
Most of them can't handle the
existing technology, and teehnology
is flooding in all the time."
"Do you think on the whole that
the client gets the architecture he
deseryes?" asked moderator Linda
Ellerbee, of Nsc News. "I think you
get what you deserve, but I don't
know that that's what you want,"
answered developer Billingsley.

The architcct's intcresh
Architccture of value
versus the bottom line
A debate on idealism versus
pragmatism, on total architect
control versus client collaboration,
ensued between Hugh Newell
Jacobsen, who heads a small firm in
Washington, D. C. and Charles B.
Thomsen, president of the giant
3D/International of Houston.
Jacobsen got off the opening shot:
"I'm very concerned about our
profession on its way down the
escalator into the bargain basement
out of the temple where it
belongs... . You and I have no
business losing arguments about
architecture to anybody other than
another architect. Yet we are losing
arguments to lawyers, and bankers,
and financial people who form our
clients. . . . Why are we doing this?"
The client's intcrests:
Thomsen pointed out that the
Education and delightnumber of architects has increased
and a little more attention
while nonresidential work is drying
Renresentatives from that part of
up. "As a result, we find ourselves
the public that pays for architects'
terribly competitive with each other,
services gave the profession a
doing some things perhaps we
mixed review. Max DePree,
shouldn't do. . . . But instead of how
chairman, president and cno of
do we sell more, how do we
Herman Miller, Inc., saw the
negotiate higher fees, the issue is
architect as a mentor: "We think
how do we provide a better service
there's a big problem for us in
and a better result to our clients?"
developing more of a design
And his answer: "I think that
literacy, more business literacy,
more literacy in terms of the
careful listening to the people who
meaning of relationships within the are hiring us, who want us to listen
corporate efiort," he said. "So if
to them, is the essential issue in this
ouestion about how do we deliver
there's one thing we look for, it's
v:alue. . . . Somepeoplebuildbuildings
who's going to teach us the most."
And Andrew l,ewis, chairman
to make money with them, and as a
and cno of Best Products Company, profession we begin to feel a little
bit bad about that, as if that's not a
appreciated the architect's fresh
noble purpose for a building. Yet, if
vision: "One of the most wonderful
we're going to do value architecture
things about working with good
architects is that you don't have any for our clients, or architecture that
our clients value, we have to
idea what you ought to expect. I
provide them with projects that are
think you ought to try to lay

good money-making machines."
"The client takes that as a given
when he hires us," said Jacobsen.
"But we like to think that he hires
us for our understanding of the

manipulation and making of spaces
and the quality of life we reach for
and not how much money he can get
as he falls off his wallet and breaks
a leg. It's the greed button that it's
so hard to come to terms with."
Said Thomsen: "It would seem to
me that we're going to have a
process of natural selection there,
-and
the developers and architects
who are doing good projects are
going to survive and do more good
n.oq".t" and the ones that are in bad
nroieets are not soing to survive."
Iiut Jacobsen disag:reed: "When
we start thinking of great
developerswellthere's. . . (pause)and
then there's. . . (pause), and maybe
we can find five or six who have Put
up serious buildings. But the prince
of the developers that we have now
has managed to hire the best
architects in our country and to get
some of the most mediocre work out
of those great men. I wish we'd get
back to arch-i-tec-ture. We know
more about that than the developer,
and he really basically is not
interested in it; he's interested in
making money. If his own ego were
involved, if he put his name on the
building. . . Every time a name gets
on a building it gets better."

'

What the architect invests:
Ideas-but are they accessible
to the public?
Boston architect Jean Paul Carlhian
illustrated the architect's
investment of knowledge, skill, and
insight in the design process with a
discussion of the Smithsonian
Institution's new underground
museum for its Asian and African
collections (REcoRD, February
1984), and Chicago architect Stanley
Tigerman discussed how
remodeling a show room for Knoll
International had led to quality
urban design for a block in Houston
(REcoRD, April 19&t). In the
discussion that followed, the panel
came back again and again to
whether architects' ideas about
arehitecture were accessible to the
public. Architect David Weingarten
of Oakland was the first to raise the
question: "The architects'
iirvestment of ideas imparts value to
architecture. It is an empty
enterprise if those ideas and that
value are held remote from people's
powers to comprehend them. Yet
this is almost always the case. The
richness of architects' ideas is
diluted by the abstract way these
ideas are rendered into the shape of
a building. . . . A good architect takes
interesting and humane and
contextual ideas and renders them
into architecture that is
comprehensible to people."

It wasn't that simple for arehitect
John Johansen of New York City,
who spoke of three imperatives:
technology, nature, and the
psychosocial aspects of society. He

iaiv technologyas the extension of
man and, quoting the philosopher
Teilhard de Chardin, as the
extension of humanism. Said
Johansen: "We see man and
building as a continuum. We see
him referred to by some as a new
biotech species in which man, the
occupant of the building, becomes
so closely conceived, and the
intelligence of the building is
developed to such an extent, that
the man and building become one.
The building changes then,
responsive, to human pressures. To
the physical body of the building,
now, we add the brain. This is new
architecture. This is the hereandnow which we must school
ourselves in and begin to work into
our buildings.
"We're moving from a world
conceived as machine, where
activities are determined as parts,
to a world of the organism, whose
structure is determined by its
process," Johansen continued. "We
may expect a new organlc
architecture following, as Chardin
savs. natural law." Johansen also

*"iu a ne* architecture of
network-networks of structure,
communication, circulation. And he
concluded: "We have not yet found
the images and symbols of our age
regardless of whom you look at and
select as vour new heroes."

SaidJein Faul Carlhian: "There's

for your thoughts, and I
cerbainly wouldn't prevent you from
exploring the new. But to do
something new for the sake of
doing something new frightens me,
as opposed to doing something new
in the endeavor to make it better.
That should be our goal."
And Stanley Tigerman stressed
a place

the importance of communication:
"I can t disagree more with what I
think John is alluding to as a kind of
architecture responding to those
networks that remove the value of
the human being as I see it. As for
dispensing with those ornamental
programs and languages that were
the common language of this
discipline for some other
meganotion without the

oarticularitv of a human-a
vulnerablei-input, I suspect I really
disagee with John dramatically."
Architect Raymond Kappe,
director of the Southern California
Institute of Architects in Santa
Monica, supported Johansen's view:
"I feel that some of the things he
projects are really closer to people.
In other words, if the process has
become one in which the person or
persons who are part of the space
and part of the place are responded

continued
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to through other processes of
technology, then you're reallY
getting closer to the Person."
- This made Boston architect Joan
Goodv uncomfortable: "What
concerns me about what You and
John are saying is that it's an
abstract language, and it's hard for
me to think how that translates into
buildings the average user can
responii do. Technology is, of
course. a tool, but to consider it a
goal, a symbol, the exPression of
which we have no control overthat's a problem. . . . Architecture is
essential art, and we get into
trouble when we get too abstract."
To which Kappe added: "The
communication that goes on among
architects seems to prevail over the
communication that takes place in a
societal way. Are we talking to
ourselves? I think we do a great
deal of that. We design for each
other. We understand the icons. . . .
The classicism of Mies is now
substituted by the classicism of
Aldo Rossi. I don't see where we're
communicating better to the people

"Michael's work is very, very
important," answered Tigerman,
"and the stuff has been made
accessible and we use it and it's
terrific. But in the end I'm really
interested in the specific client and
the specific condition that
establishes a case." And he summed
up his thoughts. o1 design, "There is
a cen[ral optimistic attitude about
the nature-of what we do which is
seminal to what we do. So we
quicklv raee, often mistakenlY, to
desien, to sort of load things uP, to
make it utterly wonderful, to bring
that kind of joy, one hoPes, into the
lives of those people who did not
come just to have the Problems
solveti and resolved. . . . Ultimately it
is the optimism that is the central
feature of this disciPline."
Brill's rejoinder: "I think what
feeds the optimism of manY
architects is never going back and
finding out whether theY did

anvthins wrong. So that one
continuillv faces a world with no
mistakes.

"With

no Problems."

What the public gains:
More on public involvement-and
on what constitutes the Public
This session offered presentations
bv John Burgee, Charles Moore,
and Charles Davis, President of
Esherick HomseY Dodge & Davis of
San Francisco, fotlowed bY a Panel
moderated by syndicated columnist
Neal Peirce composed of the
presenters plus i{athryn AnthonY,
who teaches design-behavior
interaction at the UniversitY of
Illinois, Steven Izenour of Venturi,
Rauch and Scott Brown, and Wolf
Von Eckardt, design critic fot Time'
Said Charles Moore: "What the
public gains is usefullY seen as
being vlry closelY related to what
the JubliC eives, or what the Public
is eiven a chance to give. . . ' What

the architect does is not PumP
images into people or give them
things, but rather sets things uP so
that people can find the strength
and the pleasure of inhabiting
are there to inhabit."
nlaces
' Davis,thatwho
has ParticiPated on
AIA R/UDAT teams, working with a
relativelv unsophisticated public'
noted: "The public is highly attuned
to value in our urban context, and ln
other reaches of our vast land-the
plains, deserts, suburbs and small
towns-people perceive value in
real terms fbr them. It happens that
these values are different from
those of our more soPhisticated
decipherers and coders, namelY
us. . . . It's humbling to discover that
your ears are closed and that You
have solved the problem before You
understand it. I think the Public
understands what is valuable to it.
We must take the time to listen,

continued

through this."
The public's interests:
Again, the topic was
involvement and communication
This time the debate was between
Stanlev Tiserman and Michael Brill,
,n a.clliteC-t who now heads the
Buffalo Organization for Social &
Technological Innovation, which
conducts user research.
Almost as though he were
oickine up the conversation of lhe
'previoirs
day, Brill began: "I'm
watching architecture grow less
literate, less accessible, almost
totallv incomprehensible to the
folks who [v6 in it and work in it. I
think that we're watching an
architecture emerge almost for
architects only. We're seeing
personal odysseys. You can look at
a

building and saY, oh, that's a

Michael Graves building' Or that's a
Robert A. M. Stern building. That's
qazv. A buildine is about those
oeoole and that-place and those
i,ot{,oset, it's not autobiograPhY.

Weie eettine a narrower and

narrow:er band of literacy precisely
at the point when architects are
searching for meaning. What theY
mean is their meaning, not the
meaning for the folks who are using
those Pl2ss5."
"Th-e difference between Michael
and me," said Tigerman, "is I don't
watrh. I actually do. And bY doing,
one makes oneself vulnerable. You

possess a great Power of
invulnerability because you're sort

of the ultimate architectural
voveur."
ilrill: "The folks who are really
vulnerable are the PeoPle we do
stuff to with our buildings' TheY
have so incredibly little say in the
matter. . . If you want to pit the kind
of vulnerable yet heroic architect
makins difficult decisions against
the people who live and work and
nlav in the places that we make, I
*oi,tan't tride off your heroism for
their need."
Here moderator William
Sharfman, a New York consultant,
interiected a question: "How
applicable and how accessible is the
kirid of research that Mr. Brill
refers to to what is, I think,
essentially an intuitive process?"

Circle 26 on inquirY card
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keep our ears and minds truly open,
have a touch of humility, if you will,
and realize that we are not giants in

this world, but merely players along
with many others who form the

nublic."
-

"The criteria that architects,
critics, and the public use to
evaluate design projects are often
quite different," Kathryn Anthony
observed. "Both architects and
design critics tend to judge design
wor[ primarily on its esthetic value'
The public, however, bases its
assessment primarily on how well
the building works for them,
whether they use it regularly or
simply pass by it every day on their
wav to work. Ideal or value
architecture, as I view it, satisfies
professional peers as well as the
bublic, not one at the exPense of the
bther. For example, an office lobbY
which is of architecturally awardwinning quality but which lacks a
place for office workers to sit down
and wait to be picked uP for a ride is
inadequate. . . ."
'Ev-erybody's being real -Positive
today about the Public as though
somehow if we all just get on
together the world's going to be a
better place to live," said Steven

right to. I agree with Wolf about
of clients. One is the owner, of
it.
TWo
democracy. And I have found that if
for
course, the one who pays
-and
we set up the confrontation or the
the
is the neighborhood
responsibility to the surroundings conflict believing that we are the
of tiat building. Three is the city as purveyors or the interpreters of
architecture is, and if *9 .
a whole. And four, which is so v-ery
- what
encapsulate ourselves in that kind
often forgotten in our time, is the
future. W-here is it all going to lead of power, we are setting ourselves
to?. . . Thepublichastopartlcipatein up for a-struggle'".
John Burgee told an anecdote
that in different ways, ri'trich lets
about having a project bounced
verv. verv complicated. And the

and back and forth between the Fine
very Arts Commission and the
lesitimite one. But we're all agreed Pennsylvania Avenue Commission
democracy is very difficuli." in Washington D. C. at a time when
thit
;'l
thal the public is saying one.was headed by Nathrniel
"gtu" we like it or not they Uwlngs and the otner Dy \'oroon
that whether
ar. eoine to have a role in what we Bunshaft: "And they were doing- it..
do,'-said Charles Davis. "They're in the name.of the so-called publrc'
goine to define it in many diffuse he said, adding:."S^ome discussion
with the public is fine' But.layer
fnd different ways. It's wrong' I
tttink, to say that the issue is-what upon layer ofpublic agenciesyou've got to be a masochist to go
and not how,because I think the
p"[fi. i* going to have some input ihrougli all those agencies that 6; th; i;*. A-nd I think they hive a can't agree with each other' ' ' ' I

oueriion

"of

whb is the public

*ho ..p.es"nts the pu6lic

Izenoui. "Having done that for 10
or 15 vears, I'm left feeling a little

I have to admit
doesn't
guarantee much of anYthing. ' ' ' In
[he end I come down to having to
face who is the public. Who is the
real representative? Is it the fine
arts cohmission? A grouP of
politicians? What is the oPerative
definition of the role of these
people? How are we suPPosed to
nerceive it and function with it on a
iay-today basis?. . ' The.history of
thii kind bf surrogate-public that
acts 'in the best interest' of the
larger public is a disastrous one.
Wh--en we're talking about quality'
the public and its representatives
have a definite right and
responsibility to define. w.hat, and
absolutely no resPonsibilitY to
define how. And that is the classic
problem. We've seen some Projects
ihat haue obviously gone through
the wrinEer of the how. And until
such timi as the Public and its
representatives can assume a
position of feeling responsible for
ihe what, in the end theY must
understand that they've got to trust
an architect. To trust somebodY.
They cannot do it. TheY cannot Put
those lines on paper. And theY can't
in the end guarantee the ultimate
oualitv thal comes out. That's an
iinplicit trust based purely on whom
vou choose to work with'
"Havins eone through all this, I'll
wind up siylng I find if positive that
we're talking about all these issues,
but a bit dePressing if we go awaYbelieving that having thought good
thoughts about these public issues,
it's somehow going to guarantee
something. I'm afraid it's not and it
orobablv never did."

depressed because

tMt all that effort

is a

,

.

WoH Von Eckardt:

"l'm all for

genius, but I am even more for
iesponsibility. And by responsibility
I mean the ability to resPond to real
needs. . . . Architecture is not an
abstract act, or shouldn't be.
Architecture is the culmination of a
Drocess that makes life livable in
modern civilization. And it doesn't
have just one client; it has a number

who represents the public is a
that I can't answer."
ouestion
And Charles Moore had a
solution: "I fight against the notion
that all this regulation seems to be
bv people instead of bv law. I would
nird it inuctr more useiul, easier,
more svmpathetic, better if
someb6dv would write down what
thev expected. The more the rules
.un b" clea. and the chance to
onerate within them can be shared,
the better off we are. The more
unclear vour rules, then the Public
practicei get pushed around in
ways that seem not to work."
N. G.G,

MARBLE...
the natural element

w[

'

^

think it's a cop-out on our role. We
have to get involved with the public
and find out what the public
needs-there's no question about
that. Now how to go about that and
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Let Merillat be
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Practice:
Getting design contracts abroad
requires sawy and persistence
The author argues that dfficulties can be
oaerconle and that the potential outweighs them
Bg Edward Thurman

According to a recent study
conducted bE Price, Waterhouse &
Co. and commissioned by the
International Engineering and
C onstruction I ndustrie s C ounci l,
the U. S. construction industry
generated erport reaenues in 1983

totaling $19.6 billion

(RECoED,

Business news, June, page 35).
While the market for our

architectural, engineering, and
desiqn seruices abroad hos
incieased steadilg oaer the last
decade or so, the actual erPort of

such U. S. seruices has seen
cyclical suings, most recentlY
between 1982 and 1983 when
reuenues

from all cotlstruction'

related actiuities abroad dropped
bu some $800 million. Mr.
fhurman ofers some reasorts for
this, including some

firms'

reluctance to work under
contracts that do not bear the
backing of the U. S. judicial
sustem.

"

Ofcourse too, there are other

reasons, such as increasing

competition from foreign firms
witi qroulins comPetence, and
chanloins

toi

rulels that mang feel

hauel at-times, penalized U. S.

firms unfairlu.'Richard Roth, Jr.,
&

"the president"of Emery Roth
Sois and a delegate to the

International Engineering and

Construction Industries Council,
saus that U. S. architects are
bokcallg non-comPetitiue both
because of the current strong
dollar aid because other countries
giue fin aneial pack jng.tg

Like a well-prepared curry,
suecessful foreign contracts result
from many ingredients coming
together in the proper blend. Most
of the inEredients are the same as
for a suciessful domestic contract:
experience; the right PeoPle in the
leid; realistic time schedules; and a
fee commensurate with the task to
be performed. But on a foreign
contract, a firrn-epn boast all these
and itill fail.
oualifications
Unfortunately, too manY
American architects, engineers, and
interior designers sense this
potential for failure and allow their
iears to quash any aspirations they
may have for entering foreign
markets for their services.
For example, the President of an
East Coast desiEn firm with a
strons track record in medical
faciliiies said that, although he has
had many opportunities to exPand
abroad, he ii reluctant to make a
foreisn commitment unless the
proieit is for the U. S. government,
br is at least administered by it. This
attitude will indeed protect his firm
from the possibilities of loss, but at

great price.
One familiar and well+stablished
market illustrates an

ongoing potcntial
Tolite possiblv the most glaring
example of a lhirst for Western
goods and services, consider Saudi

Lrabia. In the past 30 years, the per
caoita income has risen from among
thi lowest in the world to the
hiEhest.

-Durine

the Past decade or so, this
country,-roughlY equal in size to
-subsidizing,
India oi to tht United States east of
instance, design comPetitiorx. He
Mississippi, Purchased
the
ouerseos
acknowledges that the
everything irbm Precngineered
sunport problem is not as
buildines to ewecPlanes. And
sijiiTcant 7o, architects. as it is
entire clties were built-much of
engrneerc,
and
for contractors
-who
them designed bY U. S. firms which
stand mueh more to gain or
built lareelv with American
Iose in this area. Howeuer, in
materials. Onlv in the last few years
terms of selling American goods,
of slowing oil ievenues has the
"the architect's role is imPortant
appetite ihat once seemed insatiable
because he normallY would work
to American standards and would shown signs of abating.
Still. until fossil fuel is replaced
specifg American'made
bv renewable energY sources, or
equipment."
'
uirtil the wells run drY (and it is
Some time ago, the ne joined
is
the IECIC to see what could be done estimated that Saudi Arabia
sittinE on 300 billion barrels of oil),
to ease the onus of, at least, U. S.
Saudi"Arabia will ride high in the
tat and reoulatory disincentiaes.
saddle among Third World nations.
The allianie asserted that U. S.
designfirms working abroad were And fortunatelY this countrY has
eonsistentlv tuined to the West,
often in a position to generate
nrincinallv-to the U. S., for its
|usiness for contractors, and
Loodi and services. Currently there
material
equipment and
ire 60.000 Americans working in
sipitliers at home. Mr. Thurman
Saudi Arabia.
std,ies that our design frms
One export firm in Washington'
abroad are indeed a helP for our
D. C., American ExPort GrouP
current balance of PaYments
professl ona ls 1n0o lued
'co
ist ruc t i on

ln

fo

r

problems in a signifcant waY.
And he noints out that there is a
tot of uitapped potential out
there for the d.esign frms
themselues, eaen as he gioes
insights into how to go after
C. K. H.

it.

Mr. Thurman is an architect with 30
years of professional erperience in the
Ilnited. States, the Middle Eost. the Far
East, and Afica. CunentlY' he is the
d.irector of business derelopment Jbr the
uuu Design Group in llashington' D. C

International Services, Inc., is an
examnle of the "full-services"
supplier from which this particular
market likes to ourchase. The
company ships ill types of
equipm6nt to client countries, sets it
up, and makes it operational. Doing
$125 million in business in a recent
year, the company notes that $30
million of that amount was for one
contract-?5,000 individual pieces of
furniture for the King Saud
University, in Saudi Arabia.
The King Feisal Specialist
Hospital in Rivadh is one of the
most advanceil and best equiPPed
medical facilities in the world. It is
built on three levels, each the length
of three football fields. The original
concept was for a 2G or SGbed
hospiial for royalty on Palace
grounds, but-to show the raPid
iate of change that can haPPen to
plans when cost is a secondary
ionsideration-final plans were for
250 beds. When the size was
expanded, it was thrown oPen to the
seneral public. ManY Patients had
never seen a hosPital before.
Recentlv. a Cancer Center
Institute 6as been added to the
complex. The combined facility has
a staff of approximatelY 3,000, and
the Hospital- CorPoration of
America. based in Nashville,
orovides'all technical staff. Here is
in illustration of the magnitude of
oroiects constructed bY manY
^financing
methods during the Past
decade in many once Poor, Third
World countries. But it is clear
Saudi Arabia takes the lead.
Overseas projects not onlY
benefit design firms, but theY
bolster the American economY in
the process. lt has been estimated
that everv $1 billion of foreign
construction designed bY an
American firm generates manY
thousands of full-time jobs in the
U. S. every year (again see News,
June, page 35).

But what about the Problems of
enforcing contracts
ofi U. S. soil?
Despite the opportunities, skeptics
arsue that in-the United States the
iudicial svstem stands behind the
proper eiecution of a contract, and
ihal thev are not willing to
relinquiih that protection. While it
is true that not all firms with an
extensive record of overseas work
have a perfect record of receiving
full fee-for services rendered, it is
also true that on occasion PurelY
domestic firms also get the short
end of the stick.
To helP Protect the American

businessman in the world market.
the Export-ImPort Bank of the
United States offers insurance
through the Foreign Credit
Insurance Associaliorl, an
association of some 10 of the

continued
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Now, an ASTM study has proved

it!.

conducted a 20.year study on the at.
mospheric corrosion effects on aluminumcoated and galvanized steelwire proclucts.
The tests reflected diverse atmospheric expo.
sure experiences ranging from high humidity
and salt spray through agricultural to heaw
ASTM

industrialenvironments. Here are some of the
I€SUItS:

CHAII{ tITK FEI{CE 2O.YEAR ASTM TEST
(% RUST AilD/OR CORROS|OtTT
calvanlzed
Atumtntzed ste€l

steet

Sample Sample Sampte Sample

t2

5t

36

a7

95% 9s% 10% ,ts%
Kure Beach, NC (1) 100% 100%
7% 20%
Kure Beach, NC (2) 90% 90%
7% 27%
Newark. NJ
100% 100% 0
0
state college, PA 85% 93% 1% 't5%
Brazos River. TX

'source ASTM sTP 585A.

nge,

Arm1 rLi n k,. al umin u m - coated fab ric
lasts l1nger and has a longer corrosion-free

lifethan competition.

Now look atArmorlink's other
advantages!
Self Healing - ArmorLink aluminized

fabric has a unique healing process versus
competition. When an abrasion in the fabric
occurs, the adjacent aluminum coating inhibits c0rrosion. This means less maintenance
and longer life.

WW
Safer-

Armorlink fabric is safer than gal.
vanized due t0 the coating process. tt does
not have the barbs and rough spots of galvanized fabric that can cause injury to people

D(clusive
25Year
Guarantee!
we're so

conficlent-

Shrting this year ArmorLink fence fab.
ric is guaranteed fur 25 years. Ask your
ArmorLink Dealerfor details of the
warranry on the fence that
"Stands the Test of Time."

For additional information contact:
Page-Wilson Corporation
Page Fence Division, Dept.

100 Monongahela

street

I0l

Monessen, Pennsylvania 1 5062

(412) 684-4000

and animals.

More Fire Resistanf -ArmorLink isfar

more resistant to fire because the aluminum
coating has a much higher metting point than
either galvanized or vinyl.
Circle 29 on inquiry card

Stands the test of flme.
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"Correspondence and phone calls are not
suffi.cient in themsel'ues to find and Land
a significant contract"
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U.S. Intec is the wortd,s targest producer
of A.P.P. modified bitumen. And for very good reasons.
Our Brai roofing and waterproofing is els"v to Instail
ano tmpossrbte to beat. Membranes are torch
applied,
requtnng smail crews and less time. lt,s proven to
with_
stand virtually ali crimatic conditions. graitits the project,
the timetable and budget. And comes *ith *urrunnes
yp to 12 years. Talk-to our people in the field. Use

lol

our

toll{ree number and a regional representative will
you. We're rolling.
"oniaft

4tt

P.O. Box 2845

port Arthur, Texas 77643

Regional Offices

Fort Worth, Texas

I

North Branch, N.J.

Texas 1-800-392-4216 Nationat t-800.231-4631
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Leave it to Levitonl Here's a line of decorator wirrng devices that adds all the value
you look for in a designer collection without addrng all the cost In fact, a typical
residential inStallatiOn 6an ho enrrinnod
t h rou
y
s h ou t *iiri
s u niir;.;
about $85 00 to "T"
$175 O0 more than orciinarylooking devices would cost *
Rocker switches. receptacles, combination devices, wallplates, and touch dimmers. Available in ivory, white, mahogany,
and ebony, with contrasting touch plates
for dimmers in gold and silVer. Matching is
srmple, contrast is smart. Overall schemes

;;iJ'l

and desagn concepts are enhanced, never
compromised. Aesthetic appeal is universal, so Decora is equally at home in resi-

dential, commercral and institutional
settinqs.
Sw-rtches and Receptacles are available
in 15 and 20 amp ratings in most popular
configurations and wi ring methods.
Switches can be plain illuminated or
custom-imprinted. All Decora devices are
specification grade. meet or exceed UL
standards, are easily rnstalled, and are of
rugged construction despite their trim

qood looks.

But beauty is in the eye (and hands) of
the beholder So. if you ll get one of your
bustness cards into our hands, we ll oet a
free sample Decora rocker switch and
matchrng_wallplate into yours. See for yourself how Decora will enhance vour neit
design without overly enhancihg the cosil
Leviton, 59-25 Little Neck Parkwav.

LittleNeckNYll362

LEVITCIT\|

Leviton. New oppodu nities thrcugh technologgr.
Circle 31 on inquiry card

@

!Basedon r selenloien room house
usrrg a. average sw,rcn receplacie m
as specil ed bv ioca e eclr cat codes

I

Costs:
Once again, steady on

Continuing what is rapidly
becoming a felicitous tradition, this
month's report on firstquarter
construction costs reveals no major
upward trend, with only the
metropolitan New York-New Jersey
area showing a gain of over one
per cent. As can be seen on the cost
indexes below, the only other
metropolitan areas showing
noticeable increases were
Baltimore, Boston, Detroit, Los
Angeles, New Orleans,
Phil-adelphia, and Seattle. Cities
showins a relative decline were

Summary of Building Construction Costs

l8s 4l8l
of metro to
to
areas 4/85 4,85
Number

18 0.88
....... 33 1.05
... 120 0.65
Southeastern States ......... 106 0.49
Average Eastern U. S. ...... n7 0.65
NY-NJ

Metro
New England States
Northeastern and
North Central States

4.90
3.92
2.54
2.22
2.74

1977*

to
4/85
1684.74

Atlanta] Birmingham, Cleveland
and San Francisco-all but
Cleveland repeating a similar
performance in the first, second,
ind fourth quarters of 1984.
Material cbsts in the first quarter
of 1985 moved very little, with onlY
plwood, reinforcing steel, and
6l6ctrical conduit rising more than
two per cent. Plywood was a Pricerise ieader for the second quarter in
a row due to the current revival in

16n.44
1633.05
1684.59
1655.70

level cost situation most remarkable
is the strong rate of construction,

which generally tends to create
upward pressure. As the first
ouarter iame to a close, a March
rate of construction edged 1985's
first quarber total ahead by one
Der cent over the comparable 1984

ieriod. All twes of cohstructioniesidential, nonresidential, public
works-reflected gains over the
prior period. All four major regions
irf the nation participated in 1985's
strong first quarter rate of total
construction contracting. After
adiustment for the sea^son, regional
sains from last vear's fourth
quarber activity were: Northeast, up
nine per cent; North Central, uP
three per cent; South, uP four Per
cent; West, up three Per cent'
Cost

Information SYstems
ation

M c G raw- H i I I I nform

Sgstems Compang

housing construction.
L,abol, predicted in the last report
in nncoio (mid-April 1985, Page 37)
to be a potentiallY exPlosive
ingredient in the Placid scene, has
failed to influence over-all costs as

of this report. But with keY
aEreements scheduled for this

sirine and summer, labor needs to

Mississippi River and
West Central States.....
Pacific Coast and RockY
Mountain States .....,.....

122 0.55 1.96

1640.94

106 0.50 1,52

I726.ffi

Average Western U. S.

....' m 0.53 1.76

1680.?4

United States Average

'.'.. 505 0.59 2.n

1667'01

' Using only citi6 wilh

base year

of lg?i

Historical Building Costs Indexes
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago

Cincinnati
Cleveland

Dallas
Denver

Detroit
Kansas City

l,os Angeles

1171.5
1018.4

r0n.7
$n.4
tw7.7

0848.9
1034.4

t042.4
1038.8
1018.1
1023.5

L0n.5

[42.4
0008.6
1032.8

1283.7
1323.6

1502.0
14?5.8

0991.0
1040.8
1130.6
1100.4
1087.3
0951.5

u38.8

San Franeisco
Seattle

1039.1
1083.2

t142.5

rw7.5

14tf|1.9

1495.6

tn53

1385.2
1388.2
1481.9
1481.4

r04i|.0

rM4.2
1015.0
1198.8
1326.8

11r.9

t432.5

1u4.7

1350.4
1459.5

1362.6
1511.4
1834.3

1632.2

16?9.r

1?50.6

144:1.4

1580.3

1r%.8

L83.2

138.4

1474.3

1330.1

1387.5
1980.6

1369.1

1291.9

1505.7

1572.7

1zi6.9 Bn.1

1001.3

Pittsburgh
St. louis

1199.?
1323.9

1%5.3

1080.9
1196.8

1005.4
1013.8
1016.1

1236.0

u11.0

1004.5

Philadelphia

Building TYPes, 21 Cities
20?8.0 2360.6
1544.9 1639.5
1469.9 1468.1

Minneapolis
New Orleans

1060.2

Average of all Nonresidential

1925.6 2098.6
1304.5 1446.5
1329.9 l4gl.2

1712.6
1107.7

Miami

New York

witcnea. It could produce quite a
different over-all cost result by the
next quarter report, due in October.
Whit. of couise, has made the

l^e

r2t7.t
ua?.5
r2n.0
1n,9

1473.4
1373.4

1319.4
1539.5
1341.7

13m.0
1644.8
1616.8

1U2.6

14t9.2

1638.0
1381.8
1503.3
1392.1
1576.8
1616.9

1660.?

1491.8
l.?69.4
1479.5

1397.3

145r.2

t493.2

1776.4
1814.9

1810.1
1962.7

?tffi.1

1689.?
1535.7
1569.9
1439.5
1430.8
1475.9

1925.9
1800.1

t672.1
t4u7.5

1523.9
1467.6
1624.6
1650.5
1672.5

1819.5
L497.2

1524.9
1856.8
1979.0

2506.6
1673.3
15?0.6

2tl73.o
1668.5

19?? average

%83.8
1688.5
1599.0

1459.?

156?.0
1606.1
1465.?

1M4.9

t4:t4.9

14?8.6

1661.6
1435.6

16tr/.1

1451.9
1962.8
1819.5
1665.1
1418.8
1548.7
1491.1
1635.0
1682.4
167?.3
1860.5
1506.?

15525
1855.7
1934.2

16%.8

r8%.3
16vi.9

188.7

rM4.2

1447.r

1575.7

1921.3
1939.0

1903.9
15?1.4
1603.9
L942.8
1962.3

1000.0

16',71.6

16trt.8

1464.0
1958.0

:

2446.2
1?3?.1
1592.8
14?6.8

1529.8 1546.0
1505.6 $n.7
1634.8 $n.7
1689.0 1689.0
1666.6 1?00.2
1565.1

1?03.7
1594.7
1646.0
1476.7
1484.5

1464.6

1461.5 l4$.r
195?.8 1v/6.0
1819.5 l8n.2

1893.0

2448.7

for each citY

1487.7
1461.6
1961.5
1?11.9

1555.1

1455.?
15?1.0
1529.8

1691.4

1?39.5

t747.2

1765.1
1965.4
1580.2

1522.2
1640.4 r$9.9

tgtz.l

15?6.1
1625.5
1935.3
1948.9

rc2f,.z
1929.5
1y13.1

foroneperiod(E0.)dividedbytheindexfora@ndpeiod(150,0){ualsl3:*,thecosbint}e

oneperiodare3g%higherthanhes6i,itheoth"..Also,s6ondperiodc*ts"*lii"r*t"Linth€fntperiod(lS00dividedby'zDo=lth\ortlreyar25%lowerinth€eeondperiod
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arpets made with ULTRON& 3D fibers
pu the right combination of propertiescolor, texfure, luster, and performance-for
many years of longJasting, atbactitrc wear
Thlce the word of this demanding customer:

girc

"This hallway is heavily havelled by people
and equipment. And most carpets wear
out here every two years. But this carpet,
featuring ULTRON 3D fibers by Monsanto,
has been installed for four years. The color
is still bright. There are few wom spots."
"We're very pleased with the performance
and durability of these ULfRON 3D fibers.
It's one of the first fibers to meet the
high standards of The Breakers."

Find out more about UTIRON 3D fibers.
Call or write Monsanto Company 320
Interstate North Parkway, Atlanta, GA
3A339,

$Aq

Mfi[gu-ri"

Circle 32 on inquiry card

95L7642,

is a regisrered trademark of Monsanro Company

Marketing
Has it benefited architecture?
The author suggests that marketing not only be
used to generate rnore buildings but better ones

Bg Martin McElrog
Over the past twelve to twenty
years (depending on who is
counting), marketing has become a
fixed element in the organization of
many professional firmsespecially the big ones. Even those
firms without a full-time staff
working on business development
have at least one senior member of
the firm who includes a marketing
hat in his wardrobe. This "man on
the outside" is now expected to be
conversant with markets, the ways
of searching for leads, proposals,
interviews, and all aspects of
promotion, whether or not he goes
to Rotarv or Kiwanis. Now that
there is iome history behind the
effort, perhaps we might question if
the rewards have justified the
commitment,
What marketing promises for the
profession ineludes some obvious
benefits:
'The ability for a firm to control its
crowth and to determine the kinds
6f work that will find its way to the
boards;

'A leveling out of commissions
across good times and bad; and
finallv...
'Aninhanced ability of the
principals to communicate with
-prosp6cts
about what they can do,
as w-ell as the relevance of a firm's
services.
On these predictable benefits, the
experiences-of firms are, on the

wliole, positive. Adopting the
procedures and techniques common
lo marketing programs does not
instantly confer prescience,-the
inventiveness to open new doors or
insulation from macroeconomic
monkey wrenches. Still, many
firms' irarketing efforts are led by
individuals with the personal
qualities and professional acumen
to develop strategies and exert
initiatives that benefit their
organizations. This has Produced
results, but sometimes results with

has expanded the market

for

architectural services in general,
and quality architecture in
particular. Or, as some suggest, has
the profession learned to pursue the
same clients, at greater expense,
for lower fees to beget dubious
results?
Well, there is a bundle of
dramatic architecture these days,
some of it superb, in large and small
projects of every category. Some of
this demand is stimulated by a
general public design
consciousness-thanks to Halston,
Honda and Hyatt. Some of it is
stimulated by the effect of
noticeable, if not noteworthy,
design on supercharged real estate
economics. By whatever origins,
quality architecture is recognized as
a measurable asset by manY
owners.
Design opportunities are alwaYs
available on the condition that they
nass throush the eve of the
computer sipreadsh-eet's needle. The
head of a major bank's real estate
department recently regretted the
abience of design approaches from
his consultants that were above all
cost-conscious and cost-effective.
Even though some owners now
perceive good design as a necessity,
ihe majofrty are not convinced that
the long-term economics of a

qualitvlnvironment offset initial

cbsts.iWe, as architects, haven't
been trying to ignore these costs,
have we?)

This suggests that the missionary
work to eipand demand for better
buildings has not really occurred.
We nee-d to acquire and then
articulate a belter understanding of
the value of the design in balance
with other owner objectives. At this
level. market research is notjust
finding where the action is, but
where it can or ought to be, and
developing client awareness of this
potential.
- This kind of marketing is not
limitations.
done on our turf, but rather on the
*good8"
client's home ground' John^A'
There are untapped
Seiler's article in the July-August
dan be
that marketing"aen""t
l9M Hartard Business Reuielo,
cf,Jrc"gea to
B*.oi.t of *is would include: "Architecture at Work," linked
'Infoimed and perceptive clients environmental planningto .
who are predisposed [o meaningful employee performance. That is
collaboralion wlth their design firm; marketing.
'Contracts for such additional
services as facilities management It could seem that the crunch of
competing for projects leaves no
on a proiect already secured;
timefor highcr longer'term-gpals
'Incieaied demani for quality
There is no doubt that professional
architecture.
In aggregate, these opportunities design firms'fervor and capacity to
for work has sent a
invie iJ to-ask whethef inarketing
- compete
message to clients that they are in a
Mr. McElrog is the head of managenxent buyers. market. There seems to be

in
has

no hoop that their candidates won't
consuttants Sirtg-Eight/52 Assoiates
Neu York. He is trained in architecture jump through, including-design
competitions with penurious
and communications psychology,

headed.themarketingdepartmentsfor stlpen0s.
andcottsults Is this the educated client, tastefacilities testing his way to.fine design? He

seaeral large d.esignfirms,
with corpirate clients on

deuelonment.

needn't even require bidding; cost

proposals invite enough competition
to screw down the candidates' fees.
After being selected for a project,
the architect finds there is little
opportunity to expand a client's
horizon. Although client attitudes
can be shaped during projects, thin
fees and

tight schedules leave no

room for developing optional
approaches. Who created this
double bind?
We cannot blame clients for their
seleetion procedures. In fact, we
taught them in the first place. One

imagines Pavlov's dogs marveling
at those guys in white coats who
produce another morsel every time
a letl is rung. Who trained whom?
Have we indeed failed to teach
clients enough? By and large,
selection pmcedures conform to the
profession's notion of "fair."
Would it not have been better to
teach our clients to strive for
excellence for themselves rather
than fairness for us?
Several years ago, the AIA
offered a basic client education
effortcalled: "You and Your
Architect." For the uninitiated, it
summarized the architect's basic
functions and services. It did not
develop the client's role in the
oroceedinEs. It did not prescribe a
ielection irocedure that could not
onlv discriminate for excellence, but
cre"atc a climate for its cultivation
during the design process.
Marketing that stimulates demand
and shapes client attitudes is
only now on the horizon
The marketing era has been
misnamed. Its focus has been sales
or business development. To
accelerate real marketing's advent:
'We should promulgate a selection
process that administprs the litmus
tests for qualifications and
chemistry, but goes further in
promotinq substantive discussions
ind proieit olanning between a
clienl aid a professional he selects
prior to contract negotiations.
Practitioners should promote these
methods with clients and prospects'
'The standard agreement, AIA8141 should be overhauled to
devote more than one column in the
l2-page document to the essence of
this nrofession's services.
'Prirject managers should be
trainrid as client managers so that
they can lead the process, not
simplv monitor it.
rlnittv. we should reward
excellenle in our clients. For all
the awards we give our buildings,
we must reinforce clients'
management aPProaches that allow
a practicing architect to exert
hii talent ind resources in the
interest of his client and project.
We need new and better waYs to
make our clients smart; that is
marketing and we must begin now
to apply it.
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3fi1Series
Seating

These classic executive
chairs in the 300 Series
seating range are
available with a variety of

ootions.
Four and five point
bases in wood or metal
in several finishes are
offered for the swivel tilt
chair.
The arm chair may be
specified in a variety of
standard wood finishes
complemented by an
extensive ranoe of

Hiebert fabrici.
Hiebert Inc.
19801 S. Santa Fe Ave.

Post Office Box 6266
Carson, CA 90749

A division of
HON INDUSTRIES

hiebert
=o
=

E
@
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Architectural education:
Our obligation to teach the law

Professor Goldblatt firmlU belieaes-and
teaches-that the law should be a rnandatory
element of an architect's professional education.
In this article, he spells out the "whys" and
"holDs" of his deueloping efforts at the
Uniu ersity of Washi,ng ton

By Steaen M. Goldblatt
My experience as an attorney,
consultant, and arbitrator convinces
me that graduates of professional
architecture programs receive
wholly inadequate exposure to the
law. On-thejob training often comes
too late in the form of defending
against a lawsuit. Clients and the
public stand increasingly ready to
exercise their rights; architects
should be prepared.
Atlanta attorney Kelley Carey
expressed an opinion I
wholeheartedly share in "Assessing

Liability of Architects and
Engineers for Construction
Supervision" (Iraurance Laut
Journal, March 1979): "The
architect is largely untrained as to
the legal consequences of his
construction roles. He should
receive this training so that
needless confusion and litigation
can be avoided. The concern here is

that the design professional, like
the accountant and the lawyer and
other professionals, should be
required to take training in legal
and ethical resnonsibilities.
"Technical c6lleges should
orovide mandatorv courses in the
Lasics of contracfand

tort law as

applied to the design professional.
The architect has an incredibly
large role in contract formation and
enforcement for which he is illprepared. It should be clear that the
ittimpt by the design professions
to usgstandard forms to cure this
problem is only a.partial or
sometimes even dangerous remedY.
A contract should represent a
knowing allocation of rights and
obligations. That a large number of
suiti asainst the architect are for
negligence shows both that the
assignments are imperfectly
understood and that assumptions of
duty beyond the contract are
occurrrng.
At ACSA's annual meeting in
March, Arizona State architecture
and urban design professor Richard
Lai presented a paper entitled
"Deiienins the iniisible Web." He
arguei thal the "web" of law and
regulation exerts a tremendous
inf,uence over urban design and
architecture and that architecture
students should study the law.

In this

Steuen M. Goldblatt is chairman and
associate professor of Building
Construction and. adjunct ossociate
professor of Architecture in the College of
Architecture and Urban Planning at the
Uniuersitg of Washington. A member of
the California Bar, he began his teaching

career at Purd.ue UniaersitE. Professor
Gold.blatt is a panel member of the
American Arbitration Association and
serues as ed.itor of the Associated Schools
of Constntction national newsLetter.
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architectural education, Robert Fox,
recent past president of lsc/elA,
observed (April 1984), "Students are
not always clear on the external
forces that influence the design
process, and often see eompromises
as disrespectful to architecture, a
selling of one's soul. Too often a
person graduates today from
academic life and he or she is totally
unorenared for what is to be

eniountered in the real world of
architecture. Rarely is this put into
perspective for the student, who is
ieft itruggling to relearn later how
the prof ession operates."

Undoubtedly the vast majority of
graduates walk legally unarrned
into the working world.

Accrrditation criteria rcquire
awaneness

ofthe law

In the introduction to its December
1984 criteria and procedures, the
National Architectural Accrediting
Board states that "NAAB-accredited
programs guarantee that graduates

The legal climate
is getting hotter

At an ABA conference held last year
in cooperation with the AIA, among
others, Boston attorney John Miller
presented a paper entitled

"Architect/Engineer Liability: A
Growth Period." Pointing to a

"fourfold increase in the number of
claims filed against A/Es between
1960 and 1981," Miller suggested
. . . comprehend architects' roles and that in the next decade.a,/Es should
beware of such matters as
responsibilities in society.
construction observation, indemnity
. . . Architects must also become
claims, closing disputes during
aware of issues of liability." To
construction. and increased
accredit a progtam, Nl,.l.s looks for
disclosure to owners.
evidence from the institution that
At the en^e Forum Committee on
"oll students who receive a first
the Construction Industry's annual
nrofessional deEree in architecture
meeting held in April, considerable
have satisfied a1l the achievementattention was paid to AIA Document
oriented performance criteria."
ANL, General Conditiorw of the
Criteria, grouped into four major
areas-l) history, human behavior, C ontract fo r C o ra truc tion.
Panelists identified and discussed
and environmental context; 2)
several significant proposals on
design;3) technical systems and
topics such as comparative fault,
requirements; and 4) practice-are
contractual limitation of actions,
stated in terms of abilities,
and differing site elause changes.
understanding, and awareness.
Another panel discussed proposed
Practice is defined as "that set of
revisions to various standard forms
activities in the institutions of
for construction management and
societv essential to the conduct of
design/build methods of project
the profession of architecture."
deliv1ry, as well as their liability for
Praitice is composed of four subdesign and. performance problems.
areas, including laws and
REcoRD's education series has
reculations. Graduates "should be
been an eye-opener for me, and
ed-ucated. . . to a level adequate to
provide a base for further learning,
some of the commentary has been
provocative and relevant to this
i.e., through continuing education
iliscussion of the law.
and/or experience."
William Wiese (May 1984)
Soecifi callv. sraduat€s should
"uiderstandthe legal relevance of described 14 areas in which an IDP
intern "must obtain a minimum $et
nublic health, safetY and welfare,
meaningful) exposure." Included
iropertv riehts, building codes,
ioning indiubdivision and a host of are conskuction documents,
document checking and
other factors imPinging on
coordination, bidding and contract
architectural practice; be aware of
negotiation, and conskuction phase
areas of the liw which affect
(observation). Why must a student
architecture, and with landmark
cases which form the background of wait for an internship to learn the
implications of these activities?
current practice; be aware ofthe
relevanc-e of the law to professional
Theory is fine for
recistration, professional service
undergraduates, but..
coitracts, the formation of design
The Round Table (June 1984), not
organizations and teams, the
surprisinelv. "divided into two
oblisations of the architect to the
eroop.' t[dse who fe]t that the
clieit and other parties, designer
schools should prepare students to
liability for faulty design, cost
practice and those who Preferred a
overTuns. constructron
more theoretical education." I fail to
administration, third-party rights,
see what the theorists are preparing
analvsis of construction contracts
their graduates for, if not
and iontractors' liability and
professional practice.
arbitration; and. be aware of the
- James Win-es (November 1984)
mechanisms and procedures for
Iamented "the fact that, of the
enforcement, adjudication and the
handful of architectural schools
creation or modification of laws."
dedicated to artistic excellence, the
I wonder how architecture
more practical aqpects of
programs around the countrY
management and construction are
iomplv with Nll,s's law and
placed in low esteem, and students
remidtion criteria well enough to
lre often encouraged toward an
merit accreditation. I do not know
anti-professional mindset. TheY
manv architects or architecture
assume that all practical
facuities capable of teaching the
applications are the equivalent of
law bevond buildins codes or
standaid forms. foi instance. Do all sirbjugation, thus claiiring it is
betiefto stand aloof from the
programs call on local attorneYs,
3pecialists in the field, to teach their banalities of the marketplace and
continued
professional students?
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Manville
architectural anels
lsmlssnngsomeu
thatyo$'llneue
]nISS.
Manville architectural panels are durable,
fire resistant and easy to work with:
Alailable in awide rangeof shades, textures
and colorg With.all this going for them,
it's hard to believe they could be missing
anything. But they aie.
Now, Manville architectural panels are not
reinforced with asbestos.
For more information, contaet your local
Or Dave Lucy,
P.O. Box 5108, Denver, CO AOZI7.

;

- Manville distributor.
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Phone (303) 978-2798.

Manville
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Archxtectural educatxon contxnued

practice architecture exclusively as
a condition of elevated theory.
Influences and sources outside of
architectural practice are
discouraged either by denunciation
as irrelevant or damning with faint

program is 1? years old. A series of
three nractice-related courses has
been offered for some time, taught
by practitioner faculty: ARCH 571

pralse.

ARCH 5?3

The law does not recognize the
arl of architecture, just as it does
not recognize the art of medicine.
When one practices one's profession
on the public, the law establishes
the framework for that practice.

response to NAAB'S 1982 visiting
team report, the Department has
been considering an increase in the

-

Building Economics, ARoH 572
Speciflcations and Contracts, and

Professional Practice. In

number of professional
requiremenls and a corresponding
decrease in electives.
As the College of Architecture
and Urban Planning's house
counsel,I felt compelled two years
ago to propose to the DePartment
that I develon a course in the law
for its students. Whereas building
construction students take required
courses in business law, labor law,
and construction law, architecture
students take no required courses in
the law. Reaction from faculty
members and practitioners was
very favorable, and I spent Autumn

Learning outside the studio
is appropriate and necessary
Steven Hurtt (January 1985)
reluctantlv realized that "fields of
adjacent linowledge necessary to
the dolng 01 arcnlrccr,ure nave
grown up. So the architect must
[now somethinE about them. And
because these filelds do not teach
architecture per se, architects are
lectured about a subject that is not
architecture, and often not even
ouarter 1983 and Winter 1984
from that architectural point of
preparing a new course with the aid
view. But most endure, and even
bf an arc-hitecture sraduate student.
show some mastery of these
Given our usuali'498"
adiacent fields." He found
experimental-course label, I ofiered
"absolutely nothing that I can see
ARbH 498 in Spring 1984, calling the
that establishes the superiority of
course "Avoiding Design
the svstem we now use-which is
Professional Liability." By teaching
not dbminated by studio, but bY
the class one evening a week for
lecture courses."
three hours, I was able to attract
It is almost impossible to teach
non-matriculating students who
the law in the studio, but legal
work during the day, in addition to
considerations can shaPe studio
full-time students. The initial class
creativitv. One of my students in
numbered 36: 11 practitioners,
last veai's elass refined his design
in th"e playground studio in response 3 architecture grad students, 5
architecture undergrads,
to class discussion. I felt some
8 landscape undergrads, 8
satisfaction from that effort
construction undergrads, and one
because our playground studio
designs are turned into local reality. engineering grad student.
This past Spring quarter, I
Peter Forbes (February 1985)
offered the course again under the
highlighted two "ideological
same label and title with the same
nitfalls... endemic in American
schedule. This class numbered 40:
education": "that curiously
14 practitioners, 8 architeeture grad
American svndrome of academic
students, ? architecture
versus'practieal' suspicion [which]
undergrads, one landscape grad
short-circuits the natural flow of
student, 4 landscape undergrads, 2
people and ideas" and "the Henry
construction undergrads, 3 civil
Ford approach to learning: an
engineering grad students, and one
isolati<iri of ideas, disciplines,
civil engineering undergrad. The
faculties, and outside resources
which are only to be applied serially mix of disciplines is refreshing!
and discretely to the educatee."
Students are introduced to a
No one, in the studio or outside,
wide range of legal issues
has knowledge broad enough to
fully integrate all parameters into a The course is described as an
introduction to the legal issues
student's studio experience.
facing architects and engineers,
Discrete application of definable,
focusing on liability avoidance.
vet related, bodies of knowledge is
lertainly necessary in the university Topicalireas include basic legal
doctrines, the design professional/
setting we know today. This is
client relationship, the construction
especially true when serving .
process, and professional practice
worklng people tnrougn evenlng
nroblems.
courses-they have the luxury of
- The course's major objectives are
neither time nor total involvement.
written as performance
soecifications. "As a result of
The course was just a
satisfactorily completing this
good idea two years ago
course," students will "be prepared
The Denartment of Architecture at
to understand the design
the University of Washington is ?0
professional's relationships with
vears old. and its N.tag-accredited
clients, contractors, and the public;
professional M. Arch. degree

recognize the design profession's

risks and exposures; help protect
fthem]selves as design
professionals against liability; and
know how a design professional
should react to a suit or claim."
With the course in its infancy, I
have not yet given any
examinations. I find that this lowers
the students' anxiety level and
raises their interest in learningl A
student's grade is based 50 per cent
on a 10-page (maximum) paper
written about a legal topic of the
student's choice which I approve
halfway through the quarter, based
on a one-page abstract. The other 50
per cent is split equally.between
seneral class participation and

ih "team" leadership.
iarticipation
'

The class is conducted in a
lecture/discussion format with two
ten-minute breaks. Having read
about 100 pages from the text Prior
to class, the students sit in fourperson teams (rePresenting
different diseiplines and chosen the
first night) foi the full class period.
Whenever I come to a case oPinion
or author's problem from the text,
the ten teams break out for a few
minutes' discussion led bY one of
their members. This allows greater
participation bv everyone and two
weeks' leadership responsibility for
each student. When the entire
Eroup reconvenes, I ask for student

6xobnations and comments-the
orictitioners tend to dominate the
wider discussions.
An unintended byProduct of this
vear's course has been the timelY
iliscussion of Washington's new
architects' licensure law.
Introduced in JanuarY at the start
of the 1985 legislative session and
siEned in April by Governor Booth
Girdner, the lawchanges the state
from a "title" act to a "practice"
act. As a universitY facultY senate
leeislative representative, I spent
tw:o davs each week at the
leqislature in OlymPia for four
months and testified before the
House Commerce and Labor
Committee in favor of the licensure
bill. I was able to Provide the
students with firsthand knowledge
of the process and the bill's
contents, adding to their
understanding of both.

edition). Sweet's text has been well
received by the students.
Sweet's third edition has just
been released by West, and I will
use it in next year's course.
Features of the new edition include
thoroughly updated laws, the latest
topics in the field, new and
expanded chapters, an increased
number of nroblems and defined
legal terms. His new organization
of the 38 chapters, combined with
appendices of the most useful
standard forms, is very good. The
only difficulty with his text is
covering the material in a ten-week
quarter; I hate to leave anything
out completely!
In addition, a number of other
books have been placed on reserve
in our College library, including:
Architects & Engineers by James
Acret (Shepard's/McGraw-Hill,
1984, second edition), Untangling
the Web of Professional Liabilitg
bv Edward and Richard Howell
(Desien Professionals Insurance
Company, 1980, third edition), and
Cushman.

Legal research is conducted best
in a firll-service law library. MY
students are fortunate to have
ready access to the UniversitY's
comprehensive law library, located
iust two blocks from the College.
Today Seattle,
tomorrow the nation!
The Department has invited me to
apply for a permanent course

number,.tncu 5?4-a good
indication of the course's
acceptance in the curriculum. I will
not 6e satisfied, however, until the
course becomes a Professional

requirement for all M. Arch.
students, here and across the
country.

Text and references are
fundamental to recePtivitY
Text selection is a verY imPortant
kev to the course's success. Last

veir I selected Auoiding Liabilitg
in Architecture, Desiqn and
Constraction, edited by Robert

Cushman (Wiley-Interscience, 1983).
This vear, to achieve the continuity
of a single author, I selected legal
Aspect s ef A rch i tect u re,

Eigineering and the Construction
Process, a easebook bY Professor

Justin Sweet of uc BerkeleY's Boalt
Hall (West Publishing, 19?7, second
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Finish

Finished architectural concrete seldom

conforms to aesthetic demands. Cold joints,
color batch differentials and patches, as well as
other problems, can leave the surface of a new
building looking spotted and imperfect. That
was the problem with the Douglas Centre
Building in Coral Cables, Florida when con-

struction was finished in 1975.
VIP finished the building by applying one coat
of Ombrella@ 9300 Semi-Opaque Water
Repellent Coating to all concrete surfaces.
The result led the architectural firm of Nichols,
Fullerton, Py, Vavra to write, "The Vlp
Ombrella Tinted exceeded our expectations in
terms of making the poured concrete portions
of the building appear uniform in color, while
retaining the architectural flavor of the poured
rope-form concrete which we desired."
Today, the Douglas Centre Building looks as
good as it did then.
Whether aesthetics are paramount or a
complete system of waterproofing is required,
let VIP meet your demands. We've guaranteed
protection and appearance for over twenty-five
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Whitney Museum expansion proposal seeks
a reconciliation of opposites

Nearly four years after its
intentions to exoand were made
known, the Whitney Museum of
American Art in New York has
unveiled plans by Michael Graves
for a lGstory, l84,0fiFsquarefoot
addition to its existing Marcel
Breuer-designed building. Calling
the proposal "a difficult project"
that must address both the robust
modernism of the original 1966
structure fleft in model) and the

delicate ornamented facades of the
surrounding Upper East Side
Historic District, Graves has come
up with something of a hybrid that
has already provoked a spirited
debate. The scheme calls for a fivestory red and pink granite gallery
block connected to the Breuer
building by a cylindrical "hinge"
meant to mediate between the 3G
foot-deep setback of the original
Whitney and the street wall of the

addition. Above the fifth floor a
series of setback stories housing
galleries, offices, and a restaurant
will span both wings. Although
some view the elaborate design as a
case of Graves's tail wagging
Breuer's much-admired dog, others
contend that given the sensitive
Madison Avenue context and
ambitious museum program, the
architect has struck the right
balance between old and new.

Broadway melody

Although the proposed Broadway
Building in downtown Portland,
Oregon, has been planned as an
adjunct to the city's new
performing arts center across the
street, the 2Gstory mixed-irse

structure will exhibit considerable
flash of its own. Planned in two
phases, the concrete-and-steelframed building will house four
below-grade movie theaters, nine
levels of parking hidden behind a
facade of backlit frosted-glass
panels, and 250,000 square feet of
commercial and retail space. An
elaborately scripted neon sign, an
example of the lively graphics the
city is encouraging for its
entertainment district, takes its cue
from the marquee of the old
Broadway Theater, a 1925 movie
palace that once occupied the site.
Project architects are Broome,
Oringdulph, O'Toole, Rudolf, Boles

& Associates.
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The Tri'Forur.t* Washfountain - the best way yet
to move trafftc through a washroom.
It's as easv as 1, 2, 3.
1. It can wash one or two or three people at once.
2. It meets all barrier-free codes.
3. It's a real cost saver-saving water and energy with
each use, saving time and trouble with minimal
maintenance through the years.
Each of the three indeoendent
spray nozzles is controlled by its
own push button, so each user activates a sinsle metered .5 GPM flow
of preblended water. It really cuts
down on waste and waiting time.
Leg and toe clearances, and re-

quired reach to the push buttons
and water streams, ire well within
existins barrier-free codes as well
as ANSI A117.1-1980 standards.
Less than five pounds of pressure
activates a safe, temoered flow of
water which shuts ofi automatically.
Ootional backsplash -mounted

panel provide unsurpassed vandal-resistance.
'l'he 'l'rr-l,ount""'Washfountain is also easy to maintain, with front access to all supplies and sfops. The
unit's metering valve assemblies employ the same
basic design as Bradley's field-proven 90-75 metering
faucet. Timing can be adjusted
from five to twenty seconds by

turning a screw-without turning
off the water. And if the meterins
cartridge should ever fail, it can b.-e
replaced quickly and easily.
For more information, call vour
Bradley representative or coniact
Bradley Corporation, P.O. Box 309,
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051.
Phone L 414 251-6000

@

soap valves are^available, too.

Concealed spray formers, recessed
push buttons, and a rugged access
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Arts and architecture

Ever since New York City amended
its midtown zoning ordinances in
the 19?0s to encourage the inclusion
of public amenities in new office
buildings, a vast array of galleries,
atriums, and super-lobbies has
largely replaced the outdoor plaza
as the symbol of corporate
architectural luxe. One of the most
unusual of these spaces-a twolevel retail concourse devoted
exclusively to 90 shops catering to
the antioues trade-will be
incorporated into a new 429,000square-foot commercial structure
currently under construction at the
corner of East 5?th Street and
l,exington Avenue. Dubbed "P]ace
des Antiquaires" and embellished
with marble columns, stone and
teak floors, and bronze storefronts,
the 50,000-square-foot space will be
part of a 34-story tower designed by
Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates. The
granite-clad project features a
six-story-high rusticated base
divided into 20-foot-wide,
townhouselike modules that will
link the building to the low-rise
character of 5?th Street. A gently
curving setback tower will embrace
a circular "tempietto" flanked by
square pools and ornamental
fountains-a bit of the Italian
Baroque that is also evident in a
two-story lobby said to be modeled
on the portico of the Villa Papa
Guilio in Rome.

A new center for architecture in Canada

atl

Founded by Phyllis Lambert in 1979
as an international museum and
research institution, the Canadian
Centre for Architecture has
announced plans for a permanent

facility in downtown Montreal to
house its collection of over 100,000
design-related works. The complex
will comprise the Shaughnessy
House, a Second Empire-style
mansion built in 18?4 (small photo
below), and a new 120,00Gsquarefoot building designed by Peter
Rose that will open onto a public
park facing Baile Street. Clad in
gray stone, Rose's U-shaped
structure will house exhibition
galleries, a library, and a 250-seat
auditorium on its first-floor level,
curatorial and technical services on
the ground floor, and collection

storage vaults in two below-grade
levels. Public reception rooms and
administrative offices will occupy
the restored mansion.

h'.
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Aquarius'" Residential (NFPA 13D)
Coverage (NFPA 13)

Aquarius'"
Extended Coverage (NFPA 13)
Horizontal Sidewall Sprinkler

The Aquarius Series sprinklers from Grinnell are
designed to blend in with their surroundings.
Small in size and attractive in appearance, these
sprinklers combine a pleasingly low profile with
automatic, fast response operation.
The sprinkler portion has a chrome finish, and
the escutcheon plate is available in your choice
of chrome-plated or painted finish. In addition,
the escutcheon plate is adjustable to assure

easy ceiling or wall installation.
For technical assistance and more information
on these aesthetically pleasing sprinklers, call
(401 ) 456-s600.
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Philadelphia's sacred cap
finally falls victim to
a developet's lofty ambitions

Z-ton bronze
statue affect the entire pattern of
development in a major American
city? It can if it is the Alexander
Milne Calder statue of William
Penn, which stands 491 feet above
the street abop the extravagant
French Second Empire City Hall in
Philadelphia. Consistent with the
city's low-key speculative
environment, there has been a socalled "gentiemen's agreement"
among Philadelphia developers to
limit the height of all high-rise
buildings to a level below the wide
brim of the great Quaker's hat.
In the past the agreement has
been quiritly enforcid by the
Philadelphia Redevelopment
Authoriff, which has statutory
powers of eminent domain. When
developers utilize these powers to
assemble a sufficiently large site in
small-scale Center City, their
projects must be approved bY both
the-Authority and the City Council'
And until recently, any ProPosal
that exceeded the height limitation
had been summarily rejected' Now,
however, with the creation last
summer of an eight-block
"skvscraper zone" iust west of City
Hali, buildings in Philadelphia areabout to take a major leaP uPward.
Witness plans for LibertY Place, a
much-an[icipated, three-mi]lionsquare-foot-development designed
bi Helmut Jahn of MurPhY/Jahn
tfiat features a first-Phase tower
risine 60 stories and 915 feet to the
top oT its Art Decoinfluenced spire.
Can a SGfoot-high,

(Future phases will encompass a
ii.ilat, iomewhat smaller 5Gstory
tower, a Z5&room hotel, and two
levels of retail sPace')
Iocated on an LshaPed, 3'4-acre
site in Center City, Liberty Place is
a nroiect of Willard Rouse IIl,
n,iptt6* of James Rouse whose
celebrated urban festival markets
have come to exemPlifY inner*itY
rebirth. The younger Rouse's
current propbsal has forced citY

fathers to alter their timehonored
perceptions about what sort of place
ittritadetptria is, since the primacy of
the Penn statue has traditionallY
asserted that the exPression of
mere commerce (i.e., skyscrapers) is
not dominant in this historydrenched city.
Clad in griy granite, blue glass,
and aluminum, Jahn's scheme is the
latest and most refined of his recent
historicist skyscraPers. In a
presentation to PhiladelPhia's
Foundation for Architecture, Jahn
described the design as an evolution
of the '20s motifs he earlier
explored in the curvilinear detailing
of his addition to the Chicago Board
of Trade and in the Patterning of
the multi-colored glass curtain wall
at One South Wacker Drive' The
design is also strikingly reminiscent
of th1 architect's scheme for
Southwest Center in Houston, but

with much finer-grained detailing.
Finally, many, including Jahn
himself, have mentioned similarities
to the Chrysler Building. But unlike
skyscrapers of the 1920s and '30s,
which seem to be carved out of
monolithic shafts of stone, Jahn's
schemes are self-centered, shining
beacons of glass lit from withinthe cutting edge of developer
nouveau glitz.

With its provisions for a hotel and
shopping aicade, the Rouse plan is
likely to be a crowd-pleaser, but.it
also presents a unique opportunity
to look with fresh eyes at the
question of whether taller is really
better. Weld Coxe, writing in l'fte
ladelphia Inq uirer, contends
that "horizontal development" is
P hi

superior when amenities are
provided to attract tenants to
lmaller, lowerdensity projects. This
oractice keeps land prices low and
bnsures_ profrtable yit competitiv..g .
rents when new projects go uP. This
is. to a large deqree, how
pniUdetptr-ia developed after World
War II, the positive result being a
compact, relatively cohesive
commercial core. Most major Center
Citv structures are between 20 and
35 itories tall, are onlY a few
minutes apart on foot, and are

connectedto the underground
concourse that links them to the
resional rail svstem. Philadelphia
hai thereby b6en spared the kind of
spottv downtown develoPment
otheicities have endured: enorrnous
"prestige" projects surrounded by
p-arking lots or warehouses whose
b*ners are waiting for the "big
deal" to come their waY.
Rouse argues, however, that
Philadelphii's pattern of horizontal
buildinrhas kriPt the citY from
reaching its full potential. The low
rents have discouraged outside
investors, he saYs, and local
builders are content with modest
returns from timidlY designed
structures based on conservative
pro formas. Rouse's Project maY
chanse all that: he paid recordfor his land, and he
brea[ing prices
-to
will have realize record-breaking
rents. The city has a relatively low
commercial vacancY rate and with
the completion of a number of longawaited-projects (connection of the
separatgregional rail systems the
most prominent), Philadelphia could
be on its way to becoming, in
developer jargon, a "hot" citY.
Clearly, the MurPhY/Jahn towers
will not be alone on the skYline for
long. lnspired in part bY the Rouse
plan, the city has embarked on an
bverhaul oflts Center CitY zoning,
and abandonment of the skYscraPer
zone is not likely to be among the
final recommendations' It remains
to be seen, however, whether
Philadelphia's new Phase of office
development will be better, or just
bigger. James S. Russell
Architectural Record JulY 1985
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ncxt ten vears. the $400-million
development was designed bY
Morris/Aubry Architects.
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This is Wayzata Place, an exclusive condominium
complex located on the shores of Minnesota's
beautiful Lake Minnetonka.
The view is spectacular, so the architect decided
to do something special yith it in his design. With
Andersen" Perma-Shield" eliding patio doors.
Now each balcony contains a wide-open glass
area that looks out onto a luxurious lakeside
panorama. And lets heartwarming sunlight indoors.
Perfectly accenting a carefree, elegant lifestyle.
While Andersen"patio doors bring the view in,
they also keep harsh weather out. (And ^nov our
patio doors aie available with Andersen'HighPerformance insulating glass-more energy
efficient than triple pane.)With a thermal break
in the sill which reduces heat loss and prevents
condensation. And a weathertight fit that far
exceeds the window industry's recommended

l.
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standards for air-infiltration.
So residents remain warm and comfortable,
even during Minnesota's chilling winters.
In summtr, the gliding doors open smoothly on
an ensineered stainless steel track to let gentle
lake breezes indoors. Or close snug, tight to

permit
air-conditioned calm.
- Perma-shield
patio doors help the maintenance
crew live easier too. Because rugged Perma-Shield
vinvl stavs beautiful all by itself. It won't chip,
cra6k, fldke or peel. Wont rust or corrode. And in
attractive white or Terratone, it doesn't even
need painting.
Th'e architect didn't stop with just Andersen
oatio doors either. He specified Andersen quality
throughout the project. Creating cheery angle
bavs fiom Andeisen casement windows.
Want to create a beautiful point of view?
Specifv a touch of glass. With quality Andersen
windows and patio doors. See Sweet's File
8.16/An. for more information. Or call your
Andersen distributor or dealer. They're listed in
the Yellow Pages under "Windowsl'Or write us
direct Andersen Corporation, Bayport, MN 55003.
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Wayzata Place Condominiums
Waynta, Minnesom
Architect: Richard E Zenisek
Minneapolis, Minnesota
84141 Copyright O 1984

AndcMn Corp.
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Design awards/competitions:
American Library Association/ua
1985 Awards of Excellence
for Library Archifucture

I

Two add:itions, two renoaations, and one neu library building haue
cited in the llth biennial Library Buildings Award Program,
sponsored jointly by the American Library Association and the
been

,u,a. This year's

Turnbull, Jr.,

jurors were Herbert Newman,

FAIA;

William

rtu;

Paul A. Kennon, FAIA; Margaret Beckman,
chief librarian at the Uniuersity of Guelph, Canada; Dauid Smith,
associate directorfor public services at the Hennepin CountE
Library in Minnetonka, Minn.; and Dauid C. Wiley, construction
coordinatorfor the Broward County Library in Fort Lauderdala

APeter Aaron/EST)

@Cemin Robireon

R
F.

l. Law Library Addition,
University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan; Gunnar Birkerts

& Associates, Archiiects. The
' challenge was to design

"r*LQgt
a
62,00Gsquare-foot underground

addition to an existinE neo.Gothic
academic library. ThJsolution is a
three-story reinforced concrete

structure that features two light
wells clad in a bronze curtain wall.
Skylights fill the interior with light
and open dramatic views of theoriginal building from below. ,,A
masterstroke of campus planning
and design," noted tlie jurry.
2. Graduitc School of Business
Library, New York University,
New York City; Voorsaneer &
Mills Associates, Architeits
(REcoRD,

August

1983, pages 8G8B).

Occupying a 25,00Gsquare-foot
commercial loft in downtown
Manhattan, a 100,000-volume
academic library was meant to offer
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urban business students maximum
priv.acy within a highly competitive
study environment. Toward that
end the architects placed most
reading rooms and study carrels as
far as possible from active public
areas. The jury pointed outlhat the
renovation has a sense of "clear
circulation and function land al
sophisticated use of architectuial
elements that celebrate human

scale,

wit, and innovation."
Library

3. Folger Shakespeare

Addition, Washinglon, D. C.;

Hartman-Cox Architects. A light
steel structure suspended between
steel columns hous-es an addition to
a national research librarv on
Capitol Hill. The jury praised the
architects for sheathing the addition
in marble that "recalls the
neoclassical front of the old librarv"
and for designing a new vaulted "
reading room that acts as "a
harmonious foil to the Elizabethan

complexity" of the main space. "An
excellent example of renovation and
transformation," concluded the
jury. "The architects showed
respect for the existing character,
materials, and massing, but created
new spaces with light-washed walls
that are better than the old."
4. Vail Public Library, Vail,
Colorado; Snowdon & Hopkins,
Architects. A 16,3?Fsquare-foot,
60,0(X)-volume public library for a
resort community "evokes the

duality of rr'.qtic informality and
sophisticated Iibrary planning,"

jury. Grass roofs,
clapboard siding, and native stone
trim enable the structure to blend in
with its wooded context. The iurv
called the buildins "architectrire of
the landscape,. . . an earth-sheltered,
energycfficient design [that]
responds appropriately to its
awesome setting without making a
observed the

self-conscious statement.

"

5. San Francisco

University High

School Library, San Francisco.

California; Robert Herman
Associates, Architects. A

7,m-

square-foot library addition and
rooftop recreation surface for a
small private school was built over
an existing two-story, steel-andconcrete auditorium. Although the
jury admired the new structure for
its.design references to the original
building, it reserved its highesf
praise for the interior plan-, which
layers stacks and study areas
around a central space that can be
used for gatherings or for
individual study. The library, noted

jury, is "coinfortable and
inviting for use by all." It features
"a certain elegance and panache
[and is] a special domainwithin the
the

school environment."

Minnesota Judicial Building
Design Competition

Premiated design:
Leonard Parker Associates
located on the State Capitol Mall,
the new complex for the Supreme
Court and Court of Appeals will lie
directlv across the street from both
the Miirnesota State Capitol and the
State Office Building, and its
construction will complete an urban
ensemble symbolic of the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches of
government (plan right). The most
unusual, and challenging, aspect of
the competition brief was its
requirement that the existing
Minnesota Historical Society, a
handsome Renaissance Revival
structure designed by C. H.
Johnson in 1915 (hipped-roof
building in rendering top), be
incorporated into the over-all
scheme. Toward that end l,eonard
Parker Associates chose to renovate
and expand the historical society to
house all public areas-including a

Leonard Parker Associates hos been selected as the winning film
in a national competition to design the new $36 million Minnesota
Judiciul Building in St. Paul. A L9-ntember jury chaired, by John
Rauma, rttt, chose the Minneapolisfirm aJter namowing down 5/1
original entries to fiue finalists. The four ranners-up were
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Partnership; Raferty, Raferty,
Mikutowski, Roney Architects and Gatje, Papachristou, Smith
Architects; Gunnar Birkerts and Associates and Architectural
Alliance; and Frederick Bentz, Milo Thompson, Robert Rietow.

monumental grand staircase
leading to three new courtrooms in
an apsidal extension (sectionF
while adding a semicircular wing
for judiciary offices. Although the
addition is by no means a literal
copy of the historical society, it
clearly refers to its architectural
progenitor both in massing and in
the rhythm of its granite facade.
Referential, too, is the architects'
inclusion of such classical
components as pergolas, loggias,
fountains, and balustrades on a
landscaped terrace that forms a
dignified connection between the
judicial complex and the adjacent
Beaux-Arts State Capitol. Juror
Beth Dunlop, architecture critic for
The Miami Herald, said of the
design that it is "a comparatively
sober and respectful building, and
though not forbidding, it evoked a
feeling that justice is serious
business."
Architectural Recod July 1985
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Building Stone Institute
1985 Tucker Awards for
Architectural Excellence

l. The Austin Block Restoration.
Boston, Massachusetts; Ann Beha

Associates, Architects. As part of
the restoration of a l9th-centurv
commercial building in Boston's
Charlestown section, new
rubblestone was collected on Outer
Brewster Island, cut by hand, and
installed at the ground-floor level.
The jury lauded "the superb
workmanship with which the
original fgranite] quoins, lintels, and
sills were matched."
2. wccorv Headquartcrs Building,
Minneapolis, Minnesota; Hardy
Holzman Pfeiffer Associates,
Architects. A facade of yellow-pink
Minnesota stone, copper shingles,
and insulated glass characterizes a
new television station headquarters
in downtown Minneapolis. The
jurors reserved their highest praise
for the structure's textured stone
banding, which they called "fresh
and creative."
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ofthe Universal House of
Justice, Haifa, Israel; Housein
Amanat, ARD Design International,
Architects. A modern office
building housing the headquarters
of the Baha'i Faith is encased in a
shell of white Pentelikon marble.
Although the jury had some doubts
about placing contemporary offices
in an oversized Greek temple, it
called the stone-cutting
craftsmanship "superb" and worth
bringing to the public's attention.
4. San Felipe Plaza, Houston,
Texas; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill,
Architects. Polished and flamed
3. Seat

gray-brown Caledonia granite was
used in combination with a curtain
wall of champagne-colored glass to
clad a 4Fstory office tower. In the
lobby, a white marble floor with
black granite medallions and border
contrasts with a core wall of rose
Laurentian granite. "The building,"
observed the jury, "exhibits great

The Tucker Architectural Awards Program is an annual proiect
the Building Stone Institute, an intentational trade association

of

founded in 1919 that comprises quarriers, fabricators, dealers, and
installers of natural stone. We illustrate below seaen projects cited
by the 1985 jury, which consisted of Herbert Beckhard, partner in
Herbert Beckhard Frank Richlan & Associates; Robert M. Kliment,
partner in R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband Architects;
Mildred F. Schmertz, erecutiue editor of nncono; and Der Scutt,
partner in Der Scutt Architects.

restraint and care in its detailing,
particularly in the handling of the
granite and marble."
5. Dallas Museum of Art, Dallas,
Texas: Edward l,arrabee Barnes
Associates, Architects. The jury
characterized a new museum in

downtown Dallas's Arts District as
"a building of great quiet and
serenity which essentially is a
background for the art, rather than
a structure that asserts itself as art
in its own right." They praised the
architects' exterior use of large
blocks of Indiana limestone, etched

with deep V<uts, as part of "a
dignified tradition [that] gives the

museum a monumental character."
6. Fraunces Tavern Restaurant
Restoration, New York City;
Stincomb and Merkelson, and Fan
Rongved and Erickson, Joint
Architects. During the over-all
restoration of a neo-Georgian
structure in lower Manhattan. an

existing portico was dismantled and

its elements reproduced in Georgia
marble by both hand and machine
tooling. The jurors admired the
architects' "great competence and
care," and they lauded "the skill
and craft of the stone-carver."
7. J. B. Speed Art Museum,
Louisville, Kentucky; Geddes
Brecher Qualls Cunningham,
Architects. The jury praised the
manner in which the architects
recessed dark slate panels into the
limestone facade of a museum
addition-a decision that allowed
the new structure to harmonize
with both the original neoclassical
building and a slateand-glass
Miesian wing added in 1973.
In addition to the buildings
illustrated, the jury also awarded a
citation to the Jefierson Memorial
in Washington, D. C., in the
category of a structure completed
at least 25 years ago.

Baltimore Chapter/am
1984 Design Awards Program

A mass transitfacility in Baltimore, a state ffice and research
compler in Annapolis, and a riuerfront specialty shopping center
in Minneapolis were among the sir completed projects recently
cited by the Baltimore Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects in its annual design awards program. Boston architects
John M. Clancy, t du, Robert Kramer, rtts, and Robert Brou,n, ArA,
serued as jurors for the competition.

I
Anne Cummerson

3

l. The Park Plaza, Baltimore,
Maryland; Cho, Wilks & Benn,
Architects. The focus of an office
building renovation was the
reworking of the streetlevel entry
and storefronts and the creation of
a new main lobby. The jury
commented that the strength of the
design was its "robust addition of
new tissue to the street
environment" and the introduction
of pleasing new materials, colors,
and lighting into the expanded
columnar lobby space.
2. Riverplace, Minneapolis,
Minnesota; D. I. Design &
Development Consultants,
Architects. The historic Main Street
Warehouse and Brown-Rvan Stable
were renovated and incoiporated
into a 100,000-square-foot, multi
level shopping center, part of a
larger mixed-use residential and
commercial comolex near the
Mississippi Rivei. The jury praised

E Harlan Hambright

the project for going beyond the
normal requirements of a typical
mall and for responding to civic and
uroan concerns.
3. Maryland Department of
Agriculture, Annapolis, Maryland;
vvxR, Architects. Located on a lF
acre suburban site, a mixed-use
governmental complex comprises
60,000 square feet of offices, 40,000
square feet of laboratories, a
greenhouse, and a vehicle
maintenance center. The jurors
especially liked the detailing of the
building's aluminum and brick
exterior, and they singled out the
incorporation of a pedestrian
circulation spine "to humanize and
enliven the interior spaces."
4. Charles Center Metro Station,
Baltimore, Maryland; RTKL
Associates, Architects. The largest
of nine stops along Baltimore's new
rapid transit system was designed
to be a dramatic and monumental

4

llon 5o[oDtoil

terminus, symbolic of its location in
the heart of the city's downtown
business and financial district. The
iury felt that the use and placement
bf neon art bv artist Stephen
Antonakos and selection of lighting
and acoustical ceiling systems
contributed to a lively, humane
subwav interior.
5. Privite Residence, Baltimore
County, Maryland; David H.
Gleason Associates, Architects. For
a renovation and expansion of a
Miesian suburban house built in
1959, the architect chose to continue
the four-foot module of the existing
building with a series of brick cavity
bearing walls with glass and wood
infill. By placing the wing at right
angles to the original structure, the
architect created a new landscaped

6. Broadway Market

Rehabilitation, Baltimore,
Maryland; Amos & Bailey, Ltd.,
Architects. A cit.r--sponsored urban
renewal project in Baltimore's Fells
Point neiehborhood involved the
restoration of an early-20th-century
food market, located on the 50-footwide median strip of the area's
maior retail street. In order to
create a nrominent visual reference
point, the architects placed a triplearched brick screen wall in front of
a new stucco-clad addition-a

design element the jury praised as
"a satisfying anchor for its urban
location [that] adds an almost heroic
focus to the neighborhood."

courtyard-a decision that the jury
felt led to a better relationship
between the house and its
surroundings.
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Nathalie du Pasquier, drau,ings

for metal

objects, 1983

(from Memphts).

Memphis, by Barbara Radice.
New York: Rizzoli,1984, 935.

function must somehow be
understood in its form-and bv the
object's accumulated associatiirns.
This paradox has informed and
transformed the avant-garde's
objectives, according to Branzi. The
Rationalists were motivated bv a
search for the Definitive Obieitsomething that would embody, once
and for all, the fulfillment of a
particular function. New Design, on
the other hand, is motivated by the
experimental nature of the design

The Hot House: Italian New Wave
Design, by Andrea Branzi.
Cambridge: MIT Press, 1985, 925.
Reuiewed by Karen D. Stein

Several Milanese architects and

artists banded bogether one winter's
eve in 1980, vowing to "reinvent an
approach to design." Bob Dylan's

raspy rendition of ". . . the Memphis
blues" provided background music
to the powwow and became the
group's namesake. In her book,
Barbara Radice not only describes
those early meetings of Memphisall-night sessions that took place
amid scraps of yellow trace and
cigarette butts-but also chronicles
the group's leap into the limelight,
as photographs of their heretical

furniture and textile designs rose
through the ranks of the trade
magazines the way hit-singles climb
the charts. Radice, herself a
Memphis member, offers an

insider's perspective into the
group's oeuvre and the personalities
responsible for it.
The Memphis collaboration, as
Radice describes it, was initially
based on an examination of the
process of signification: how new
combinations of volumes, colors,
and textures could loosen the reins
of current stylistic syntax and,
perhaps, push back the envelope of
signification. Although the group's
experiments with materials, color,
and decoration are the tonics of
separat€ chapters, from page one
Radice's text is snare and
completely seconaary to the glossy
photographs it accompanies. The
pictures give the actual summary of
Memphis's work, and each one
represents a design hypothesis. The
visual orientation of the book
follows logically from the visual
orientation of the subject matter;
however, the rather obscure,
hermetic captions beneath many of
the full-page photos (with their
citations from a mixed-bag of
literary sources that includes
Sartre, Warhol, and a Japanese
book of tea, among others) degrade
the images presenbed and do little to
illuminate the ideas behind the
actaal d e si g n e r p e ri m e n ts-which
are, after all, the moral of the story.
As the photos clearly show,
Memphis challenged (and continues
to ehallenge) accepted ideas of
furniture. Yet Radice does not leave
it at that. She claims that
Memphis's work succeeds in doing
the impossible: it "maintains
linguistic independence" since it
"lacks learned references." The
question is, how can a chair be
recognized as a chair if it maintains
linguistic independence and lacks

learned references?

Italian architect Andrea Branzi
knows better. lnhis The Hot
House: Italian New Waae Design,
Branzi puts Memphis's linguistic
concerns into the theoretical and
historical framework of the 20thcentury avant-garde. Branzi's book
reviews Italian design experiments
from '20s Rationalism to'80s New
Design, including the work of
Studio Alchymia, Archizoom
Associati (the author's former
group), Global Tools, 9999, and
Memphis. Branzi makes several
generalizations about this fluid
avant-garde and describes the
struggle for liberation from stylistic
limitations as its constant
motivating force. New methods of
mass-production, renewed interests
in craftsmanship, and attempts to
quantify architecture numerically
are used by the avant-garde as tools
for purifying the architectural
language and as ways of extracting

the essential function and meaning
of an object from the excesses of iis
accrued associations.
Sinee The Hot House does not
have Memphis's portfolio style, its
photos may appear (mistakenly)

parenthetical to the text. But the
juxtaposition of furniture and
textiles reveals the experimental
nature of the design process. The
possibilities in surface treatment,
decoration, and color are seen as
laboratories for testing-and
stretching-the boundaries of
stylistic syntax.
The communicative potential of
an object, which Branzi calls its

"cultural information," does have
its limitations. Attempts to broaden
the linguistic code, rather than add
to it, must concentrate on the
reworking of existing objects. Yet
these efforts are bounded on one
side by the function of the objectfor the obiect to be functional this

process itself.

In his foreword tn The Hot
House, Arata Isozaki alludes to the
avant-garde's dilemma shared by
Memphis and its compatriots. In
Zen training, Isozaki says, the
trainees try to empty their minds,
hoping to attain the void and
thereby reach a new understanding
of the world. But most "candidates"
are confined by their accumulated
knowledge and so cannot, in their
lifetime, attain the void. The
avant-garde participates in a
parallel struggle. Despite Radice's
protestations to the contrary, the
objects they design cannot be
completely without "learned
references." Their work is a
critical activity that, although
unable to "maintain [complete]
linguistic independence," r's able
to challenge existing limitations
and redefine the realm of the
possible.

:1,'\

"I think it's time

we took a long, hard look at our lifestyle, Randall.
How long are we going to staA sumounded by antiques?"
Architectural Record July 1985
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"The day of big operations":
Andrew Carnegie and his libraries

One of the most enduring architectural legacies of American
corporate philanthropg is the group of 2,500 public library buildings
underwritten by Andrew Carnegie between 1881 and 1917. To
commemorate the 150th anniaersarA of Carnegie's birth, the
Cooper-Hewitt Museum-housed fi ttingly in the steel magnate's
lVew York mansion-has organized an erhibition on the libraries
that will be on displag through September 9. Erhibition curator
Timothy Rub eramines the social and architectural implications of
Carnegie's patronage.

By Timothg Rub
Th( Horshlon Liltroru,

Hatard [inircrsily

"Has Andhrew Carnaggie giuen ge
a libry yet?" asked Mr. Dooley.

of poor Scottish immigrants to one
of the wealthiest men in America
was a powerful example of the
virtue of hard work.
Not long after the publication of
"Wealth," Carnegie suggested

"Not that I know ia," said Mr.
Hennessg.

"He will," said Mr. Dooley. "Ye'll
not escape him. Befure he dies he
hopes lo crowd o libry on irry
man, u)oman an'child in th'
counthry. He's giaen thtm to
cities, towns, aillages, an' whistlin'
stations. Theg're tearin' down gashouses an' poorhouses to put up
libries. Befure another year, iury
house

specific ways to implement these
ideas in another essav. "The Best
Fields for Philanthrofy," one of
which, not surprisingly, was the gift
of a library. This, he wrote,
"occupies the first place, provided
the community will accept and

maintain it as a public institution, as
much a part of the city property as
its public schools, and indeed, an
adjunct to these." Carnegie's
advocacy of the library as a worthy
object of philanthropy was in large
measure based on his own
experience. He never tired of
retelling the story of how as a
youth his love of literature had been
kindled bv access to the private

in Pittsburgh that ain't a

blast-furnace will be a Carnaygie

libry. In some places all th'
buildin's is libries."

Finley Peter Dunn, Dissertations
bg Mr. Dooley, 1906
Or so it must have seemed in the
years just after the turn of the
century, when public libraries built
with funds provided by Andrew
Carnegie were sprouting up across
the country faster than they could
be counted. It would be easy to
discount the remarks of Dunn's
comic creation, Mr. Dooley, the
Irish-born Chicaeo bartender who
had a comment ieady about

"ivrything and ivrybody,"
hyperbole being his stock in trade.
In this case, however, he was not
far from the mark. Even such a

staidjournal as Public Libraries
could in 1903 refer to the recent
rash of library gifts as "a sort of
enidemic which seems to be

spreading," due largely to the
influence of Mr. Carnegie. And
Mark Twain, a friend of the
Pittsbureh steelmaker and shrewd
observeiof the Carnegie
nhenomenon. was moved to remark
in 190? that "there is already a
multitude of Carnegie libraries
scattered abroad over the planet
and he is always making additions
to the list. When he dies, I think it
will be found that he has set apart a
gigantic fund whose annual interest
is devoted forever to the begetting
of Carnegie libraries. I think three
or four centuries from now
Carnegie libraries will be
considerably thicker than
churches." If Twain's vision of the
future never quite came to pass, he
was right on at least one count: four
years later, in 1911, the Carnegie
Corporation was established "for
the advancement and diffusion of
knowledge and understanding
among the people of the United
States and the British Dominions
and Colonies." Part of the
Timothy Rub is a doctoral candidate at
the Institute of Fine Arts, Neu, York
Llnircrsitu. He u'as o Ford Fottndation
Fellott' nt the Cooper-Heu'itt Museum,
trhere he u'orked on the erhibitiore
"Frank Lloyd Wight and the Praiie
St:hool" (198J) ancl "Skyscrapers" (I980.

library opened on Saturdiy
afternoons to the working boys of
Allegheny City, Pennsylvania, by
one Colonel Anderson. In a broader
sense, however, the library was an

ideal gift because Carnegie saw in it
the embodiment of those values he
held in the greatest esteem. It was
the "people's university," offering
both a nractical and esthetrc
educatibn-but only to those who
sought it. He was especially
insistent on this point: "I choose
A caricature of Andrew Carnegie by artist Peter Newell, published in
free libraries as the best agencies
the April 11, 1903 issue o/Harper's Weekly.
for improving the masses of the
people, because they give nothing
Carnegie-Mellon University in
Corporation's early work, when its
lor nothing. They only help those
founder still played an active role in Pittsburgh and the four Scottish
who help themselves. They reach
universities, foundations for the
its operations, was funding the
the aspiring, and open to these the
promotion of international peace
construction of public libraries.
chief treasures of the world-those
and for scientific research, grants
In reviewins the statistics of
stored un in books."
Carnegie's libiary gifts, it is easy to for church organs and aid to the
For ali his talk of books, Carnegie
Simplified Spelling Board. In
understand how his name came to
made sure that in most instances,
be so thoroughly identified with this aggregate these donations totaled
he didn't give any. Once again, his
more than $300 million or roughlY
subject in the public imaginationintentions were summed up with
90 per cent of the fortune he had
why, as one applicant quaintly put
admirable clarity by Mr. Dooley,
am-assed as the founder and
it, the words "Carnegie and library
who tartlv observed that "a
controlling partner of the Carnegie
seem to go together just like 'ham
Carnaygib lbry is archytechoor, not
Steel Company.
and eggs'." Even now, the figures
In so doing, Carnegie was acting, lithrachoor." And so it was. Funds
cannot fail to impress. What had
were given only for the construction
begun rather modestly in 1881 with with characteristic singleof a library building, not for the
mindedness, upon the princiPles
the gift of a building to his
ourchase of its contents, and even
outlined in the essay entitled
birthplace of Dunfermline,
lhen only if the community
"Wealth," which he published in
Scotland, would develop during the
promised to provide a site and
1889 in the North American
next three decades into an
devote annually at least ten per cent
Reaiew. The Gospel of Wealth, as
enterprise without parallel in the
of the building's cost to its
both essay and the philosophy it
history of American philanthropy.
maintenance. As William Dean
embodied soon were called (thus
By the time the last grant for this
Howells pointed out, a Carnegie
giving it. a.pr.oper evangelical tone),
purpose was made in 1917, the list
grant did not come without strings
numbered 2,509 free public libraries voiced his belief in the paternalistic
attached, and these represented a
responsibility of Capitai toward
throughout the English-speaking
sizable responsibility: "He does not
Labor. According to Carnegie, the
world, built at a cost of more than
give feed with the gift horse; the
to
be
had
come
wealth
that
surnlus
Nearly
two-thirds
of
million.
$56
rest must be supplied by its
these library buildings-1,679 is the conientrated in the hands of the
recinients. and there have not been
few constituted a trust to be
exact figure-were given to
wanling published estimates to
administered for the benefit of the
communities in Carnegie's adopted
show that eventually a public
common man. Charity plain and
country, the United States. Yet his
simple was not what he had in mind, library is a public debt." On more
library benefactions represented
than one occasion Carnegie was
but rather a way of providing the
only a fraction, although the most
criticized for forcing an additional
means for helping the "deserving
sizeable one, of what Carnegie
tax burden on towns and cities that
managed to give during his lifetime poor" raise their standard of living.
could ill afford the expense.
The model, of course, was the
to a multitude of worthy causes.
Nevertheless, he held firm in the
career of Carnegie himself, whose
These tended to be as varied as his
conviction that he had struck a
rags-to-riches journey from the son
own interests: endowments to the
Architectural Record Julu 1985

how ambttrous the

Pr6[Idh-

became. Between 1886 and 1898
Carnegie had provided funds for the

and-T[lsTften
funds,
trd wasted little time turnins these

N ow

Tn-*active" retrrement

equipped with a surplus of

obser-fEd-f,Raf,TafiIggre
exerted at best only a limited
influence on library design in the
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uurafy
building by the time Carnegie
began giving them away in such
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astonishing numbers. To appreciate
the depth of disagreement between
the professions, it needs only to be
pointed out that during the late1880s librarians reserved their most
vitriolic criticisms for buildings that
architects held in high regard:
namely, Charles McKim's Boston
Publie Library, and H. H.
Richardson's small library buildings
in North Easton, Woburn, and
Quincy. It was, in fact, in the
context of a discussion about a
"Richardsonian" building in New
Orleans-the Howard Library by
his successor firm, Shepley, Rutan
& Coolidge-during the annual
meeting of the American Library
Association in 1888 that its
president, Charles A. Cutter, was
moved to remark that the architect
was "the natural enemy of the

librarian."
Things had to get better, and
eventually they did. Over the next
20 or so years the situation
improved considerably, and this was
due in no small measure to the
impact of the Carnegie grants.
Librarians turned time and again to
the problem of developing the most
practical plans for library buildings
of all sizes. The topic was endlessly
discussed at state and national
conferences and before local boards
and library commissions. During

this time, moreover, there emerged
the architect who specialized in
library design, and whose work
often figured prominently in the
books and journal articles devoted
to the subject. Edward Tilton
(whom Carnegie and Bertram
consulted on occasion) and Albert
Randolph Ross of New York;
Patton & Miller of Chicago;
Mauran, Russell & Garden of St.
Louis; and Claude & Starck of
Madison, Wisconsin, were among
the most successful.
A certain standardization in plan
and arrangement resulted from the
process and was, in fact, seen as a
desirable thing in itself. A small
library might contain a lecture hall
and service rooms in the basement,
and on the main floor reading rooms
for adults and children with a
centrally located delivery desk from
which both could easily be
supervised. If there is, then, a
"typical" Carnegie library, such as
can be found in New Jersev.
Wisconsin, California, and i.rearly
every state in between, this was due
neither to a lack of imagination on
the part of client or designer nor to
any specific requirements imposed
by Carnegie himself (at least before
1911). Rather, it represented the
most efficient model that informed
opinion in the library and
architectural professions could
then oroduce.
So,-too, is the "typical" Carnegie
a classical building. True, it is not
difficult to find examples of

regional styles then in vogue, such
as the Mission Style libraries of
Santa Ana and Riverside,
California, or the Prairie School
designs of Claude & Starck in
Minnesota and Wisconsin;
nevertheless, with most of the
Carnegie commissions coming after
the turn of the century it was
perhaps inevitable that the majority
of these buildings would be
informed by the passion for things
classical that swept the country
following the Chicago World's Fair
of 1893. It was a logical style to use,
as Walter Cook noted in explaining
the design of the branch buildings
of the New York Public Library,
since it expressed a "public and
municipal character." And that is
apparently what many architects
had in mind. In any event, they
often had no choice in the matter, as
some learned at a meeting of the
Illinois Library Association in 1903:

"Let an architect suggest
Romanesque or Gothic or Early
French Renaissance or Byzantine,
and he is, especially in the smaller
cities, met with a cold, stony smile,
plainly saying, 'You may think
because I don't live in Chicago I
don't know anything about
architecture, but you may as well
understand that I am quite up-todate, and know what is the proper
thing in library styles.' In fact, so
arbitrary is this fad, that to submit
a competitive design

for

a public

library in any other style fthan
neoclassical] is practically fatal to
an architect's chances."

In the end, however, it is difficult
[o characterize the Carnegie
libraries as a group. Some were
large urban buildings, monumental
in scale, complex in plan, and
intended to serve a number of
functions; others were little more
than one-room cottages. Some were
conspicuous examples of the
"school of show" looked on with
such suspicion by Carnegie,
Bertram, and the crusaders in the
American Library Association;
others were simple, utilitarian
affairs, built not for display, but
merely to hold books as cheaply and
efficiently as possible. The program
was so vast and the circumstances
under which these buildings were
designed so varied that perhaps it
can only be said that they exemplify
the extraordinary diversity of
American architecture at the turn
of the century and, of course, the
equally extraordinary ambitions of
their patron, Andrew Carnegie.
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Low rise, high speculation
By Deborah K. Dietsch
The suburban, speculative office building has never had much of an
architectural reputation. While a few architects have come to romanticize
its strip milieu, the vast majority of high-minded practitioners have
spurned its developer-dictated, dollar-conscious requirements as outside
the realm of design. An exception to this rule is the firm of Gwathmey
Siegel and Associates, arehitects who view the building type as yet
another chance to apply their fine-tuned formal principles in overcoming
its spatial, programmatic, and budgetary limitations.
Over the past decade, the firm has been involved with over a dozen such
suburban projects, the majority of them designed for the Evans
Partnership, a New Jersey-based developer/builder. "I think that this
building type presents itself as a limited proposition," remarks Robert
Siegel, aAaing, "but it is one of the few opportunities to make verifiably
efficient architecture." Since designing their first spec office complex
prototype in 19?5, the architects have refined the approach to the building
iype into a highly disciplined process, discovering that "its fast-track
slheduling has helped with the otganizational decision-making in our
other types of work," according to Charles Gwathmey.
The iour suburban office buildings that follow embody the rigorous
planning and design that have become the firm's Modern signature,
aisptaying a small-scale sensitiviff to materials and detailing often lacking
in rp.L Uimings. As proof of their formal and functional appeal, two of
the projects featuredln this study-the AT&T headquartels in
narsippany, New Jersey and tgX,I-Kingsbridge offices in Montvale,
Newlirs.y-*.t. ori[inally constr,ucted as multitenant spec buildings
for the Evans Partnership and have subsequently attracted single
corporare users. The other two projeets individually represent opposite
ends of the building type's spe.lro*: the low-rise, user-specific Triangle
Pacific Corporation headqoutt"t* located in suburban Dallas, and First
City Bank, a l2-story, multitenant structure sited just off a major

Houston highway.

Additionil .r.dit for the quality reflected in these projects must be
given to their developer/buiiders. Their insistence on ceating a distinctive

through a hig-h level of design and craftsmanship indicates that the
architecturul .onr.iousness of the suburban developer and construction
industry is being raised. States Michael Schure of the Evans Partnership,
,'Thereis u *o-.nt when the developer has to move beyond the hard-sell
to believe in design integrity and risk trying it."

Lug.

Deborah K. Dietsch is

a

freelance uriter based in New York Citg'
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Urban sophistication
in a suburban setting

Partners Charles Gwathmey and Robert Siegel have long supported the
interdisciplinary conviction that they are capable of designing almost
anvthing. The variety'and scale of their work proves it, from the wellpublicized Hamptons houses and campus/institutional buildings to
interiors, furniture, and tableware. A long-standing and pragmatic
addition to this list is the firm's ongoing design of suburban speculative
office buildings.
"When we started designing spec office buildings ten vears ago,"
explains Gwathmey, "we noticed that most of the existing examples of
the type tended to be gl,rated forms with a visual gimmick that fouled
up the net-to-gross floor area ratio." To maximize the leasable floor
area and eler.ate what the firm refers to as the building type's inherent
"economy of means," Gwathmey Siegel has adhered to simple plans
with efficientll- positioned service cores for each of their suburban
prr.rjects. This allows the architects to do what they do best: organize
the parti around a strong, site-specific circulation system and turn their
design attentions to creating a public image from a rich palette of
materials and detailing.
In orienting each building to its site, the architects acknowledge the
parking lot as a necessary part of the entry sequence, and employ
urban spatial devices to create transitional zones between the parking
and the building. "The onll'chance vou really have to make architecture
in these buildings is in the space between the car and the front door,
and a section change in the lobby," notes Siegel. public procession is
stressed, with landscape playing an imporlant architectural role in
formally reinforcing the spatial sequence. Comments Siegel, ,,We tried
ln ever)' case to avoid that suburban svndrome of entering your house
through the backl'ard. "
To illustrate his point, the.rrcr headquarters in parsippany, New
Jersey (photo top of opposite page) is entered from the parking lot
through a columned arcade, central courtyard and finally into a public
lobby at the far end of the building. At the rsM-Kingsbridge office
building in Montvale, New Jersev (photo below), the buildins is entered
from the parking lot through a raised plaza and arcade that border its
stepped-back ground floor. An arcade also links the parking garage of
First City Bank in Houston to its lobby (photo bottom righio? opposite
pa-ge). And at the Triangle Pacific Corporation in Dallas (photo boitom
left of facing page), a ceremonial entrance is achieved b1:placing the
front door at the top of a grand, outdoor staircase that is flanked bv a
reflecting pool. Once inside these buildings, their lobbies ,,struggle to
reach the sky," according to the architects, designed to bring the
outside in, rvith exterior materials used to define their often full-heisht

volumes. Transparent walls (arcr), skylights (tnu), glass block
(Triangle Pacific) and clerestories (First City, Triangle Pacific)
emphasize a quality of openness in these public spaces and introduce
da.vlight to the omce interiors.
The elevations of the four buildings in this study reflect Gwathmey
Siegel's continuing concern with outwardly demonstrating the

functional logic of an internal layout. A consistent material palette of
glass curtain wall and travertine is blended in varying degrees to
simultaneously convey the large-scale graphic of a roadside structure
and a smaller, more human scale at pedestrian level. In reacting to the
suburban orientation of the spec building, a "universal" curtain wall
grid dominates, while travertine is relied upon to convey low-scale
permanence. "Because of their lack of specific content, spec buildings
can be rendered as abstract objects," states Gwathmey. As a result, the

largest multitenant structures-the rr.rr headquarters (originally
designed for the Evans Partnership as a spec building) and First City
Bank-project the most ambiguously scaled images. The dark gray,
uniformly'gridded skin of .rrar attempts to reduce its size as a colorless

field of indeterminate scale, while the curtain wall of First City is
modulated with colored banding of glass to create the illusion that it
stands taller than its 12 stories. The smaller scale buildings, on the
other hand, reveal more of the recognizable, volumetric idiom of
Gwathmey Siegel. The tnu-Kingsbridge project, although partially clad
in the universal grid of -lrtr, assumes a solid profile through its
travertine frame, stepped curtain wall front facade and the brise-soleil
that distinguishes its south elevation. As the only single-tenant office
building included in this study, the Triangle Pacific Corporation
headquarters is understandably designed with the most clienl-specific
idiosyncracies. Expressed as a composition of solids and voids

characteristic of the firm's residential architecture, its stair towers are
pulled awal'from the low mass and the entrance is recessed from the

building's front elevation.
Gwathmey Siegel acknowledge the economic and scheduling
constraints placed upon them by their developer clients and admit that
each spec project presents an esthetic challenge, solved with the knowhow from their high-style projects. But they are quick to point out that
both types of work mutually support each other: ,,The discipline of each
process adds to our over-all design information kit,,' says Gwathmey. It
also allows the architects to expand their interconnected design
approach and to practice what they preach in built, rather than
theoretical, form. As Siegel points out, "These buildings are negotiable
tools for the developer, but for us, thev're architecture.',
Olto Rait:
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The Evans Partnership for at&t
Parsippany, New Jersey
Gwathmey Siegel & Associates

Architects

As one of the earliest office
buildings designed for the Evans
Partnership, the AT&T headquarters
sets the tone for the site strategies
and material palette of Gwathmey
Siegel's subsequent suburban
projects. The 300,000-square-foot

building is located within a northern
New Jersey office park occupied by
low-rise developments, including
the Evans Partnership's own
headquarters, a one-story,
travertine-clad structure designed
by Gwathmey Siegel in 1977. The
doughnut-shaped plan of the
building with grassy courtyard
(plans at right) elaborates an earlier
prototype for the developer,
maximizing perimeter offices.
Although the insistent curtainwalled exterior of ,tt&t doesn't
instantly evoke the most contextual
of feelings, the architects claim it
was designed in response to the
scale and character of the
neighboring Evans headquarters in
a reversal of its travertine and
glass. The dark gray glass and
black gridded skin of aror attempts
to reduce the scale of its three
stories, to make it appear as a one-

story structure, "a colorless
background against which you read
the sky and the trees," notes Siegel.
The architects, however. couldn't
resist some notation of the internal
layout with graphic devices: panels
of light-colored travertine define the
stair towers with porthole windows
and entrance arcade (photo,
opposite page). Inside the
courtyard, travertine and strip
windows transform the ambiEuous
scale of the exterior into a
pedestrian-oriented, three-story
cloister. At its far end, a
transparent, glass-walled lobby
brings the light of the courtyard
inside, serving as the circulation
\u.b and single security point for the
sloe entrances.
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FLOOR

The,af&r headquarters is entered

from aformally planted driue,

positioned on aris with a central
courtyard in contrdst to the wooded,
informal landscape bordering the

dining tercace behind the building
(site plan, bottom left opposite page).
Originallg designed to be occupied by
multiple tenants, thefioor plan is
organized with a laEered, central
zone of circulation: entrance arcade,

receiues trafic from the side
entrances and adjacent cafeteria
(plans, left opposite page). Close-up
uiew ofentrance arcade (photo
below) reueals the planar building
enaelope. Tied-back columtx and
metal ceiling are recurrent elements
of t he arc hitec ts' suburban proj ects.

courtyard, and lobbE, which also
Otto Baitz photos
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Stepping upfrom the coollg grocious
entrance arcade (photo aboae), the
stark, dark skin oflhe erterior is
transformed into a light-fJled,
marbled and human-scale cloister.
Its grassy center space, as seen from
the lobby (photo opposite page) is
planted "in an Ortental way with
onLy trees, carefully placed as
objects," saEs Gwathmey, an attitude
that refiects the firm's meticulous
attention to Landscape as

arc hi te c tu ral

form.

Th e th ree

-story,

transparent uindou' grid, detailed in
a manner similar to the ertenor
perimeter curtain uall, eilends the
courtyard inside to imbue the lobby
with a sense of the outdoors. The
cascading forms of the open stairs at
either end ofits daylit space are
erpressed in traaertine on the
outside to meet theflanking walls of
the courtgard. Framing the lobby's
windou wall is an erposed beam and

co

lumn const tac tion that

articulates the building's bay
module and ntirrors the entrance
arcade. The three-story typical wall
sections (right) are detailed with
muLLionsflush to the dsion and
spandrel panels, and constructed
nit h s tandard concre te-oter-me tal

deckfioor slabs.
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Triangle Pacific Corporation
Dallas, Texas
Gwathmey Siegel & Associates

Architects

"This is not a regional building,"
maintains Wayne Grimes of
Triangle Pacific, who supervised
the construction of the corporation's
headquarters located in a northern
suburb of Dallas. What he refers to
is the fact that the 60,00Gsquarefoot structure happens to be one of
the few in the area built from
stone-honed and filled Italian
travertine marble, no less-and that
its construction required strict
adherence to the mbdular standards
of Gwathmey Siegel's design.
As a corporate headquarters,
Triangle Pacific reflects a more
client-specific plan and image than
the spec buildings in this study. But
the decision by the corporation to
hire Gwathmey Siegel was based on
the firm's track record with the
Evans Partnership, and like the
spec buildings, it is organized
around a highly disciplined
circulation system. The procession
begins from-the parking lot up a
grand staircase through a "front
porch," and into a three-story,
clerestory-lit lobby, which brings
the outside inside with its elass
block and travertine finishes (photo
below and axonometric opposite;.
"The way the circulation elements
are rendered, the headquarters
looks like a public building,"
comments Sieeel. He also
acknowledgeJthat it incorporates a
hint of the cubistic idiosvniracies of
the firm's residential deiigns,
including an exposed cafe*teria at its
base, recessed entranee, and halfrounded fire stair enclosures at
either.end of the building (photo
opposite). Yet, these sculptural
expressions are kept to an
unpretentious minimum. The mass
of the building remains tautly
horizontal,-emphasized by strip
windows. Concludes Gwathmev. ',lt
creates a very calm presence on the
lanoscape.
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First City Bank
Houston, Texas
Gwathmey Siegel & Associates
Architects

In reconciling the different
functions of this corner site
building, Gwathmey Siegel chose to
sheathe its separately articulated
volumes with a curtain wall that
subtly changes pattern and color.
When viewed at a distance, the
First City Bank building proves the
architects' point that the abstract
quality of a curtain wall works from
a highway vantage point: its
horizontal, bluish-gray banding
almost melts into the horizon. "This
skin is intended to operate on many
scales and takes on a mosaic aualitv
with changes in light at various
times of the day," explains Siegel.
The three colors of the curtain wall
are coded according to the
corresponding function inside: white
spandrel glass, light gray glass
representing the structure, and
dark gray vision glass at window
height (wall section, following
spread). As a graphic composition,
the skin performs a perceptual

figure/giound reverial "like a

" according
to Gwathmey. This illusion is emphasized by the change in
pattern from the curved northeast
facade of the building's l2-story
office block (right photo, this pdge)
to the west facade of the servic6
pho,tographic negative,

corg tower (photo opposite page).

The flexible, multifenantblin of
the office block is achieved by
divorcing the stair/elevator/service
core towerfrom the 20,000-squarefoot office floors (axonometric
drawing below and photo opposite
page), and relegating the I l/2story bank to a position adjacent to
both the service core and office
block. As a result, the elevator
lobby (photo below) is accessible
from either the bank or from the
parking garage through a two-story
arcacle (photo opposite page) and
allows Ior expanslve, two-way
vistas from every floor.
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The

reclilineor plon of tn.a-

Kingsbrtdge is organized arottnd the
circulation hub of the central lobbg,
uhich proddes access to the southern

portion ofthe building on the second
floor (plans opposite page). The lobby
is entered

from

a raised plaza (top

photo opposite page) through an
orcade,faced u'ith an aluminum
sofi t

and

slepped-back. al u m i n u m

gridded curtain u'all (middle photo
opposite page). The plaza is

terminated at either end bg senice
cores, indiutted by gLass block. Inside
the skylit, double-height lobby, the
trauertine of the erterior is used to
line its f oors, walLs and starcase

u,ith an air of monumentalitg and
permanence not commonly found in
spec buiLdings (photo beLou,).
Mounted on the staircase is the
Guathmeg Siegel designed "Soleil

Couchant" tapestry.
Otto Baitz photos
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orz

rcu-Kingsbridge is constructed in the
ubiquitous Gwathmeg Siegel
suburban palette of light trauertine
and dark curtain nall. In this case,
thb skin isframed by an aluminum
grid, and. positioned to emphasize
planes or uolumes in dffirentiating
frontfrom back. On thefront (north)
eleuation, the skin steps back under
the second story (right wall section
and bottom right photo) and uraps
the conrcr on the east and west sides
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ofthe building. The back (south)
eleuation (photo opposite page) is
imbuedwith spatial depth bg
recessing the skin behind trauertine
piers, sloped base and o,lumlnum
sun screen (left wall section and
photo aboue). When uiewed at an
angle (photo opposite page), the
curtain wall appears a.s a separate
glass bor, pulled away from the

traaertine frame.
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Wish you were here.

o.

Architect Harry Teague is proud of his collection of postcards of old
hotels. "I have at least 50 of them," he told me, "from the St. Francis
Hotel in San Francisco to the Coronado in San Diego." And some of his
best cards are from Colorado. Long before skiers began to arrive, the
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Rocky Mountains drew hardy vacationers who stayed in simple hotels
and boarding houses which, in appearance at least, were not unlike
Teague's Hotel Lenado. But this hotel, named after a nearby logging
town, is not exactly simple. Recently opened, it is currently the best
place to stay in Aspen. Except for the town's famous Hotel Jerome,
built in the early 1890s during Colorado's silver mining era and still
popular, this prosperous resort has until now offered its visitors little
but poorly designed and constructed Swiss-chalet-type motels and
condos. The best buildings in town continue to be the old ones, and
among the most interesting of these are the little Victorian houses that
are neighbors of the new hotel.
With these dwellings in their vision, the old hotels in their memory'
and the local zoning ordinances in hand, Teague and his clients, whom
he calls a "romantic" group, began to plan. Why romantic? "Because
we weren't sure at the beginning that a 19-room hotel, which the local
ordinance said it had to be, could make money." Developing the
program together, one of the most important decisions they made was
against the typical Aspen ski lodge small-lobby, long-corridor plan. "We
wanted to get the circulation out of the halls and into a space where you
meet people."
The solution was to organize the 19 rooms and their corridors around
a two-and-a-half-story fireplace and lobby with an open stair connecting
the two levels. Conference facilities, employee housing, and service
rooms are below the lobby level in the basement. An underground
passage and stair connect the service areas to a separate service
structure. The building is divided into residential-sized elements on each
elevation in recognition of the scale of the houses across the streets.
Teague has used indigenous materials wherever possible, and the
interiors reflect the work of local artists and craftsmen. Most of the
furnishings are framed of local apple and willow tree trunks, unplaned.
Such beds, tables, chairs, and sofas seem as right for the l,enado as
they were for the turn-of-the-century hotels for which they were
originally designed. Visitors to Aspen seem to like the new hotel and to
understand the feelings about the Old West that it signifies. It is solidly
booked in all seasons and the owners are doing very well financially.
Since they don't serve food (except breakfast), it has to be the
architecture. It is to be hoped, for Aspen's sake, that future lodge and
condo builders will take notice. Mildred F. Schmertz

To achieae

the marimum number

of

room.s, the Hotel Lenado atmost

completely filLs

th.e

uolume allouted

bg the Local zoning ordinance, and. is
therefore basically a bor The
entnmce facade (below) retteals
architect Teague's compendium of
dettices to rcil realitu, transjbrming
the little hotel into a suitable
neighbor to the small-scaled and
intricate Victorian houses across the
surrounding streets. (One such can

be seen to the right ofthe photo
opposite paoe.) Teagtte has
ing enio u s lg c omp licated this facade
bg creating a sunken tenace at the
basentent lercl u'ith a small
canopied entrance leading to this
se rtice facilitg. The main entrance
stair bridges this uoid, leading to a
deep porch ouet'hung by third-story
bedrooms and balconies. As the roof

aolttmetric requirements of the
interior u,ouLd alLou,, getting his.full
ffictfront a tetrahedral. tou:er at
each corner, tu:o gables on. the eastwest afis and tu,o mansard pitches
on the north-south. Chimnegs at
three of the four cortters pltts one
near the center make the roo.fscape
eten more intricate.

plan belou'indicates. Teague hos

artfullg pitched it

as steeply as the

L
Li

Architectural

The wood poles used as

ornament on

the chimney breast (top right), but os
structural members elsewhere, are
from Lenado. The trees were actually
-cut

and hand+arried out ofthe
forest by Teague and eight friends,
amono whom were the hotel's
orneis. The fireplace was poured in
seaeralforms. Teague, acting as
nLa,son as well cts logger, laid' the
local red sandstones himself, picking
themfor shape and color and'

positioning them in theform. The

lounge area is spanned by what
appear to be trwsses utith the central
bottom chord missing. This member
would haue impeded the tiew
through the great window (Photo
opposite), and reduced the sense of
space and height in the lounge
(section preceding page). This notouite-truss resh uPon shear walls
d.esigned to comPensatefor the
absent chord. Because roofpitches
uary, so do the uolumes of the
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upstairs bedrooms (aboue). The
pressed steel ceiling in the breakfast
(aboue right) has been designed.

-room

bg its manufacturersfor big spaces'
used by Teague in a small room' its

pattern, usually innocuous,
bold ornament

becornes

Hotel Lenado
Aspen, Colorado
Owners:

Lono Run Pa rtners hi P- E li zabe t h
Jonis. Daniel Delano, Frank Peters
Archiiect:
H arrg Te ague Architec ts- Ron
Robeitson, project assistant; Denis
Cgrus, Marcia Weese, Project team
Engine€rs:
Col Ii ns En gi neers,

Inc.-CI

Hayes, engineer-in'charg e

Interiors:
Karen Dag Hudson
General contractor:

Rocky Mountain Structure
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fur outpost in exurbia

Private residence
Southport, New York
Tod Williams and Associates, Architects

@ Paul Warchol photos

"It's a jungle out there," says the owner of this Inng Island villa,

as he

looks out the window of his Manhattan apartment. "We wanted a
refuge where our children and grandchildren and friends could
and be with us for some quiet time." Like many New Yorkers, the
harried businessman and his wife have found themselves cultivating
their garden getaway in a once-rural landscape populated by other city'
dwellers seeking the best of available worlds-at a price. The one-acre
setting for their weekend (and eventual retirement) home combines the
assets of idyllic views of shoreline and woodland to north and south
with the potential liability of close neighbors (present and future) on
lots to the east and west. Architects Tod Williams and Associates have
devised a complex esthetic order that studiously reconciles age-old
ideals of country life with presentday contingencies of exurban
development. Fortunately, perhaps, for project designers Robert
McAnulty and Tod Williams, the site is in a relatively unfashionable and
undeveloped corner of Long Island's South Fork, where the immediate
sunoundings begged no localized "contextualism." Though Williams
and McAnulty supply a hint of regional vernacular in gray wood siding
and a massive brick chimney, they have eschewed overt remembrances
of quaint Shingle Style gables poking above seaside hedgerows; and
despite the hard-edged geometry of their massing and elevation, these
austere pavilions exude an air of confident repose that sets them apart
from the driftwood modernism scattered frenetically over the nearby
Hamptons dunes. This is not a house divorced from history, but its
lineage ranges far afield, with special kinship to the work of lnuis
Kahn and the neorationalism of Italy and Switzerland.
At once forbidding and hospitable, reclusive and extroverted,
mannered and relaxed, the ambience of the house eludes easy
categorization or a simple response. Approaching by land, one rounds

come
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the blnd of a country lane to catch sight of a dour, blocky silhouette
pond'
rising like a castle keep beyond stands of pines, tall grasses, and a
domain,
feudal
some
of
A wa-lled forecourt reinforces the impression
and the narrow hooded portal set into a windowless armor-clad tower
(detail opposite) seems to promise, at best, a coo-l welcome' At the same
ii.e. howeuet, a broad outdoor stairway to the left of the front door
ofters the arriving guest a more congenial entry, inviting access to
sunny terraces anda high, airy room glimpsed above the basement
p"Ai i*. The two modes of entry immediately announce the multilevel,
ascrossed-axial scheme that orients the entire 3,2OGsquare'foot villa,
of
heart
the
at
private
zones
well as the clear separation of public and
which
clients'.priorities,
the
reflects
its parti. This clariiy directly
emphasized above all the fusion of living room, dining room, and

kitchen into a single open space' a "great room" giving onto an
deck aid swimming pool. McAnulty and Williams conceived

"*punriu.
thegreatroomasasplendid,loftycenterpieee,wit}rflanking

and
appJndages to accommodate more intimate domestic functions
pose visiat barriers to the adjoining properties (overleaf)'
If the templelike stuccoed cube enclosing the great room suggests
of
tfre abstract purity of a platonie archetype, the varied complement
pragmatic
the
bespeaks
dependencies
metal-sheathed
and
timberof ideal form to mundane necessity in the everyday world of
gu'tug"t, barbecues, lounge chairs, and cabanas (plans page 127)' The
verticality of the entry stair'tower and bedroom wing

ffirt*"nt

itonio*ua

recalls the architects' earliest visions of a tall hilltop belvedere-an
i"rii"&i". response to the site that opposed the clients' notion of
possible to
convenient retirement living at ground level' In the end, it rs
to
forecourt
the
from
up
step
must
one
plane,
but
a
single
on
dwell here
to
alone
.
reach it. If the view from the piano nobile were not enough
the stair
make the climb worthwhile, the spatial and tectpnic drama of
tower and great room would more than justify the effort' Gazing
o-p*"JuiTr," harmonious play of light and shadow across a cofiered
."iting, one can feel that the beast in the jungle has-at least for a
moment-been held at bay. Douglos Brenner
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Conceiaed in its entirety as a perfect
cube, whose base rests on the entry
courtyard, the stuccoed paailion

housing the "great room"forms the
ofan ertended orthogonal
schenxe (plars oaerleafl. Butt-glazed
corner windows open the interior to
a panorama ofnatural landscape
and the man-made oasis of timber
core

decks and. poolside kiosks.

Symmetrical alignrnent links the
trio ofbar(below right this page) and

..ir
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;

the maior
cross-o,ris of the interior, almost as
though the three small structures on
the terrace had been pulled out ofthe
great room's westfacad,e. Seen from
the outside (opposite), the

flanking cabanas with

fenestration of this wall

anthropomorp hicallg sug g ests a
hu4e, grinningface, an efect that
intensifies at sunset, os the stucco
takes on a refl.ected blush. When the
shojilike uindows of the bar are
illurninatedfrom behind like a
Japanese lantern, the translucent

sliding panelsform a glouing
terminusfor the enfilad'e through
the house (when the bar utindows are
open, one can look through to a
sunken barbecue pit). The mtimming
nool marks another anis,
iommand.ing uistas of a duclc Pond
and u)oods to the south (leJt photo)
and a larger pond, Great Peconic
Bau, and the North Fork in the
opiosite direction (toq Photo)'
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C ontrast:ing materials articulate
distinct functional eletnents that
haoe, in efect, oncreted to the

pristine geometry of the stuccoed
cube: a brick chimney, an

aluminum-sheathed stair tower, a
cedar-sided bedroom wing and pool
deck. Ituide the ggpsum-boardpaneled great room, McAnulty and
Williams painted walls to match the
color ofeuterior stucco, eaoking the
plasticity of a monolithic trabeated

I
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SECONO FLOOR

s

tru c tur e, I s I a n ds offu rni tu re
iuide the I, AAGsquare -foot

su bd

pattilion into liuing ioom,- dining
room, and kitchen utithout
phgsically internt pting the spatial
unity of the l1-foot-high aolume

(lower photo this page and ouerleafl.
The grid of a Vermont slate floor
establishes the matrfu
on which the coordinates of
architzct4esigned cabinets, tables,

"

and ntg haoe been plotted. Dark
woodwork is ebonized oak, rubbed
utithwhite paste filler to highlight
the grain. The cofee
table has copper and aluminunt
pedestals and a glay top, through
wnxcn_one can study carpet pattems
keyed to the color and dimensions of
the upholstered seating, The only "
other embellishment to the spare
interior---t side from c hanging

snadows caat bU

natural and

artificigl light4"s a sculpture

bg

Steue Wood ouer thefire$lace.
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Bolted clear through theframe ofthe
stair tower, the upright steel spine
aboae thefront door canopy (details
page 123 and this page lower left)
foreshadows the soaring uerticalitE
ofthefoyer. Skylights and a Mel
Kendrick sculpture that seems to
cower at the foot of the stairs
heighten the uertiginous drama of
ascent (upper left and opposite).
)ped risers, slend,er steel handrails,
and a hollow newel perforated with

square windows simultaneous lY
reueal and conceal mottement, in
keepins with the dual role of the
multislory shaft as a bridge and a
buffer between the common living

Priuate residence
Southport, New York
Architect:
Tod Williams and'

afias andindependent quarters in
the bedroom wing. BY shifting the
landing pauers of the grid of the

prin cipal desig
'Baratloo,

oreat-room floor, the architects
undirscore the discrete
ideniity of the tower aolume (large
photo this page). Seenfrom the great

Engineers:

"subtlu

loom, the stairwag bridgesframe a
Deborah Kass painting outside the
moster bedroom and' a sitting room

in

the second.-story guest suite.

Associates-

Robert McAnultY, Tod Williams,
ne rs : M oj de h

Peter Thaler, StePhen
Abbott, d,esign team

Frank Tafel and Associates

ktructural); AD & S Engineering
(mechanical)
Lighting:
Richard Shaaer
Cabinetwork:

Andre assen C orc truc tion (cabine ts);
Yoshi Morohashi Woodworking, Inc.
(dini.ng table)
General contrac'0on

Andreassen
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Four projects
by Eric Owen Moss, Architect

"My name is Ozymandias, king of kings:
look on my works, ye Mighty, a,nd despair!"

His name is not, in fact, Ozymandias-it is Eric Owen Moss. And if his
works, at least to date, inspire despair, it most likely won't be for the
reasons implicit in l9th-century poet Percy Bysshe Shelley's ode.
Nonetheless, we allow Moss his dream; likewise, though with
appreciably more strain, his literary reach for eloquent expression of
that dream. We indulge the fantasy because Moss pursues his
architectural aspirations with an intensity and seriousness of purpose
we can only admire, and if a bit of egomania courses through his
professional veins, so be it. But Moss will have to add perseverance to
his retinue of personal qualities, however, if the present canyon
between dream and reality is ever to be spanned. For over the last nine
years the now 4l-yearold Angeleno has acquired a bad-boy reputation
which has ensured that his portfolio of built projects remains slim, and
which will not (as the careers of Stanley Tigerman and Frank Gehry
attest) enjoy a quick death. Though the question of whether enfants
terribles are born or self-made is arguable, in the case of.this enfant
terrible thete is an active (some would say hyperactive) will hard at
work. For example, when reviewing a written project description of the
?08 House (figure 1, facing page), amusement gives way to incredulity
as one glides down the lGpoint list of "critical features [to] be noted,"
and sails by "Flying Buttresses, Flying Door, Flying Wall, Flying
Grid,. . . Flying Horticulture." By the time you land at critical feature
number eight, the temptation to dismiss Moss as just another crackpot
from California borders on the irresistible: "8. Gang Plank: Plank
folding out of the east wall providing access (for pirates) to the first
floor roof. In extended position, rests on two rubber toilet plunger ends
attached to face of plank." Fun is fun, and "wit" is now considered a
legitimate architectural component, but even by today's permissive
standards pirates and plungers are uncomfortably beyond the pale'
While the example is extreme (even for Moss), it is not uncharacteristic.
For if there is one goal he appears to hold above all others, it is, simply
stated, to rock the boat.
"The problem with architecture today is that there are 10,000 guys
doing five things," concludes Moss, who believes (it is safe to infer) that
he is actively engaged in doing the sixth thing. Unraveling the enigma
of precisely what that sixth thing is, however, is not unlike booking
passage on the voyage of Ulysses-there are sirens and Cyclopes,
rough seas and treacherous shoals. For Moss barricades himself behind
a wall of references to Camus, Cervantes, Dostoyevsky, Kafka,
Kierkegaard, Shakespeare, and, of course, Shelley. Add to that his
penchant for citing archeological remains in Bolivia, India, Peru, and
the Yucatiin-as well as Easter Island, Stonehenge, and King Tut's
tomb-as an inspirational source list, and still the question, "Why are
there rubber toilet plunger ends supporting a gang plank for pirates?"
hangs heaq' in the air. Though no definitive answer is forthcoming,
some insight may be gleaned by those intrepid enough to listen in as
Moss outlines his general motives: "Architecture is in a fundamental
sense a manifestation of the content of the time in which it is produced.
It can communicate certain things about the nature of the time; about
the way people live, or the way people might live; or about what people
aspire to, or what they should aspire to. It raises questions: 'What's a
building?' 'What's a house?' 'How do people live?' " If we are to
understand that Moss has assigned himself the task of opening our
sociocultural eyes, then the initial mystery of his fantasy about the
ideal viewer-response to his work is solved: "I would like people to feel
that somebody just punched a hole in their sky." In other words, the
"sky" is a container that defines and limits our world; Moss finds that
needlessly constricting, and would like, to put it bluntly, to blow the lid
off. Whether or not anyone experiences the desired effect, of course'
depends on how seriously one is willing to take the architpct and/or the
architecture. The issue comes up because a fair percentage of Moss's
work to date stands a better chance of alienating than engaging the
very people it hopes to. . . well, liberate. We all know the RotoRooter

Man is part of life-what of it? But if Moss is guilty of indulging
himself in an extended angry-young-man phase, that phase now
appears to be subsiding. Though he still maintains that "there has to be
some discordant note," he adds, "but I don't think the way to do that is
to take an ax to the world-I used to think that." The former thought,
i. e., the ax-wielding Moss, resides in the 708 House, which effectively
characterizes a series of early projects so obsessed with making a point
that they frequently appear to have lost sight of the point they were
trying to make. The overzealousness should be regarded as a neophyte
architect's attempt to "flush out" the lessons he ingested in college,
which, in the case of Moss, were Harvard's rendition of love thy grid,
honor thy structure, and obey thy Modernist doctrines. "As Corb said,
you have to burn what you love," sums up Moss, who made nothing less
than a bonfire. If he also managed to singe himself a bit in the
conflagration, he now appears to be mending. His current vigor is
revealed in the recent Costa Mesa Office Building (figure 2), Escondido
Civic Center (3), and Honey Springs Country Club (4)' which suggest
that Moss has put away his matches and sharpened his pencil.
Those who fear that the young radical has been beaten into obeisance
should not lament, however. If time, experience, and maturity have
conspired to recommend a more moderate tack for Moss, his basic
principles (as well as the provocative edge that has always
distinguished his work) remain uncompromised. Nor has the now notso-young architect succumbed to the current pressure to ally himself
with either side in the tugof-war between historicism (which he
characterizes as "rancid") and Modernism (which he characterizes as
"emotionally dead"); instead, Moss appears to be committed to forging
his own idiosyncratic way in the pursuit of a contemporary American
architecture that is committed to speaking not only of but to the
century of which it is such an essential part. And though we must
suspend judgment on the eloquence of Moss's voice until he builds what
he now has only drawn, the three post-708 House projects compiled for
this portfolio suggest that we should keep our ears tuned to southern
California. The eagerness stems first from our pleasure in noting that
Moss is committed to addressing both timely and timeless issues in his
work, rather than treating architecture like some rainy afternoon game
of "Style Wars." The Costa Mesa Office Building, for example, may
have only modest architectural aspirations (page 138), but even here, in
a building type more frequently associated with real estate than
architecture, Moss not only keeps the building architecturally alive but
introduces a critique of contemporary values by punctuating one facade
with a rose window (facing page). Is society being chided for elevating
business to the status of religion? Are office buildings the cathedrals of
today? Though Moss isn't saying, when he inserbed the same rose
window in the garage of a residential project, he dubbed it "the shrine
of the Holy Mercedes." To those who contend that social criticism is one
thing, the rigors of architecture quite another, Moss's entry in the
Escondido Civic Center competition suggests that the intricacies of
urban planning do not elude his grasp (page 140). But our enthusiasm
for a low-budget speculative office building, and a not-completely
developed competition entry, is understandably qualified-"too soon to
tell." The verdict changes, however, when scrutinizing the Honey
Springs Country Club project, wherein the excitement that is Moss's
potential is revealed in a scheme that addresses the relationship
between man and nature, architecture and the landscape (page 142)'
Moss strikes an exhilarating balance between defiance and deference,
as the building both hides within the landscape and soars above it.
The country club is Moss's big break, or as they say in L. A., the one
that's gonna make him a star. If he can build it, we might even be
persuaded to turn a deaf ear to his discussion of the projectspecifically the part about "Moses coming down" off the club's
mountainous roof. But as for allowing him to sign his name
"Ozymandias"? "Eric Owen Moss" will do for now ' Chailes K, Gandee

Michael Moran

Last surnmer, REC1RD stopped in at
the Santa Monica ofice of Eric Owm
Moss, Architect, to catch up on his
cuT"rent work. A/ter the show and
tell, we confessed tn being intrigued,
and decid,ed to giae Mossb work---ts
well as his i.deas about his work-the
public airing wefeel it desertes. The

four projects included in the

portfolio are the /08 House (fi,gure I),
the Costa Mesa Ofice

Buildittg

(figure 2) the Escondido Cittic Center
(fiOure 3), and the Honey Springs

Country Club (figure !).

708 House

Facific Falisades, California
Eric Owen Moss. Architect

,g
It's the kind ofhouseforwhich the
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phrase "you can't miss it" rnight
haae been coined---a guaranteed-to'
stop-trafic bit of architectural
showmanship on a quiel suburban
street in genteel Pacifi.c Palisades.
Architect Moss shares the house with
his goungfamily, whose growing
ranlcs suggested enpansion of Milton
H. Caughegb 1949 house (see collage,

PHASE 2

page 133). Moss embarked, on the

renoaation ofthe "708 House"
1981: to date, Phase

in

l--wlt'ich

includes a large bedroom and three
ancillary spaces-is completed,
Phases 2 and.3 (d.rauings right) are

awaiting the necessary dinero.

Though aolurnes could be written
analy zing the three-p hase
renoaat:ion,

in this particular

irxtance we should probablg remain
content urith merely looking oaer
Mossb shoulder os he runs d,own his
list of "Seueral criti.cal features
[whichJ should be noted:
"1. F'lying Buttresses: The entrance
to the house isframed with two
buttresses ofidentical shape laid one

Thef,rstis ofwood
andplaster, painted blue; the second
oaer the other.

(bolted to thefirst) is ofperforated
2Agauge steel painted, green and set
in a hardwood frame. Asi.de from
defi,ning the path t'o the door, the

caricature the role
ofstructure in building, a role
buttresses gently

Modernism deified.
"2. F'lying Door: The buttresses
incline toward. a large, rectangular,
wind.owed bor

'tl

E- I =
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projectingfrom the

I

secondf.oor. The boa encloses a door
that slides out ofthe wall. Graphics
panels are attached to the d,oor, and
when the door is pushed int'o the slot,
the graphics become risible (through
184nch square uind.ows)from the
street, from the sidewalk, or es one
posses under the box/buttress to

PHASE 3
5

enter or edt.
"3. FTying Wall: The south wall of the

building is ertend.ed aerti'cally
snen feet aboae the
roof---a stag e-set, two4imerwional

ft alloon-frarned)

wall with a gabled. profile conf.gured
as a sort of Little-Bo-Peep's House, a
plag on erist:ing stylistic preferences

in

the neighborhood.

"4. Su,iss Cheese: The northface of
theflging wall is made with ttoo
layerc of half-inch plywood-the fi rst
blue, the second uthite with eight-inch
diameter holes at t in it.
"5. 708: The street address is
ilelineated on the three publi.cfacesone number each on
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south west, and

northwalb. Thenumbers are mode
in contbination uith the tiny street
siile window system so that numbers
are partwindows anduindows are
part numberc, a deuice sure to be
applauded. by the local mailman.
"6. F'lying Grid: On the sarne Plane
as the lettcr O, a grid tilting leeward
subdiuides the west utall. The angles
remain right angles but the
positioning relatiae to the ground
plane is no longer Cartesinn"'
1985

PHASE

3

FIRST FLOOR/BUNKER

PHASE

2

SECOND FLOOR

5

Costa Mesa Office Building
Costa Mesa, California
Eric Owen Moss, Archikct

Though by no one's estimation is the
Costa Mesa Ofi.ce Build.ing a
glamorous one, the 90,00Gsquarefoo t spe cu latiae structure
nonetheless reaeals Moss's abilitg to
maneuaer in the shark-infested

waters of real-estate d.eue lopment.
(For more on shark-infested waters
see pool in perspectiae below). The
projectfinds its home amid the
spag hetti freeways, octagonal wood
ban ks, corrug ated-meta I
warehouses. uacant lots. and ersatz
"Tud.or" apartment buildings that
signal the speed. with which southern
California's Orange County is

growing. Moss's solution to his
lien t's p ro g ram fo r marimum
leasable space at minimum cost calls
for two parallel rectilinear blocks to
be placed symmetrically around. a
c
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priuate court. The symmetry is
intended to counter the surrounding
chaos with an insistent ord.er, as well
as ofer cost-fficient (repetitiae)
coratraction. Parking is depressed a
halfleael, and, cotnequently, the

first-fioor ofi.ces are raised a half

leael abooe eristing grade. A uertical

circulation tower connects parking
with ffices, and. a second-leael bridge

(capped. with a canopg of corntgated
fiberglass) prouides access to the
secondfloor. The hyperbolic bridge
couer is an asymmetrical incid.ent in
the o t herwise symme tric a I
composition; likewise the fountain

and laaatories lodged in the court.
The "public" end walls of the ffice

loc ks uti li ze cur tain-wa I I
technology, which, according to Moss,
"is the wag you build a spec ffice
b

towerif you're Emery Rothworking
in New York"; the "priuate" side
walls are stucco and tile, which "is
the way you build euerything in
Orange County." By citg fiat,
rooftop air-handling equipment is
screenedfrom uiew: Moss's screens
haue been positioned in such a way
that though the dewfrom the nearby
freewag may change, the riew of the
rotated screens remains constant.
Included along uith the rooftop
screens in the building's catalog of
"erogenous" elements (treated as the
piaot around which the eleuations
turn,facing page) are the quirky
dowwpouts; one almost hesitates to
report that they were irapired bg

Phoenician rowers-"Like the ones
you might see in Tut's tomb. "
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Escondido Civic Center
Escondido, California
Eric Owen Moss, Architect

Though an unimpressbd
Mossb entry

in

jury

sent

the Escondido Ciuic

Center competition to an earlg
graae, his proposalfor the $52-

million goaentmental and cultural
center neuertheless ofers a welcome
opportunitg to watch the architectin
action on a larger scale, and with a
more compler program to address.
His schemefor the l9-acre doumtoum
site is organized aroundfi.ae
ouerlapping courtyards that open to
an adjacent park. Each eourt
deuelops its ownformal geometry,
which defines one major piece of the
progranx: Citg HalI, ellipse;
g ooernment faci lities, heragon;
theater court, circle; conference
faci li tie s, cruciforn ; museum,
square. When tiewedfrom the

il-''
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surrounding s tree ts, t he fioe
courtyard build:in4s are intended to
be

perceiued as one continuous

building wall def.ning the street
edge. A massioe roofsweeps upward

from

the street perimeter toward the

interior ofthe site, and as it angles
upward it rweals in eleaation the
uarious planforms of the interior
courts. The roofline is ertended,

beyond the buildings' perimeters to
create public arcades punctuated
withnumerous entry points to the
complefi. Each ofthe courts has been
g e ometrical lg subd,idded. bg
ertending conshaction lines from

their geometric centers to the
perimeter, These guidelines are then
used. to generate building forms,
walks, bridges, gardens, and small

structures within the court,
Superirnposed on the diagram ofthe
fioe interloclcing courts is an
L-shaped parking lot traaeNng the
site. ("A bit of Venturi," quips Moss.)
A major pedestrian walk connecting

all the courts subdiuides the parking
lot; on-site parking is dropped'fiue
feet below the courtyard/park, which
prouid.es conaenient parking
a.djacent to each

maiorfunction

without obstructing uiews across the
site. Where courtgard geometries
ooerlap in plan, buildings are
generated fu the superimposed Plan
forms. The roofs of these buildings

continue the sloping roofconceptangling upward until theg reach a
aertical apen at the center line ofthe
ped*tian walkway, then sloPing
away. The roofofthe Council
Chamber building at the Citg Hall
ellipse is rotated and sloped to
ac knowledg e the B roadwag

-ValleY

Parkway intercection (tite Plan
right), as well as the eminence of the
Council Chamber as the comPkrb
major cinic policy-making facility.
In terms of his material aspirations,
Moss had intended gray-brown
split-face block and of-white plaster,
capped urith blue-graY concrete

tile roofs.
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1. City Hall court
2. Goaemment Facilities court
3. Theaters court
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6. Parking
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SITE PLAN

structure

Goaernment Facilities
Phase 2)

too

court

5. Museumcourt

1. Engineering
2. Public Works

Administration

3. Communitg Deoelnpment
4. Build:ing Department
5. Management Sertices
6. City Clerk
7. CityTreosurer
8. City Attorney
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SECOND FLOOR

VALLEY PARKWAY

SITE SECTION
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9. Citg Manager
10. Cafeteria
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

,qo, o

Public Lobbg
Parks

Community Seruices
Recreation
Citg Council
Council Chamber

Honey Springs Country Club
San Diego, California
Eric Owen Moss, Architect

As thefocal point and centerpiece
a

of

2,9btcre residmkal deoelopmmt,

20miles east of downtown San Diego,
the Honeg Springs Country Club
was conceiaed as

an "attitud,inal

model and design precedentfor

integmting new constru,ctinn with a
ri c h and frogi le natura I
environment. " The 1 6,000square-

foot clubhouse speaks eloquentlg of
Mossb talents and concerns, and
Moss,

in tum,

eloquently
"The

speaks

ofit

no less

health/country club has several

goals: to reconcile the character
d:hs

ers e natura I

ofa

endro nrnent wi th

the rhgthm, scale, and symbol of the
manmade object; to deal
pragmat:ically (no t di.d.anti.cally)
with concerns of energy eficiency;
and, to organize a complet series of
programmatic intent:iorc into a
functionally and sociallg intellig ent
build:ing." The club is composed of
seueral parts. First is the (almost)
cruciform lobby/entry piece with
sheil roof, The planform reinforces
the functinnal and referent:ial aces
thatposition the building on the sitn

unite ituith keg elernents in the
In the west-ea^st direction
the o,ris ransfrom the auto entry to

and,

lanilscape.

the pedestrian walk, entry plaza,

club entry doors/lobby, on to the
Iake, the island, anil begond. Northsouth, the a,ris ransfront, the center
ofthe lobby through dining/bar ond
pools to the south, and. to ofices,
neeting rooms and patrilion beyond.
to the north. The ams cross at (whot

preuiously was) amajor rock
outcropping, pinpointing exontlg the

cruciforrn locat:ion. Lesser uiew and/
or access lines connect to afire
stntion high on a hill to the north
the promenade

walkfrom parking to

plaza, the initial, hilltop uiew of the
building, andfrom Mount Analogue
(see below) and the health club to the
erul of the lake. The north-south osis
ertmds formal Iy b ey o nd t he

cruciforrn---erternally as a lower,

partially trisible roofshed and
intemallg as this shed-lid. defines the
more introuerted less lake-ori.ented
zones of the interior. The cruciform's
shed. roofis intended to eaoke a

Chambord-like, country'estate
imnge. This piece will be the only
manmade form tisib le /rom the
mtry driue (perspectiae top right)'
The second signif.cant cornponent is
radi.al, composed in plan of parts of
two nonconcentric curues, yielding a

E
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J
F
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big end at the south (the restaurant),
and a small end (meeting rooms,
ofi.ces) to the north. This curued
piece, with its aaulted,bod roof, is
buried.in the hill on the west, but
opens its conaen, manmad,e

eleaationfor restaurant and bar
users to the down-slope lake tiew on
the east. From the entry road, the
curtse appears simply as a tailored
part of a larger natural contert that
rurs across the roofas a pattern of
sod andf.owers to the intersection at
the top of the

hillfrom

where the

building isf.rst seen. The third piece
is an analogous mountain, sloping
the sodded, oaulted roof to the
walk dt the edge ofthe lake. The

from

-f.

I

"mountain" contains a stair
prouiding circulation from lobby or

FLOOR PLAN 3
LOBBY LEVEL

restaurant to lake ed.ge.
Afourth major part is the
trapezoid.al
shoaed

plinth (the health club),

into the hill on the west,

emerging as manmade eleaation on
the lake side. The health club extends
in plan beyond the cunsed. ed.ge of the

restaurant

to

form

a

dining/

drin king /tiewing terrace
ouerlooking lake, dam, andisland.
Accord.ing to Moss: "The sequence of
perceptions as one o,pproaches the
club, then enters, is carefully
choreographed." Arritring at the
d.eaelopment by car, one turns of the
main road, then rises quickly to a
hilltop. Spread out below in a
sequestered, natural boul formed bg
the surrounding hills, one sees the
craciform's shed roof, then the lake,

island dam, and hilk. Winding

toward this hilltop is the pattern of
sod andflowers couering the uaulted
roof, and running on toward. the
ttiewer. Proceeding along the entry
road., the club and lalrc now become
only barely perceptible, screened bg a
line oftrees planted along the east
roadside. This tree line is abntptly
broken at the entry driae to the club
proper, where one turns right to view
the shed-roofed lobby and. entry

FLOOR PLAN 2
RESTAURANT LEVEL

doorsfrontally, with entry plaza and
walk on a,ris in theforeground, and'
the island beyond. One can use the
drop-ofi or park in the lot to the
north, then walk south along the
narrowing entry promenade
(demarcated at the north end, bg a
small amphitheater) to the plaza,
then left, guided by the rotatnd
colurnn, into the lobby. Here a new
panorama of island. and lake operu,
framed bg a large ulindou in the
concaoe

uall of the curtte.

--)nr
FLOOR PLAN I
HEALTH CLUE LEVE L
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to

Round Table:
Coping with the perennial problems of roofing

RoaJing.lirilurt stri/r'es n rau'
ttert,e. Ercrybody A'nou's u,hat a
ubiquitotts problent it is, but
ttobody stctrts to be uble to do

anything about it.

Buildirtg ol(ne.s hare

causc

Jbr

ed u,at e r
Txttte t rat i on can ru i rt i tt su. lal i on,
d o ntage in tt: rio r Ji n ishes, cren
t h rea t en st r uct ura I irtt eo n tg. Fo r
rt rchilt cls tto olher probletn is
rtsponsible Jbr as ntan!/
p roJessio na | -l ia bi li t y suits. Ho u,
then do u,e kee1,r t.he rcat.er outl
..t E(' H II'E('TI' I.tL R E('( ) R I)'s J I st
Rottrtd Table brought together a
group oJ architer:ts, rooJin11
con t ractors, a t to rn e ys n nd
technica1 consuItartts to discttss
tlrc facto rs behind successful
single-pLy and built-up roo/1ng
installations os uell as those
.factors lilcely to c:ontribttte to
('()n ('( rn

;

prentattt

u n t'ott t ro

re

I

I

failure.

To get the conversation and the
thinking started, the Round Table
began with a question to which
everyone really knows the answer:
"Is there a foolproof scenario for
design and cons-truction that will
guarantee a good roof?"

Architect and consultant John
Hoffmann began: "I think the
scenario for getting a good roof has
to start with the owner of the
building. He must make a decision
that he is going to insist on getting
a good roof. When he selects his
architect, no matter how good the
firm's reputation is, the owner
really ought to investigabe whether
or not that architect also has the
capabilities to do the technical
detailing required for the roof. If
not, then I think the owner ought to
get someone else involved to help.
"With respect to the design firm,
the people they assign to work on
their roofing need to be
knowledgeable. Generally a firm
spends two, three years, sometimes
longer in designing a building and
putting together the interrelationships of spaces. When that's
all out of the way they turn the
technical design over to somebody
six levels down the line, someone
who has never been out of the

Melt,in I. Kruqer
1,. f,. SclilIat'tz & stJnx, In('.
XIacon, Georgia
office. That's a mistake, It's really
important to get someone
experienced and knowledgeable in

roofing to detail the roof and write
the specifications.
"Ifan architecture firm needs to
train someone, there are many
avenues available. The Roofing
Industry Educational Institute has
some programs. Also many
manufacturers have training
sessions. If the manufacturers don't
have one specifically for architects,
send architects to the ones for the
installers; perhaps they'll get more
out of that anyway."
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Robert Galloway, specifications
manager for Hellmuth, Obata &
Kassabaum's St. Inuis office,
continued: "Yes, the owner must be
involved. I have often started with
an owner by saying there are a lot
of things that we're going to do
right on this job; for one, we really
want to give you a good roof. I have
never found a client who has
objected to that. They all want a
good roof. I have often told clients

Said attorney Bruce lombardo:
deal in many different types of
claims, obviously not just those

"I

limited to roofs. But in my
experience, I think architects are
relying too much on the roofing
contractor or, perhaps, the
manufacturer. This is one wav in
which a successful constructi6n
scenario breaks down. The
manufacturer will come in, make a
recommendation for a substitution,

this is a good place to spend a little
more money, and that the roof is
not a good place to compromiseand I have never had a lot of
resistance on the point.
"I think John Hoffmann is right:
architects do have to give a
permanent commitment to
understanding roofing. And I think
architects have come a long way. I
can remember 10 or 15 years ago
when architectural drawings had
very few details for roofs, and that
the roofing systems were defined
by a line on the working drawings
with a note that said, 'roof' and/or
'see spec.' Now I see a proliferation
of good details. A lot of architects
have developed pretty good

Brttt

Lontbnrdo

Hrr rrc q, ! l'rt tt itt

Iluntt'isot. Ltd.

qI

ort. He rl

i rt

q &'

too,
snecifications
Plt iladclltlr irr
"I believe that designers need to
and the architect will accept it
have quality control groups within
without making sure that the 'or
their firm or at least one person
equal' is really equal. This most
within the firm assigned to quality
ofben happens when a
control. You can go to all the
roofing seminars in the world, but I manufacturer comes out with a new
product represented with literature.
believe an architect has to make a
personal commitment to understand The architict merely takes that
proposed specification, the
and to work with roofing systems,
manufacturer's specification, puts it
then needs to get out in the field to
into his specification, and out the
see how they are applied on a dailY
job goes for bid. The architect
or weekly basis to make it all hang
together. Time is a factor when You doesn't do any (or enough)
investigation of the new material,
look at being responsible for the
doesn't ask the manufacturer where
whole building. That's why I keeP
going back to personal commitment. else this particular system has been
If roof suits account for 30 per cent used, doesn't go out and research
whether a new system or a new
of professional liability suits, as I
material is in fact a satisfactory
befieve they do, then we have to
give it more time."
substitute for what has been used
in the past or what was originallY
Roofing consultant Melvin
Kruser continued with the theme of specified."
Architect Michael Gordon
comiritment, saying: "The
continued: "All of the specifications
architects who really end uP with
in the world, however, will not Yield
successful roofs are the ones who
have had problems in the Past. TheY a good roof without somebodY
witchins and makins sure that
address those problems, and no
those spicifications are enforced
longer have them. Anyone who has
riqht d6wn to the last line. Who
had a problem is very, very
should watch? If the architect is the
susceptible to good advice as it
responsible person for the
relates bo roofing."
specifications, he should be
watching, he should be paid to
watch. and he should have control

-

over that operation. If he sees
something that is being done in a
fashion contrary to specification, he
should have the authority not only
to require its change, but to enforce
his decision. The only way that
happens is through contrbl over the
payment process to the subs.
"Generally, the pieces don't lend
themselves to working together.
The roofing contractor has a
responsibility to put the roof on; he
also has a responsibility to stay in
business. The architect doesn'i get
out there all the time because
frequently there is a construction
manager who's watching the

The Round Table then focused its
attcntion on workmanship
by the architcct, and in the field
Roofing consultant Werner
Gumpertz began: "Every once in a
while somebody asks me how I
apportion failures. My guess until
recently has been that 75 to 80 per
cent are due to workmanship and
about 10 to 15 per cent are
professional design problems. The
remainder have been
manufacturers'Droblems. I have a
feeling (and I think this is
something we really ought to be
concerned about) that this
Wuyrtc Mttllis
percentage is shifting. I'm seeing
(.- tt i n' rsu I Iloole rs, I rt c.
work-ho-w carefully he is watching more problems related to materials
Itltoetti.t. Arizotto
varies widely with cbnstruction
for the simple reason that the
managers. The roofing
single-plies have not been tried as
knowledgeable, but are not where
manufacturer doesn't install-his
thoroughly as the old materials and the action is."
goal is to get you to specify. And
systems."
Roofing contractor Richard
manutacturers are leerv about
Michael Gordon continued: "I
Baxter: "First I'd like to comment
leaning too hard on the-roofing
agree that the biggest part of the
on some earlier remarks. Thev
contractor-who may be a big
problem has to do with
suggest that the architects bdlieve
purchaser. They are not abou-t to
workmanship. The reason f.ot the
sheet-membrane systems to be
give him too hard a time about what new kindtq of singleply roofing
much simpler, easier, and less labor
he's doing. Yet if the roof does leak. systems is to get awav from the
intensive than built-up roofs. I
-true
it's not going to be product failure;
labor intensiveness th-at typical
don't find that that's
unless
it's going to most likelv be a failure built-up roofing systems iriquire.
you're talking about a large, widein workmanship. Products don't fail Single-ply sheets come in laige
open roof where you can simply
frequentlv. The ranEe of qualitv in
area.s; the seaming is relatively
stretch a factory-laminated sheet
products is fairly go-od, ani they do small in comparisdn to the
area
and ballast it. But the typical roof
what they are generally supposed
covered; the labor involved and.
iq-not such a simple configuration.
to do. But when there ii failirre.
therefore, the chance for error have We find that ourlabor factors are
everybody is pointing at everybody
been substantiallv reduced.
every bit as significant with
else.
Therefore those new systems have
sheet-membrane assemblies as thev
"So the way
system is set up gained popularity. MoJt of the old
are with built-up roof assembliesj
-this
between manufacturer, archibect. congernrs still apply: what happens
and much more-critical. A lot more
installer, general contractor andlor
at the site at the end of the day;
checking and rechecking has to go
construction manager, it doesn't
who is watching the work; whit
along wtth slngle.ply systems.
lend itself to everybody watching
were the pressures on the installer
Again, unless it's just a big widethe store to see that the end result
for his bid; what were the pressures open space where you can take
is a product that's doing what it's
by the manufacturer to see that the aivantage of some of the large
supposed to do. I thinklvhar we
contractor does it rieht? I think
sheets, my experience has been that
need is a chain of responsibility that these concerns havJcontributed
to
they are every bit as labor-intensive
starts with product s6lection aird
the.advent of the singleply roof
and in some cases a little more
winds up with the installation. not
with its relative lackif. [a6or f.or
aggravating."
just a separate series of
installation."
Melvin Kruger: "Whatever the
independent events."
Said Werner Gumpertz: ,,Roofers
system--whether it be built-up or
have been a varied and unorganized single-plyluality application is
lot in the past, but NRCA (Na-tjonal
absolutely essential. But successful
Roofing Contractors Association)
roofing requires assurance
has done a great deal to
throughout, and that comes back to
professionalize the group. However, commitment. Roofins contractors
the roofing contractor's main
need internal quality assurance
problem is this: although the
programs in their companies.
managers, the executives. the
They need to use communications
owners are very knowledseable
mechanisms, such as the pre-job
about roofing technologylhave the
conrerence and lnspectlon
nght answers, and manv have even to build commitment throughout
contributed to the technblogy, these the whole system. Then wetll get
men are rarely to be seen on a roof.
quality roofs, whatever the type. If
I think that the biggest problem of people communicate, I think L[at
the roofers is that thev ire
you have a 100 per cent better

.
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for success."

The Round Table acknowledged
the key role specifications pliy
rn ensunng success
Roofing contractor Wayne Mullis:
"On most of the jobs we have
experienced, the architect has often
designed a roof and selected a

specification without too much
forethought. He has diseussed the
roof with a manufacturer and the
manufacturer says, 'Yes, this
works. You should use this
product.' The architect says,'Yes,
that looks good; we'll use it.' And
then he writes it in, whether it's one
line or three paragraphs. That's the
end of it, and everybody is then left
to go out and interpret the
specification in whatever way he
may. The chain of interpretation
comes through the general
eontractor, to the roofing
contractor, to the manufacturer and
the inspector, if there is one. So
everybody has a little shot at his
own opinion about how the roof
ought to be done.
"An excellent approach that could
be taken, with regdrd to
workmanship, is for the architect to
take the responsibility to write the
quality control into the
specifications. If he will write the
prequalifications for the contractors
that are to do the work into the
specifications, and if he will write
the necessity for a prejob
conf'erence among the team players
to discuss quality after ttre lorl ii lia
and during the constructiori
process, I think we will have more
successes. But the architect and the
owner are the ones that must

initiate that."
Said John Hoffmann:

"If our

client permits, very often we specify
one particular product. Then we gel
the manufacturer involved in
It.lpjng us to detail everything. I
think the manufacturers-. if thlv
know you are serious about
wanting a good roof, are
tremendously helpful in putting
detalls together-as are some good

roofing contractors."
Referring to specifications,
Richard Baxter Stated: "A

manufacturer can provide a
standard section detail for how the
elements fit together, and I think
that is his responsibilitv. The
manufacturers need to"tell us which
materials to use and where. In the
case

of sheet-membrane svstems

they must tell us the typei of
adhesives and the speiial products
that must be applied.
"On the othefhand. the
manufacturer cannot effectivelv
create details for difficult
intersections or junctures. It's
incumbent upon the desisner to
solve differe-nces in elevition.
termination points, or anything
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"All clients want a good roof. Early in the project
I suggest we spend a little rnore rnoneA and do it
right. I'ue neuer had resistence on that point."
Robert Galloway

that's difficult based on the
information the manufacturer
provides. However, it's incumbent
on a contractor who is assuming
responsibility for some problemsolving, to come up with shop
drawings, or in the case of retrofits,
perhaps provide as-built drawings

of the conditions."
From auditor Richard Foley:
agree and I think this is often
misunderstood. Architects

"I

The whole attitude surrounding
guarantees is wrong because it
gives a sense of false security. Most
of the time, when I look at these
guarantees, I find they are really
not a guarantee at all but a
limitation on the responsibility of
the people who write the guarantee.
To some extent, the owner and
roofer would be better off without a
guarantee from the manufacturer
because the manufacturer is still
subject to the common law. What
the law implies is much better than
a written guarantee, which is really
an abandonment of responsibilitv.
What I consider to be worse,
however, is that the owner usually
looks primarily for a guarantee and
not for a roof."
Bruce Inmbardo continued on
guarantees: "Guarantees are a
means to sell the building. A

manufacturer will use it as a
marketing device in order to
promote his own product. I think no
one really looks at what the terms
of the guarantee are in the

don't design roofing systpm.s.
Roofing manufacturers design
them. We're responsible for all the
joinery, the expansion, the
sheetmetal, intersections, all of
those things. But we do not design
specific applications. For that there
ii the mairufacturer's specifications.
"I think the architect should have
the manufacturer and/or the
roofing contractor in to critique his
documents before they leave the
office. Unfortunately, there are
pressures of time that sometimes
iomplicate that, and sometimes you
iust can't do it."
Burton Karp continued: "Yes, a
lot of the singie-ply manufacturers
have their own perimeter details,
penetration details, things of that
nature that are part of their
svstems. So there are no standard
d-etails with regard to single-ply
products. I too would advise that
the architects get the particular

'

manufacturer into their office to
review design conditions so theY
can come up with proper detailing."
0n the related issue of
manufacturers' guarantees, Werner
Gumpertz said: "I have a good-,
name for roof guarantees, I call
them parachute guarantees. 'If the
parachute doesn't open when You
jump, we will give you a,new dne if
vou brine it back vourself.'
"I thinJ< a guarantee is a bad
thing. Canada has given them uP.

-
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beginning. When a problem
develops two, three, four years
down the line, when you pull out the
guarantee and you look at it, you
find that in many instances it's not
really worth the paper it's written
on. There are so many exclusions
and so many ways in which either a
manufacturer, or whoever gives the
guarantee, can escape the terms of
the guarantee that it's a
meaningless thing."

Built-up and single-ply systems
were then compared

Melvin Kruger: "Interestingly, and
it depends on whose figures you
use, somewhere around 60 to 65 Per
cent of the market share is still for
built-up roofs. There are some areas
of the country where that number is
much more evenhanded, 5G50. The
ironic thing is that today the
technology in built-up roofing has
come to the point where most
specifiers, contractors, and
consultants feel very comfortable
with the materials that are being
utilized for this roofing tyPe. Of
course, what happened, in the mid'60s and early '?0s was that new
built-up roofing systems were
introduced. Contractors applied
them in exactly the same waY theY

had been applying successful roofs
for years. Because the materials

were oversold, a rash of roofing
problems occurred for evervbodv
connected.

"I think that we have profited
from many of those mistakes. For
example the application

of

insulation is understood in a much
better fashion. We recognize that
two-layer application is a good
system if you mechanically attach
the first layer to avoid the splitting
phenomena. Today, we seldom
apply roofs in only two plies for
built-up roof systems-most of
them are three- and four-ply
systems.

with good quality,

morganlc memDranes possessmg
high-tensile strength. Given the
kind of cooperation that it takes to
get good roof systems, there is no
question that built-up roofing is a
viable, solid roof system that can

will perform long-term."
Burton Karp agreed, and went on

and

to comment on single-plies: "I'm
afraid we are going to repeat with
many single-plies some of the bad
experiences of the past where
products were marketed beyond
their originally intended use.
EPDM'S were originally intended to
be loosely laid and ballasted so
every part of the system could
move bv itself-an excellent
concept]. Now, because of weight
limitations. which in turn limit their
market, we began to fully adhere or
mechanically attach single-PlY
svstems. In the future I think some
oi these techniques will cause our
next round of major problems. I
think too many systems are being
market-driven rather than

technologydriven,"
Continuing the debate over
single-ply versus built-uP roofs,
Richard Baxter said: "One of the
things that made us question builtup roofinE membranes was the
pioblem 6f btlsterlng and interply

separation. The coated organic
sheets were very prone to release
moisture during installation.
Furthermore, there were
inadequate provisions for
ventilation during the time of
installation. We therefore had a
massive rash of blistpr-related roof
problems. Blisters in themselves are
not necessarily bad; however, that
was the tree behind which the fox
hid when things started going
wrong. But the architect who
specified organic sheets as equals,
the contractors who installed them
as equals, the owners who accepted
them as equals discovered within a
very shorlperiod of time that there
were some serious mistakes made.
"I think that particular round of
experiences, involving some very

reputable manufacturers, probably
did more toward reducing the share
of market of the built-up roof than
anything else. I can make a great
case for sheet-membrane systems if
I go and say, 'Look, Mr. Owner,
there is no possible way that single
plv can separate and blister. That's
wirat you had wrong with your old
roof. If you put on a built-up roof,
vou are going to have the same
lhing ou6r a[=ain.' However, it is of
course true that the glass-fiber
reinforcing materials incorporated
in most built-up roofs todaY are
much less prone to the kind of
blistering and separation
ohenomenon. But we had to learn
the hard way.
"So we made some adjustments,
but mostly we went back !o Pitch
and gravel because they supposedly
last forever-in fact, a lot of them
have lasted a long time. But relying
on an existing technology is not
necessarily a good response to a
problem. Coal tar-pitch and gravel
ioofs certainly have a place in this
world; as do asphalt membranes,
and modified bitumens. But I think
that we're finding a turnaround.
We're seeing more and more
problems with sheet membranes,
lnd thev are not because of the
sheet membranes themselves or the
properties of those membranes as
^nruih
as the way we're being told
that we can use them. Fastener
technology, for instance, whieh
typically has been our Primary
mode of failure with the
mechanically attaehed sYstems, is

"All the specifi,cations in the world will not yield
a good roof without someone watching and
making sure that those specifi,cations are
enforced down to the last line."
Michael B. Gordon

They too were interested. We
started using the single-plies about
eight years ago, and I think we're
going to start seeing over the next
five years what kind of successes
those systerns enjoy. I see already
that some clients who do a lot of
construction are beginning to get a

progressing very rapidly. We still
don't have all the answers, nor do
the fastener manufacturers pretend
bo have them-thev realize that
there is an Achillei' heel. They are
doing everything they can to correct
that. In the meantime we're going
to have a lot of roofs that will be-in
the next county when the fasteners
fail or corrode.
"So I think that the blister
phenomenon is what has led bo the
onset of sheet systems. That and
the economics. At one time the builtup roof was very inexpensive
because asphalt was $12 a ton. Now
it's $250 a ton, or 9400 for pitch,
making the sheet-membrane
systems economically viable."
Michael Gordon: "i ttrint that the
single-ply roof gives us an
opportunity to solve a lot of
problems involving complex roofing
contiguration much neater and
cleaner and with less chance

of

failure than the built-up roof. I also
think the selection of a roofing
system and materials is a funition

of who is going to be building the
proJect and what contractors are

available in the area. Whether the
roof is truly. thercof of the building
or whether it's the waterproofing under a plaza has some influencd on
how you go about ehoosing the
proper system and/or materials to
do the iob."
Said architect Ravmond
Stainback: "Since it reallv seems
like the major topic of diicussion is
the difference between built-up and
single-ply systems, I would say the
following: roughly 10 years ago the
Pvcs made their
We were

first appearance.

very interestecl in them

from the beginning. The single,
point responsibility of the one-ply
systems was terriblv attractive. We
looked in Europe to-find out about
their performance historv, and we
found they had been woiking for l0
to 20 years successfullv. So gradually we talked to-our clients.

eliminate the overlay layer.
again, quality control is imperative.
However, if you are putting a hot
Not only control from the
roof over a superinsulation, you
manufacturer's standpoint. but
best have the overlay layer to
from the contraetor's standpoint.
ensure that you are not going to
The fact is that manufacturers
have associated separation
produce products with a 95 per cent
problems.
probability that everything will be
"In part, it's a question of where within the manufacturing
little leery."
to use which system. We do a lot of specifi cations and tolerances
Referring specifically to selecting built-up roofing. We do very little
outlined. That means that 5 per cent
a system and its components,
coal tar-pitch work. We will
of the products going to the-field
Richard Baxter said: "Of course it's however, use coal tar-pitch in places are not within the criteria. The last
important initially to select a
like the textile industry where the
numbers I saw on the United States
combination of materials that gives
asphalt is apt to be eaten up by the
roofing market were that
the best chance of making a roof
petrochemicals that are discharged
something in the neighborhood of
syst_eq work. There are a variety of onto the roof. Certainly asphalt is
2.5 billion square feet of roof are
available materials. some of which
not a good choice there. If I am
applied each year. Now, 5 per cent
do very nicely with certain kinds of
looking for an abuseresistant
of 2.5 billion is a chunk of roof and
roofing membranes and others that assembly, certainly a four-ply, built- usually.you get the entire 5 per cent
do not work well with the same type up roof with threeeighths to a half- on one Joo.
of roofing assembly. One problem-is inch thickness is better than a 4F
"Quality control must continue
that we have a tendency to assume, mill singleply sheet. On the other
from the time the materials are
when a manufacturer or supplier's
hand, with nrous being susceptible
produced until the time they are
representative comes to us with an
bo petrochemical degradation, the
finally in place. I think that we have
equal, that that material is in fact
last thing in the world I would
a tendency to oversimplify this
an_equal when in fact it may not be. choose for a roofing system in a
business and assume that we can
Substitutions may. r.equire a change petrochemical environment would
stop quality control after the
rn the bastc materials to ensure that be rubber. Now, the pvcs have
materials are delivered. In fact.
the combination of ineredients
different kinds of chemical
storage and handling affect quality
initially specified funiiion. For
resistance, and in the environments
characteristics. You must monitor
instance, take expanded
just mentioned, they would have a
and evaluate the material during
polystyrenes or extruded
much better chance of survival.
the time of installation. We have
polystyrene plastics. They can be
"If I were using the roof as a
been able to do that successfullv
used effectively with hot built-up
work surface, as many of our
with bituminous products. With
roofing systems, but they have to
customers do, then the most abusemore sophisticated chemical-related
be used carefully becaus-e they are
resistant and cost-effective roofs in
products, such as sheet membranes,
very heat sensitive. (If hot bitirmen
it is-very difficult for the average
gets to the polystyrene, it t€nds to
roofing mechanic to look at thedegrade very badly.) Urethane
material and say it is not right. It
foams are another example. We
becomes difficuli to wave th--e flag,
have had a great deal of problems
to shut the job down with the roof
with the blistering of buiit-up
half finished and say the materials
roofing membranes or hot briilt-up
aren't doing what they ought to be
roofing membranes applied directiy
doing; because it takes time for the
over urethane foam. It doesn't "
manufacturer's representative to
happen.all the time, but it happens
get to the job to make that
in a majority of cases. Therefbre we
determination. Consequently
compensate by using a more stable
there's a breach in thri quality
insulating material. Yet we can take
control process that occirrs dirring
the urethane board that is
installation."
troublesome for built-up roofs, and
William Cullen: "Manv of us don't
run it under a rubber sheetrealize how many systeirs are out
membrane assembly and never
there. If we consider a built-up roof
have-to worry about blistering
system as a combination of deck,
problems. But then dimensional
vapor retarder (or not), insulation,
stability becomes a factor. The
and a membrane, I have some
attachment of the insulation board
many cases are the modified
numbers that were taken from
bo minimize the cupping and
bituminous systems. There systems
NRcA's recent guidebook for
warplng that sometimes goes along have excellent puncture resistance,
insulations alone there are 56
with plastic foam is more critical. " relative ease of installation and
m-anufacturers and suppliers. Many
As a suitable substitution, you
versatility, especially with the SpS
of these have Eeneric tvpe
might use a superinsulation
modified sheets. The protected
insulations. Th-ere are f9
technique and not have to worry
membrane is another option. It's not
about the membrane, the blisteiing a different roofing membrane, but
or whatever else, because you
gertalnly a different concept in
heavily trafficked areas.
"But even when appropriate
systems and materials are selected.
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"Guarantees don't keep water out of buildings."
Melvin I. Kruger

manufacturers of membrane
materials who together publish 222
built-up roofing specifications.
There are 99 modified bitumen
specifications published, and 39
other singleplies beyond that
group. Incidentally, those are the
only the ones lisbed in the guide."
From the problems of specifying
the Round Table turned io
workmanship with regard to
"specifyingl' contractors
Wayne Mullis: "I advocate the prequalifi cations of roofi ng
contractors. It would be good if
architects would put the
prequalifications for the roofing
contractor right into the
speeifications. If I were an architect
specifying three manufacturers, I
would ask those manufacturers:
who their installers arc; do you pre
qualify them; and if you do pre
qualify them, what are your criteria
for their qualifications? Asking
these questions will clear up a lot of
things in the specifications, and can
certainly produce better results."
Michael Gordon: "Probably first
and foremost in selecting a
contractor is satisfactory
experience with the kind of roofing
svstem vou want. The contractor
sirould 6e prepared to make the
effort to do it right the first time to
avoid coming back and dealing with
it over and over again. That's the
rare case. It's more likely that the
work gets bid and you have very
little choice about who the roofing
contractor is.
"When a general contractor is
selecting the subcontractor, he
bases his choice on what he thinks is
the minimum he could get away
with based on dollars. He's looking
at, in a cerbain sense, the least
qualified guy who can do the job
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it dry. There are
construction managers and owners
who will not go that way. They'll
look for quality up and down the
line because they know that in the
long run that's the best outlook.
But with competitive bid work,
which is not controllable through
either the architect or general
contractor, we're always a little
frightened about who is going to bid
the job and if we are going to be
happy with the lowest qualified
bidder.
"I think that the architect will
have some control when he can say
to an owner, 'Iook, this is the
contractor for us to use because
he's done this kind of work before,
because he's been in business for a
long time, because he stands behind
the roof regardless of the system
that we're going with.' That's not
often the case because the best
qualified roofer is not usually
(indeed not often) the low bidder.
However, the better contractor
may, in the long term, produce the
least expensive roof. But for the
short term the best qualified is
probably not going to be the person
that is selected.
"Construction managers,
and keep

unfortunately, have a great deal of
influence with owners because they
control money and are looking
towards the next project. And theY
sometimes owe somebody a favor
from the last job, or they are
looking toward the right price for
the next job, and they will

frequently recommend a
subcontractor for reasons other
than highest quality. This adds to
the problem as well."
Roofing contractor Melvin
Kruger: "There are objective
criteria that can and should be
specifi ed to prequalify. roofi n-g
contractors and that allows for
competitive bids, such as
experience, their financial stability,
and abilitv to supervise. No one
would thiirk of buitding a building
without adequate supervision. Yet
there is no established criteria that
sav a roofing contractor should
have a supeirisor on the job. You
cannot expect an architect or
general cdntractor of a job to watch
Cverything that goes on. Our firm

and many others have a nonworking superintendent on every
job to maintain quality assurance.

That's his primary responsibility."
Recounts contractor Wayne
Mullis: "Recently we had a job in
Arizona for a major owner from
Chicago. He wished to build a big
plant and had experienced a lot of
trouble with roofing before. He
therefore wrote a roofing
specification and compiled a list of
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seven contractors that he wanted to
interview. He asked every

contractor to fill out the standard
all prequalification form. Then he
aske'd to- make a visit to three of the
iobs that each contractor had done
Lnd three that were under waY' He
asked to look at their facilities and
at their equipment and to talk to
three of their supervisors. He then
sent his representatives to do the
investigations. Out of seven
contractors, they selected three to
bid. The bids were within 3 Per cent
of each other for the job.
"You see, a contractor that can do
a job for 30,000 square feet isn't
necessarilv the same contractor
that could do one for 330,000 square
feet. It takes different kinds of
equipment, different sorts of

eipertise, I think those things are

eaiily ascertained by anybodY who

wants to mal(e a senous lnqulry'
"How does the contractor
maintain quality control and
supervision? That's prettY easy to
find that out. Most imPortant is the
contractor's reputation. The state of
Arizona licenses contractors. In
Maricopa County where I live
(which'encompalses Phoenix), there
are 200 of the state's Z/5 licensed
roofing contractors. So, of course, a
contractor with a good rePutation
works to keep it. Someone who just
entered the business basicallY

doesn't have anything to lose. One
should ask, is the conhactor a good
corporate citizen? Is he
participating in the community? Is
he doing something about
continuing education? I don't think
these questions are hard to answer.
When you make good inquiries you
will begin to get better results."
A discussion on architccts'
liability was then sparked
Attorney Bruce lombardo: "Ray
Stainback mentioned architects
taking the responsibility for the
quality conhol by seeing that the
roof is put down in accordance with
the plans and specifications. On that
score, I have two observations:
First, I find owners are not willing
to pay the architect to have a clerkof-theworks on the site on a fulltime basis. Therefore, the architect
may only be out there weekly or
biweekly for two or three hours.
Under those circumstances, the
architect is making a statement that
can possibly bring liability crashing
down on the firm-he is really
saying that he has the ultimate
responsibility. But in practice you
can't fulfill the ultimate
responsibility if you are not
ohvsicallv there to do it. I can't see
hoiv ttre irchitect would accept that
responsibiliW unless he's paid for it.
'The secoid observation is reallY
a question. I wonder whether most
ar6hitects have sufficient
experience to tell whether the roof
is beinE put on in accordance with
the pbnd and specifications. This is
eso6ciallv true with resard to the
new systems that are Seing brought

out todav.

"With'regard to new systems, I
think if at all possible, reliance
should be placed on the
manufacturer's representative.
With reeard to more haditional
concepts or traditional systems, I
would look to the general
contractor, more specificallY the
roofing subcontractor, to see that
the wdrk is being done ProPerlY. As
Mel Kruger pointed out, the
superintendent should be out there
on-a daily basis, as his sole job. I
don't see how the qualitY control
could be brought about bY an
architect being on the site weekly or
biweeklv.
"So the liability Problem, as I see
it. is when the architect does go on
the job site, he takes on an imPlied
responsibility. Often the courts

"Some people belieue applying a roof is a science.
It is not. It's a building-trades art."
Wayne Mullis

expect the architect to assume full
supervisory duty if he is there at all.
The theory is that if the architect
was on the job site he had the
opportunity to see what was going
on. If defective workmanship is
alleged, and say that's the only
allegation, the architect still has
potential liability to the owner
because he is the owner's
representative according to his
contract and the standard ate
agreements-although the
architect, under many state laws,
has the right to seekindemnity if in
fact there was a workmanship
defect from the roofing contraetor.
Then again, if the arch-itect was on
the job site-perhaps on the roof on
only three or four occasions-the
court may hold that he had the
gpportunity to see the alleged
defective *orkmanship, and had a
duty to guard the owner against
those defects and deficiencies.
.. 1'l-l* not necessarily saying that
liability rrrl/ be imposed on th6
architect, but it do-es create
exposure and the possibility of
lengthy litigation with subsequent
loss of time by the architect who
must defend himself in the case."
Attorney John Devanev then
said: "I was involved with the ela in
19?6 when we issued A-201. There is
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a philosophical argument that went
on at that time and continues today.
The argument has two aspects. Orie
is that each of the profess:ionals
that is on the consti-uction project
has a responsibilityto positiveiy and
aggressively fulfill his
responsibilities. This is whar, vou
are paid by the owner to
accomplish. If you are a contractor,
a subcontractor, or a design
professional, you have to'

aggressively go out and handle the
job. The other aspect, or elements of

the philosophical argument, is that
there is a tendency to try to
eliminate liability to a certain
extent. One of the areas that shows
up in the standard form documents
is the reversion, or elimination, of
the word'inspection' from the
architect's responsibility,

traditional methods of roofing, is
changing. Apparently these
changes are taking place every day
and it affects roofs that are
designed one year and put on two
years later.
"With respect to new systems, I
don't think an architect should
specify systems without thoroughly
researching what experience the

substituting'periodic on-site
observation to generally observe.'
"It's a philosophical question,
again, of how you want to attack
the problem. I think on the positive
end, you have to exercise your
professional expertise. But you
don't want to exercise it in areas
where you do not have it. The other
aspect of that equation is that you
are to a large extent protected from
liability as a design professional by
your liability carrier. And your
liability carrier relies on the
standard form agreements to
establish risks. It may be that if you
positively attack and act to
guarantee work completed, you will
lose your liability coverage. You
want to do a. good professional job
and-aggressively provide good
prot'essional services. And it mav
well be that such people don't hive
problems because thev have
pursued possible probiems
aggressively. But when you are
a.ggressive, you may have realigned
the risks that are established in-the
forms. You may suffer substantial
liability based on your aggressive
approacn."
Attornev John Devanev
continued: "My firm commissioned
a survey of buildine ownerspublic, nonprofit an-d privateabout 500 owners in all, who had
building construction in excess of
$10 million. O_f that group, 59 per
cent indicated that leakaib of roofs
was a major problem in tireir
construction-and that's both rehab
and new construction. Of the 59 per
qglt qh.o experienced roofing
difficulties, 63 per cent of thdse
solved their prbblem in litigation,
which of course is not the plaee to
solve the pqotlems. Incidentally, the

incidence of litigation

for othei

construction defects was 2b to B0
per cent."

In a final round robin, the

panelists ofrered some philosophy,
and some final eomments

Raymond Stainback: "In our
country we have never built
anything to last very long because

manufacturer has had with that
particular system. And, I believe
that it's important and incumbent
upon the aichibect to get the

Johrt ,/. Ho[ftrtann, ..tt.t

manufacturer involved in the design
process. The manufacturer should

look at the design drawings, review
the specifications, and if possible
even approue the architect's design
it's to our benefit bo have things
for the purpose intended. I don't
wear out and be replaced. That
know how many manufacturers are
makes jobs and it makes business at willing to do that, but as long as the
home and abroad; and that
marketplace wants architects to use
philo-sophy is as American as apple
new systems, the marketplace
pie. But. . . this attitude runs in
should to a certain extent protect
conflict with the whole concept of
the architect in making sure that he
the architectural view of building.
is specifying the product and
We architeets like to build forever.
designing his roof system in the'
We want to be remembered bv the
proper manner."
monuments that we created and bv
John Devaney: "A lot of what I
the quality of our civilization as it"
do within our fiim is called 'dispute
was measured by the communities
resolution,' Sometimes we do if
o{ buildings that we put up. I think
after the fact and sometimes we do
that puts us a little bit in conflict
it during the construction process.
with the American business ethic
The first thing I like to keep in mind
and does tend bo sustain the
in our work with disputes i! that
pe_re_nnial problem of roofing."
construction is still an art, not a
Wayne Mullis: "We talked about
science. And as Burt Karp said,
prequalification, and I think we
common sense goes a long way to
could probably talk a lot more about resolve those items that need to be
that. If all projects were fortunate
resolved. The one thing that we
enough bo have the very best
stress is that disputes shouldn't
contractors on the job, then better
leave the job site-. You don't want to
results would be produced. The
have a situation where third parties
design communit! has to do
are making business decisions for
something about prequalifying
you, and I believe all of you would
contractors. We believe preagree to that."
qualifying can easily be done if it's
Burton Karp: "Today, throughout
based on experience. If that's
the whole session, theie was an
written in the specifications and in
overriding theme as far as I am
the bid documents, then
concerned, and that's common sense
experienced contractors are going
based on our past experience. We
to bid the work. We can make it can't overlook or underestimate
that. I think if more common sense
Itqpl.lt, but it's going to take
rnluatlve on somebodv's Dart
is used and we use systems with
besides the contractors."^
proven track recordsBruce lombardo: "I think it's
manufacturers who have a
most interesting how the
commitment and integrity-we are
technology, even with respect to
on our way to greater success. It is
also important to have teamwork.
The contractor, the owner. or the
architect, every single segment
plays an important part. One
weakness in that group and we
have got a sure failure as far as the
roof is concerned.." D. R.
Hofr rno n.n A rt:h i I r:c ts
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adiustable-height work surfaces'
cabinets. drawers, sinks, and fume
hoods, can be attached to the
module. The channeied framework
is constructed of steel and painted
with an acid- and solvent-resistant
enamel finish. All comPonents are
screwed onto brackets connected to
the frame, and shelves and work
workload-an average of 15 tests
surfaces are avaiiable with
on 45.000 samples-and flexibie
enoush ro adabt to periodic changes Iaminate, resin epoxy,
oolvoropvlene. stainless steel,
in lab"oratorv layouf and function.
wo6it, ai,il artificial stone finishes,
In response to these requirements,
dependins on a specific laboratory's
the arihitects devised a modular
tt"bd. Thdframework and the
svstem consisting of a rectangular
component units are selfuiility module and dependent
supporting, so the entire
components, which are now
avaiiable on a commercial basis. The sviiem isTreestanding, excePt for
firll-size floor cabinets and fume
basic moduie is made uP of units
cupboards that are mounted against
4 ft long by.6 ft high that carrY
the wall. Labmarc/Architectural
necessary Plumblng ano wlnngResources Cambridge Inc.,
concealed bv removable Pane)salone the bottom half, with storage Cambridse, Mass.
CircLe JM on reader seraice card
shelies above. AnY combination of
continued
component units, including

Clinically correct
The Labmarc system was initiallY
developed bv Architectural
Resouices Cambridge for the new
Chicago laboratorY of MetPath, a
large diagnostic testing companY
that needed furniture durable
enoush to accommodate its dailY
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continued

Up and around
For those who ride up and down
linear escalators witliout thinking
much about the technology behin"d
them, Mitsubishi Electriihas
introduced to the American market
a spiral escalator that mav draw
new attention to the over--all
engineering complexities involved in
the design of moving stairs.
Mitsubishi had to ovircome several
laws of physics in order to solve the
dllemma of how to rise along a
three-dimensional curve.
In addition to acting as the
connecting link between two or
more levels, a spiral escalator must
also transport- its
_passengers
around the hehcal fbrm without
pus-hing them against the handrails
or tbrcing them ofl a moving tread
as it narrows at each turn. The
manufacturer's previous attempts
to design such escalators had
assumed that in order to maintain a

fixed relation from one step to the
next, their speed would have to be
varied where the inclined and
horizontal planes met. And it was
thought that the two handrails
would also have to operate at
different speeds to svnchronize
with the twisting steps. But after
several years of research and
experimentation, Mitsubishi has
developed a mechanism that
eflectively manages the above
problems. By varying the spiral's
radlus ot curvature to align the
ypper and lower-landing iones, the
Inrcrmedlate rnclrned zone
and the transition z-ones iii
between, the treads can be keot
horizontal to one another and,'along
with both handrails, rise up the
curve at a constant speed.
Mitsubishi EIectric.
Mt. Prospect. Ill.
Circk 3Al on reader service card
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Roof-cooling systcm
A roof-cooling system that
intermittently sprays the roof
surface with water, allowing it to
"sweat" away heat from the sun's
radiation, is featured in an 8-page
brochure. The effectiveness. cost.
and benefits of the svstem are
reviewed in the literiture.
Sprinkool Systems, Inc., Atlanta.
Circle !00 on read.er seraice card
Greenhouses

Sunbilt pref abricated solar
greenhouses, constructed of tubular

aluminum members and f-in.
tempered glass, are featured in a
&page color brochure. Diagrams of
construction details, including
headers, cross bars, rafters, Ind
sills, are contained in the literature.
Sussman Inc., Jamaica. N. Y.
Circle !01 on reader sentice card

Insulation
A 4-page color brochure features
rofoa m l,ig htguard roofi ng
insulation. Photod of the 2- bv Z-ft
panels with a 3/8-in. modified
concrete facing are included in the
S ty

literature. A chart lists the thermal
conductivity and resistance of the
insulation. Dow Chemical Co..
Midland, Mich.
Circle !02 on reader seruice card
Concrete anchors
The Redi-Chem concrete anchoring
system, which consists of a
threaded anchor rod, a chemical
capsule,.and an installation tool, is
leatured in a Gpage brochure.
Uommon applic-ations, including the
re-anchoring of brick facades
concrete-block walls, are reviewed

ti

in.the literature. ITT phillips Drill
Div., Michigan Citv. Ind.
Circle 403 on reailer seruice card.
Stone

Skylight system
A new four-sided skylight system is
described in a 4-page c6lor
brochure. The glass is held in place
by a structural sealant and not by
exterior retainer caps, allowing the
water to run down the outer surface
of the glass. Other benefits of the
installation procedures are
reviewed. Super Sky Products, Inc.,
Mequon. Wis.
Circte 4OO on reader service card,

Vinyl flooring
The manufacturer's commercial
sheet vinyl floor covering is
featured in a 6-page color brochure.
The durability, ita-in and indentation
resistance, and dimensional stabilitv
of the flooring are discussed in the'
literature. TWentv colors are shown.
Forbo North America.
Lancaster, Pa.
Circle /t07 on reader service card,
Precast decks

A 12-page color brochure describes
how the manufacturer's precast
floor and roof decks were used in
three projects with central atriums
and surrounding balconies. The
general construction advantaEes of
precast decks in cold weathei
conditions are also reviewed. The
4exicore Co., Inc., Dayton, Ohio.
Circle 408 on reader ieruice card.
Rolling doors

A line of rolling doors, grilles, fire
doors, and counter doors is

illustrated in a 28-pase color
brochure. The standird features.
operation, and construction of each

product are reviewed in the
literature. Specifications are
included. Thb Cookson Co..
Gastonia, N. C.
Circle /109 on reader serlice card,

A line of West German stone
intended for flooring, wall surfaces,
and a varietv of outdoor

Incks
A Z4-page color brochure reviews
the manufacturer's line of

applications-is featured in an g-page
brochure. Diagrams show seveial"
suggested, ways for laying the
stone. I€chnlcal data are included.
Solnhof'en Natural Stone, Inc.,
San Francisco
Circle 404 on reader seru'ice card

including padlocks, mortise locks,
tubular deadbolts, and kev-in-knob
cylindricals. Available trims and
finishes are listed in the literature.
Best Lock Corp., Indianapolis.
Circle !10 on reader ser.uice card

Marble
An 8-page color brochure reviews
common marble applications and
the manufacturer's marble
installation.systems, including the
,rD/t 0ndlvldual support and
retention) and opeGoint veneer
systems. Twelve varieties of marble
are shown in the literature.
Vermont^Marble Co., proctor, Vt.
Circle /105 on reader ser"uice'caid.

interc-hangeable core locks,

Rubber floor tiles
The Roundel svstem of raised disc
rubber floor and edge tiles is
featured in a &page color brochure
that also shows a coordinating line
of stair treads, risers, and stri"ngers.
The tiles are 23 3/4 in. sq and 8/"16
in. thick, with 0.0&in. raised discs.
The Johnson Rubber Co..
Middlefield, Ohio.
Circle !11 on reader service card

continued

Product literat trt e continued

For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Seruice Card

Fireplace
Several features of lhe Eclipse castiron fireplace are reviewed in a 6page color brochure. The unit is
able to control the rate of
combus[ion by throttling the air
supply and. as a result, can
maintain an unattended fire for
over eight hours. Dovre, Inc.,

Aurora. Ill.

Circle 412 on reader set uice card

Yinyl siding
An 8-page color brochure reviews
the manufacturer's vinyl siding
intended for residentiai
applieations. The sidine is said to
resist water and insecidamase.
Horizontal 8-in., and double 4-in.
and Fin. lines are shown in the
literature. Gold Bond BuildinE
Products, Charlotte. N. C.
Circle /113 on reader seruice card
Shade
The manufacturer's fabric shade.
which is said to block 95 per cenf of

the sun's heat, is featured in a

4-page color brochure. 0ther
benefits of the shade, including its
resistance to rottinE and
weathering, are reviewed in the

literature. 3-S Haluscreen.

Rancho Cordova, Calif.
Circle !1/1 on reader senice card,

Ceiling insulation
A 4-page color brochure reviews
retrofi t and new-construction
applications for the manufacturer's
S u s pe n d -R ceiling insulation
system. The system's three major
components, including semi-rigid
fiberglass boards. fiberglass bitrs,
and_a metallic grid, aretescribed in
the literature. Manville, Denver.
Circle 115 on reader sen'ice card
Marble

A 6-page color brochure contains a
map of Italy that locates the
country's different marble-

producing regions. The
characteristics of each reEion's
marble are reviewed in thi rexr.
Definitions of basic marble-related
terms are also included in the
literature. Italian Marble Center.
New York Citv.
Circle 116 on-read.er seraice card,
fAf.hir*lu$lt*,
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Cooling towers
The manufacturer's line of cooline
towers, which can be installed
indoors, underground, on rooftops.
or freestanding, are described in an
8-page brochure. Technical data on
the tower components and
mechanical specifications are
lncluded ln the llterature.
BAC-Pritchard, Inc., Baltimore.
Circle 417 on reader seruice card

Enclosures and skylights

A line of insulating, lighttransmitting enclosures and
skylights is described in a 4-page
color brochure. Photos show a
variety of applications, including
swimming enclosures, and mall and
atrium roofs. The structures are
said to be corrosion resistant.
Structures Unlimited, Inc.,
Manchester, N. H.
Circle /118 on reader seruice carcl
Concrete aggregates

An 8-page brochure reviews the
properties of the manufacturer's
perlite concrete aggregates. The
products'application in roof deck
and on-grade floor construction is
reviewed. Diagrams of roofing
details are included in the literature.
Grefco, Inc., Westchester. Ill.
Circle 419 on reader service card

Tinted float-glass
Sunglas Blue tinted float-glass is
featured in a 4-page brochure.
The product's level of visible lieht
transmittance is said to be l0 per cent better than standard
bronze glass. A chart lists the
performance characteristics of the
glass. Ford Glass Div., Detroit.
Circle !20 on reader serwice card.

Computer-support tables
An 8-page color brochure reviews
the manufacturer's line of
computer-support tables, inciuding
single- and double-stem dual-levef
Cnr tables, cantilevered displav
tables, and peripheral machine
tables. Human Factor Technologies,
Inc., Londonderry, N. H.

Circle

ill

on reader seruice cord

Expansion bearing systems

A 4-page brochure describes the
manufacturer's line of expansion
F.ellg systems used to iupport

buildings, bridges, pipelines-, and
heavy machinery. General
specifications for each available
bearing system are included in the
literature. Beeco Products Co..
Fort Washington, Pa.
Circle /122 on reader sen,ice card

Structural wood panels

A l2-page brochure contalns
descriptions of structural wood
panel products, including plywood
composite panels, waferboald,
oriented strand board. and

structural particleboaid. Durabilitv
classifications, span ratings, and
handling of the panels are"reviewed.
American Plywood Association,
Tacoma. Waih^
Circle iLS on read,er ser.uice card

Cut Loading Dock
Construction
Costs
You can save 910,000 by
installing an Advance Superdok rather than a recessed
concrete loading dock.
Before you design a large
concrete hole in the ground
call Advance toll free at
1.800.THE DOCK.

You save money wllh a
Superdok.

f*ur"
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Kettle
-{ ne\\'teapol designed bl architect
Michael Grales is the second in the
manufacturer's series of designer
kettles. A blue handle with dark red
knobs is attached to the twoliter
capacitl', bell-shaped stainless steel
body. Alessi USA/The Schawbel
Corp., Cambridge, Mass.
Circle 306 on reader seruice card

Faucets

The Entog line of faucets includes
lavatorv, shorver, and wall- or deckmounted bath sets. The faucets are
arailable in a selection of metals,
gloss and matte colors, and semiprecious stones. Coordinated
accessories can also be specified.
Kallista, Inc., San Francisco.
Circle J1i ort reader senice card

Fiber

Antron Precedent

is a new addition
to the manufacturer's line of carpet
fibers and is intended for heavr'
dun commercial installations.
The hollow filament, delta-shaped
staple fiber has a Teflon surface
and is available for 6ut and loop

pile carpeting. DuPont Co.,

Wilmington, Del.
Circle 308 on reader seraice card

Lighting louvers
The Parorube 11,/ liehtins lour.er is
said to olfer a high level of
illumination and eliminate most
glare. The unit is available in
several grid sizes with 3-in. by B-in.
by 1 1/2-in. individual cells
American Louver Co., Skokie, Ill.
Circle 309 on reader seruice card.

Graber FashionPleal Shades. Vlrgrn
Grand Beach Hotel, St Thomas, U.S.Vl,
Al en-Wrll!ams Corp.
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Manufacturer
sowces
For your conuenience in locating
building matnrials and othzr products
shourn in this month's feature articles
REcoRD hoa osked the architects to
identify the products specified
Four Office Buildings
by Gwathmey Siegel & Associates
Pag€s

f02-fG

The Evane Partnership for AT&T-Curtain
wall, entrance: Smith Glass. Spandrels:
Hamilton Glass. Ceiling: Alcan. Marble:
Tltan Stone. Downlights: Halo. Faints:
Benjamin Moore.
Prgos f0cf07

Ecst

Triangle Pacific Corporation-Curtain wall,
entrance: Kawneer. Glazing: ppG. Ceiling:

t0c$crq

Alucobond. Roofing: Johns-Manville. Glass
block: Pittsburgh Corning. Chairs, table:
A. L Wallcovering: L. E. Carpenter.
Flooring: Bruce. Downlights: Lightolier.
Doors: Williamsburg. locksets: Schbge.
Hinges: Stanley. Faint: Benjamin Moore.
Psg€s

10&fff

First City Bank-Curtain wall, cladding:
Shelton W Greer. Glazing: Environmental
Glass Products, l,OF. Door pulls:
Brookline. hvers: WinburrrTile. hint:
Benjamin Moore. Downlights: Lightolier.
Ceiling: Donn.
Psg€r lD-f$

IBM-Kingsbridge-{urtain wall, glazing:
PPG. Spandrels: Hamilton. Glass block:

Pittsburgh Corning. Area lighting: Crouse

Hinds. Ceiling: Donn. Marble: fitan Stone.
Entrance: Extrude Art. paven: Stonex.
Column cladding: Howell Steel. Sunshades:
Levelor. Paint Benjamin Moore. Railings:
Aluminum & Iron Specialties. Seating: iack
Cartwright. Lamps, wall hanging:
Gwathmey-Siegel. Skylights: Super Sky.
Elevators: National. Rug: Stark. Ughti-ng:
Elliptipar. Smoke alarmi: Edwards.
Prg€s

"world's largest chatn of independently
owned and opented hoters, motor inns, and
resorts,,
ol9E 86r w6Em lnremuoEl

llGDf

Hotel Lenado
by Harry Teague Architects
h$s ffeff?-Metal roof: M&M Systems.
Y"d tll' Nicotai. Windows, sliding

doors: Pella. Stains: Olympic Stain Co.;
Samuel Cabot, Inc. Signage: Metallic

Arts.

Poge l2lF-lounge furniture: LaLune.
Firescreen: Myers. Carpet Romane.
Track
lighting: Halo; Ughtolier. Beaded ceiling
board: Henry Ketchum Lumber. Metal
ceiling: W F. Norman. Downlights: Halo.
bedroom table, chairs: OId Hickorv.
Shutterc: Pineqest, Bed: Backwoods.
Radiator: Burnham America. Stove:
Vermont Casting. Hanging fixture:
Halo.
Pag€8 122-Bf

Private residence
by Tod Williams and Associates,
Architects

Siding: Mohawk Colored Stucco. Curtain
walls: Robert Otto. Fixed and operable
windows: Sussman. Wood stain: Samuel
Cabot, Inc. Glass doors and skylights:
Arcadia. Fool: lavinio.

pratt and lamberL
IbSer l2?.129-hints:
S. Gypsum. Carper: Esquire.
Rug: V'soske. Sofas: A. L Dining table,
chairs: Thomas Moser. Custom woodwork:
Andreassen Construction; yoshi
M.
Woodworking Studio. Fireplace:
Henry
Haas. Table: LCS. Wall lights:
Rambusch.
Sculpture: Steve Wood. Switchplates:
Leviton. F'looring: American Oiean.
Ps$8 $GfSl--Sink: Elkay. Faucet:
sp€akman. Refrigerator: Sub Zero.
Railings: Southampton Welding.
locksets:
uchlag€. flinges: Stanley. Sculpture:
Mel
Kendrick. Wall hanging: Deborah
Kass.
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Bonds now pa/
higher variable interest rates like
money market accounts! At the
current rate, you could double
youl r_n9ney in lrss tlwn s,)en
Jenrs.
Hold your Savings Bonds for
" years and you automadcally
nve
get the higher variable rates that
change every May I and NovemDer l. Hlus, you get a guarantd
renrm!.You'll probably eam a lot

more-but

never less thanTVzo/o.

Money market
rates.

antd

A

guar-

rerurn. You couldn't"ask for
befter reasons to buy Savings
ttonds. And Bonds are still a great
waylo keep America strong.
Q""ilgr Bonds are ""r1ito buy,
too. Purchase them at almost
any''
financial instirution. Or easier sriil,
through the Pa,yroll S""lngs Fhr,--'
where you work. Start tod-av. ..

qsilwNGSsOirDsL

hyiry BetffTlrin Ever--

Variable rata apprv to Bonds purchard
on and.after ,/r.tg2 andherd ar.reast.5
'
cnard$etore.
vears. Bonds purI l/l/82 earn variable ratm when
held t.v".a fbzlfiAil

mnos herd

ls

than

5 yea6 earn

A public *rvice ofthis publication.
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"Our producfs are specif ied products, and
being rn Sweet's Catalog File is an absolute
necessity," says John Danneker, vice president and general manager of the construction producfs drvr'sion of W. R. Grace & Co.,
manufacturers of materials for waterproofi ng, roof in g, i nsu I ation-and f i reproof i ng.
"Our catalogs rn SweefS give our prospecfs enough
.
data and enough details to specify our products,"
explains Danneker. 'And if you're not in the specif ications,
you're not going to be on the job."
Does that mean Sweefb
replaces advertising?
"One complements the
other," he says. 'A prospect
who sees one of our ads
can turn to SweefS for
more detail. And while you might make a sp/ash with an ad, you're
not going to get a customer fo specify your products for his construction projects without more detaifed information.
"Thatb what sweef's has been-doing for us for years and years and
y_ears. The fact we get 200 to 300 sa/es /eads in our off ices throuoh
BwLINE@ (sweetb exclusive 24-hour-a-day, toil-f ree telepho,ne "
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i,id i"oi,r" are usins them.,,
'n{ru"i
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I

nt9 yry atlon Sysfems Com p any,

81221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, New York 10020.

John A. Danneker
Vice President
& GeneralManager

Construction
Products Division
W R. Grace & Co.
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POSITIONS VACANT

ARCHITEGTURE
The Marriotl Corooration's in-house Ar-

chitecture Department has available
opportunities to support continued
growth into the 1990's. We currenlly of-

ler positions lor

experienced
RestEurant Proiect Coordinators,

Proiect Designers and Senior Project
Coordinators who can help us expand
into convention hotels, all-suite hotels,

Courtyards, Life Care, and Time-

A/E STAFF
EXPANSION
Fast growing Midwest and Southeast offices of top A/E firm seek career-oriented
professionals to support broadening client
base. Outstanding opportunities for selfmotivated individuals to play a key role in
design and development of large healthcare, criminal iustice, educational and com-

mercial projects. Join a company which
offers advancement and stimulating environment, iob security and excellent compensation and benefits. Please submit letter of application and resume for the following positions:

Sharing markets.

Restaurant Project
Coordinators
Must have 5-year Bachelor of Architec-

ture Degree (registration required for
some positions) with 5 years exoerience in an architectural otfice; experience as job captain on commercial
architectural projecis; excellent verbal

and written communication

skills.
Background in Fast Food Architecture
or Reslaurant Architecture a plus.

Project Designers
Must have degree and state license(s)

with a minimum 5-10 years practice;
excellent design abilities in all phases
of architectural discipline; ability and

to intertace with many consultants and proiect teams; experience
designing multi-unit housing such as
hotels, condominiums and health care
desire

facilities.

Proiect Goordinators
To qualify, individuals must have: a
degree in Architecture (registration

desirable); 5-8 years experience in the
oroduction and coordination of pro-

iects; familiarity with CAD production

iechniques preferred. Employee will be

responsible for the management of
documentation production and coordination of Courtyard projects coor'
dinated by outside consultants.
We offer exciting opportunities, competitive salaries and comprehensive

benefits. Send resume to: Marriott

Corporation, Dept. 934.1 1X, Itarriott
Dririe, Washington, DC 20058. To be
considered SALARY HISTORY must
be included. lf unable to send resume,
call (800) 638-6707, Ext. 2220. Lines
opei 8am-6pm EST. All inquiries will
be confidential.

orriott
corporation
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/l

. PROJECTARCHITECTS
.INTERN ARCHITECTS
. JOB CAPTAINS
. SIGNAGE DESIGNER
.INTERIOR DESIGNER

Send to Director of Personnel.
P-1956

Architectural Record

Architectural lllustrators
Associates Inc.
- Artsearch
for highly
is conducting a nationwide
talented architectural illustrators. Artists capable of doing an entire illustration, or parts such
as building detailing, trees, backgrounds and
landscapes, interiors, or autos and figures. Tc
those in the field independently, thii is a significant opportunity. increased stability an-d
securitv olus the time to channel vour efforts to
what yoti en.joy most, while we d<j the rest, with

the added benefit of being with the very best
firm in the field. Our international reputation is
without parallel as we draw over 1000 commissions per year from the largest and finest architectural, development, investment and engineerine firms woildwide. The pav scale is in-the
hands-of the applicant, we dir riot wish to discourage a potentially significant member of our
staff by limiting opportunity. Consider the benefits and the income level necessary to make
such a move and include this with yoJr samples.
We can be reached anytime betw6en 8A/V and
12AM E.D.T. We will interview only after receivine samoles and we will oav relocation exDenses.

AIT samoles returned, ionfidential. Art Associates inc., P.O. Box 8970 Toledo, Ohio 43623.
A19\ s37 -1303.

Class. Adv. P.O. Box 9fl)
N.Y. N.Y. 10020
equal oPPorlunitY emPloYer

POSITIONSVACANT
A/E Ltm seeking registered Architect with 1-3

vears' exoerience after registration. Emphasis on
breparation of construction documents. Send

i'esume', references, date available and salary

reouirements in confidence to: .lames C' Bell,
Be[I. Calvardt & Associates, Inc., P.O.Vox7197,
Rapid Ciiy, SD 57709.

Architect Technical & Construction backsround (minimum 15 yrs.) to write specs and

iheck diawines. Crowihg 180 man firm designs

lnteriors Director req. bv orominent desitn
firm in the Midwest. Quilifled person should
have desree and prof. reg. coupled with 10+
yrs. expl in space' planniig and' dsn. of architectural rnt. tor mator commerctal, olllce ano

inst. proiects. Proveh exp. and ability to assume
keymeht. oosition alone with attendant client
mktl./bius. dev., presentitions, staff and prol.
direition respon.; as wellas technical leadership
is mandatorv for this mgmt. position. Aggressive, activelf .growing firin wiih excelleni prof.
reputation olters attracttve comp. pacKage ano
loirg term future in a pleasant location. Respond
in conf. to our reos at G. Marshall Assoc.
- P.O.
Chicago, lL 60666.
Box 66083

a

-

hieh oualitv oiiice buildinAs and hotels (all drawinE gdco CADD). Offices-in Charlotte, DC and

Ndw York. Resumes only to P.O. Box 34128,

Charlotte, NC 28234.

Architect - Gresham, Smith and Partners, a
nationallv recognized firm, is seeking experienced irchitec-ts for its Nashville, TN offic-e.
Qualified candidates will have 3-5 years health-

care design experience, a hi8h. degree ot motivation, and a proven interest In quallty arcnl-

tecture. The firm of{ers the opportunity tor
continued professional development with an

established firm plus a competitive salary and
benefits oackage. For more information, contact Par Hudson at 6151385-3310.
Chief ol Urban Design - Montgomery County
Department, The Maryland National
Planning
-Park & Planning Commission. Unusual
Capital

opbortunity to lead a ltaff of Architects and
iJndt.op. Architects in the pursuit of excellence in the built environment. Position involves the application of design.principles to
comorehensive planning lor an urban county ol
500 iquare miled and 600,000 people bordering
the District of Columbia. Role requires a thorough understanding of design principles. relatine form to function, and an appreclatlon ot

procedures, and participatory
orocesses. PreTer6nce will be Siven to canbidatet who can demonstrate design sensitivity,
Dractical iudP,ment, communication and man-

tnteriors Dsnr. req. by growing lull service A/E
in the SouthWest. Three to five yrs. exp' in complete space planning and architectural interiors
design for m'aior insi. and comm. proiects is req'
Abillv to assJme proiect respon. and interlace
with tlients mandatorv. Firm offers excellent
como. and long term prof. growth. Contact our
reps'in conf. a[ C. Mirshall Assoc. - P.O. Box
66b83

-

Chicago, lL 60666.

Interiors Dsnr. position avail. with prominenl
interiors firm iri the South. Degree preferred
alone with 3-5* yrs. exp. in comprehensive
soac'e olannine and arch. interiors design for
iorn-., off ice i'nd inst. projects. Ability to interface with clients and assume f ull proiect respon.
is

essential. Firm offers comp. salary and benefits

in a challenging environ. Contact our reps in

conf. at G. Mlarihall Assoc.
Chicago, lL 60666.

-

P.O. Box 66083

-

so"cial needs, legal

5*"rn"nt 'tkillr, pati"n.. in negotiation, and a
c6mmitment to the public interest. Minimum

FACUTTY POSITIONS

VACAM

iequirements are a Bichelor's Degree in Archi-

teciure, Landscape Architecture, or related
TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
parate enueloPes
1 1" r 5")
for each reply to:
Address

se

(snaller than

Box Number (As indicatea)
Classif ied Aduer tising

C ent

er

Architectural Record
Post Of fice Box N0,

206

NY

10020
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1985

a responstble level. Salary ranse is $35,944 to $54,367, with
oossible aooointmdnt above the minimum debendins oh experience and ability. Apply
before iulv 31st, i985 to: The Maryland National
Caoital Paik & Planning Commission, Employee
Relations & Development Office, 6609 Riggs
Rd., Hyattsville, MD'20782, Attention: Planning
Division Chief Recruiter.
Architects with 5-15 vears of experience needed for maior hospital, hotel and office building
oroiects ai Bostoi-r architectural f irm. Submit reiume and salary expectations to: P 1818, Architectural Record.

field, and appropriate experience at

The Facutty Of Engineering, Ya-rmouk.University, .lordan invites app_lications tor taculty qo1;
tions in Department of Archltecture In tne llelo
of Architeitural Design, Urban Design & Plannine, Building Teihnology and Graphic

Coilmunication. Qualif ications: Minimum Master's Deqree, Ph.D. preferred. Some teaching,
Researcfi' or Practical experience desirable' The
ooiition offers competitive salaries and benef its'
F"iitionr available lrom February, 1986. Apply
with resume bv the 15th of September To:

Academic Stafl Affairs Division, Yarmouk
University, lrbid, Jordan.

SEMINARS

SSITIONSWANTED
ARCHITECT/ARCHITECTURAL

rchitect AlA, NCARB, BDA Former Partnel
rt. known NYC firm. 20 years
exp. U.S. Addi'Award
rnal Europe, Mid East.
winning De;ner of major projects incl. office buildines,
Jt. Houses, Research, Med., Industrial. lnt.

DESIGNER
Leading Baltimore consulting tirm has an opening for
an Architeci/Architectural Desioner. Position requires colleg€ background with a irinimum of 5 years
board experience in design and drafting.

:s..Systems Design and Const. Fast track, debuild. Exp. in all phases of work with emrasis on design, promotion, new business,
ient contact, adm. Excel. communicator, prof it

Candidates shall be capable of pr€paring contract

3n

Oocuments, chScking Shop drewings. eslimating and
snail have astrong knowledge ot spsitication writing
tor proiects in the U.S.

iented, self-starter seeking resoonsible oosirn with established org. Ag? 48, Born, Edircat! W. Germany. Arch. -Eng. t95Z multi-lineual.
'illing to relocate, nation;l-international. "pW)36. Architectural Record.

U.S. citizenship

or permanent resident status is

required. Qualitied candidates shoutd submit letters

ano resumes to:

Bruce A. Herman, DeDl. .127
Greiner Engine€ring Scienc€s, Inc.
One Village Square, Cross Kevs

Baltimore, Maryland

ROTESS|ONAt SERVTCES

2 1210

September 7, 1985 Seminar theme: lntagnl
Omament end Fumlshtngs ln O,gantc Archt-

tecturc. One day program for professionals,
artists and lay persons. Frank Lloyd Wright
Memorial Foundation, Taliesin, Spring Green.
Wisconsin 53588. Fee, CEU credits. Reservations and further information contact: Richard
Carney 608+588-2511.

An Equal Opportuniiy Emptoyer M/F/H

Grciner

TIHANYI ASSOCLATES
I 14 EAST 32nd STREET

NEWYONK,N.Y. IOOI6
684-3064 2I2 685_t0l I
SPECLALIZING IN COMPREHENSIVE
CON.S-UIJTING SERVICES FOR OWNTNS,
ARCHTTECIE, ENGINEERS AND
212

A

BI'IIJDERS PROVIDING

tola.l. building department represenlalion
trom trling lhru approvals lor various building
rypes. D€mng conslruclion permits and ob_
rarnrng ceflrtrcale ol occuDancy.

Zoning and buildinq cod-e consullations prior
liling wilh municipal agencies.
provide servicei lor high rise mixed use
Duildlngs or small renovations_
. prompl . competenl . reliable . courteous
servrce to the industry since I968.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

to

We_

Inventions, ideas, new. products wanted! In-

oustry

presentation,/national exoosition.

1-800-528-5050. Arizona, 1-800-352-0458.

x83 1.

For only $132.40 per inch you can
advertise your software, designed

PROFESSIOI{AL DRAFTII{G SERVICES INC.

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

15 Years Experience in Architecturat and Engineeilng Drafting.

314 W. 53rd St.

PECIAL SERVICES

euglily

Surveys, Computer

,pptrcations, Corps., DOD, CSA, VA.

on

Cosr lys-Lems

-

ampa, 813-887-5500.

Corrii,ji:

Chiiag",'3it_s;B_A;i;

circulation

of

75,000

sub_

scribers.

You'll waste no advertising dollars

-_:llJ!"_: Managem ent C_ onsultin g
Service f or
.rchttects. Aware of the finest car6e, deueloo_

rent opportunities nationwide for prinidal
nd Lea.drrsh ip prof essiona ls,
M"aiiri'in1
uire:
-e;;ir;"
William'.E. Engle Associat.r,
"rp. ZS0

tN 46204 (317)632_13e1. (Ats6

rooKs

Architectural

.

Record
Computer Software
Section

the most extensive'
in the industry.
Linked by phone
ro your own terminal.
.
.

.

iJ,."iff j???'

costs

/ ri

Send your copy/art to the address
below. For more information. call

llene Fader at 212/512-ggOB.

Post Office Box 900
NewYork, Ny 10020

l-g(x)-257-5295
iil

i;l;33'.;1', J

.

;'j*'}

"!li ^t
UcGraw-Hiil
Informarion Sysrems Company

l,ltt

rl|1ll

1985 ARCHITECTURAL RECOFD
COMPUTER SOFTWARE SECTION

me esri maies

Cost adjustments for 720 zip codes

For details, call toll-free

A?

interests.

Costs for 25,000 building components

lll'lll

I:!
it".|r.r",. Urbanism, Ga rden s, Tech
Intenors,
Limited Editions from around

makers need software applications
designed specifically for their in_
dustry. That's why AR's Computer
Software Section is a perfect inter_
face because it is programmed to
connect you with specific industry

Call now.
Estimate faster,
more accuratelv
by next week.
_ With the Dodge
C.gmputer Data Ease,

D_oConceptual B_udget Analyses
ano prettmanary Design Estimates
In mtnutes wath on_line access to:

OSITIONSVACANT

I,J;jL,:i.0",'',

need of it-Architectural Record's

paid

on wasle circulation. These decision_

Itew York, t{.y.10019
212-621 -91U1 ltr. lrannina

;ost.Estimating,

specifically for the architectural field,
ro a no-waste audience specifically in

1

lnch

7/8x21/4

fnch

17/8)<Z

9ln"l
4fnch

27/8x2

2

3

1/4
1/4

7/8x21/4

lrrii.*

or

film preferred.

Typeseiling
freeof charoe.

1985 RATES

'| tnch
$132.40 $12s.95
2lnch 264.80 251.90 $rzz.ss
244.70
3 Inch
397.20 977 .BS 367.0s
4 Inch
529.60 Sog.80 489.40

Invoicing. P.oict Tracking.psl3ennsl
Scheduling
n

icat,

the world
at discount prices. FREE CATALO1
Ue Cal
991.?999 or write: Batuster eook, oe;t. ARi
340 W Huron St. Chicago, tL. 60610
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Isyourcdqulator

,

progrdmmed for success
Move up to theTl-66.The easy sITstep programmable.
you,re in the fast lane now, and

from Texas Instruments' The

the

Tl'66

your program steps so you can make

#ttfrll;,r,%ffil:u":.ti*
i?:ii1*'tr{-.itffrlt'$tii!t
;ft{'flf*$l1i{i^ffryj,
;'j:ff'il.J.i::t{ri:i,i:}"u:3]
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price
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time on
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is easv' Sc

f9'
il;; il;*d;fili'il*-'i"t
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powerfulprogrammi;;.ilail[;[
itreamlined design -u-k", for easy use.
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Liquid
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o.tTy -"k"t it easY on Your eYes, but
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Clpiright O

1984

Tum lrommens Incorporated'

routine caliulations that won't
promote.vourselfwith
yo"

"otlctd'
programmable
in" l-00

""'^'""Tr*={if
-

INSfpUMENTS

-

Creating usetul products and services for vo'

*i

ffountains
Fl

-L

and waterscapes by Imperial Bronzelite. They invite and

excite. Soothe and relax. They create

a

welcome oasis. A focal point

in the midst of manmade surroundings.
Imperial Bronzelite brings water to life more effectively than any other
source. We discovered the secret to long life-the WaterWorks@ fountain
system. The fountain of use. Our exclusive custom-designed, factory assembled system virtually eliminates design, installation and maintenance

problems.
To create an urban oasis

lrnBerial

in

a desert of concrete, iust add water.

P.O. Box606.

sanMarcos' Texas78666
ffiifr3i
Architectural Lighting & Fountains $12) 392-8957circte

tot on inquiry card

Imperial Bronzelite architectural fountain system and underwater lighting installation
at Charleston Town Center, Charleston; West Virginia. Architects:RTKL Associates, Inc.

"The Dearborn Inn offers E"rhAmericancharm
and modern American convenience with
Sloan OPTIMA No-Hands restrooms."
The impressive Early American
surroundings of the Dearborn lnn
attract thousands of guests annually. Equally impressive are the
"behind the scenes" conveniences
that add to the Inn's comfort

without
detracting
from its
charm
Sloan

-the
OPTIMA No-Hands automared
flush valves in the lobbv restroom
are one example.

A Sloan OPTIMA system

uses

an elecffonic sensor that "sees" the

user and automatically flushes the
sanitary fixture-or turns the sink
faucet or appliance on and offonly as needed. This eliminates
unflushed urinals and toilets as well
as assures that faucets and hand

dryers are turned offafter use.
The results: Reduced water
usage. A cut in energy consumption.
Fewer repairs. Less maintenance.
And cleaner restroom fixtures that
help assure the comfort of guests
and visitors.
The Sloan OPTIMA system
meets all building codes and installs
easily in virtually any new or retrofit

Circle 108 on inquiry card

situation. The system is also adaptable to soap dispensers, hand
dryers, shower heads, and more.
Ask your Sloan
representative
about Sloan
No-Hands
automated
systems. Or

write us.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY

'10500

Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park. lL 60131

